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1.1.1 O- About Us (Incl. Ideology) (2012-01-30 11:09)

We are Young Muslim Nationalists with a secular-based Islamic Union Agenda [Neo-Islamists; Repub-
licans By Virtue].

We believe first comes Muslim-ness [nationalistic not religious in reference] before British-ness,
American-ness, Iraqi-ness etc in terms of allegiance. However we believe we are a part of a Greater
[British, American etc] Society we reside in, reflecting a peaceful and friendly nature, and we must
reciprocate with same values.

We do not believe in violence (but we will not and never ever ’criminalize’ those, Muslims and
non-Muslims, who fight back as a form of internationally-recognized right to self-defence).

We believe we can change in time our position vis-a-vis Greater Society mainly and principally
via non-violent based approaches via socio-political advocacy, lobbying and general participation; at the
present we, the Muslims of the West and World, are the most marginalized communities in the general
and micro politics and socio-economics.

Please have a look at our manifesto page for more details.

About Leadership:

My name is Saeed. I reside in the Highfields Areas of Leicester (predominantly Muslim Neigh-
bourhoods), and I am the projects and Group’s Senior Project Officer.

Our Contacts:

altawhid.leicester@hotmail.co.uk

Twitter: @highfieldsUK

Facebook: Highfields comm

INTRODUCING NEO-ISLAMISM:

A NEW POLITICAL, NOT RELIGIOUS, MOVEMENT.

Finally having trampled through many experiences and experiments, having sifted, mixed and observed
end-results, we, at Jerusalem Group, have finally reached, and thus founded, a given name for our new
proposed socio-political (economic, cultural) ideology; Neo-Islamism.

©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com 9
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What is Neo-Islamism?

By Neo-Islamism we mean a purely political movement and ideology based not on traditional Islam
(as founded on religious tenets and inspired by cosmic, godly and prophetic thoughts), but a movement
founded and rested on the ideals and practices of Humanism and Democracy thrust within the foundations
of Islamic Culture (KulturIslam).

What does this ”mix” means [Demo-Humanistic-Islamism]?

It means we define a Muslim, as already stated and ever-repeated, as a citizen and not a religious follower
of Islam (namely, all the Islamic states from east to west, north to south).

1. A Muslim can be not a practising Muslim-Believer (a follower of Islam as a religion: see other
pages for more elaboration or the document below).

2. A Muslim can be a believer and follower of other religious faiths and beliefs, from Judaism to
Christianity, to Buddhism, Idolatry, to Atheists (non-believers), Agnostics, devil-worshippers and
so forth.

In short, we define (that our new proposed ideology) all as Muslims, as long as an individual can trace
one’s ancestral genealogy within Islamic Blood-Line (born inside Islamic States).

Hence the centrality of our new proposed ideology’s democratic and humanistic ideals. As for third factor,
namely, traditional Islamic Culture, the ideology refers to those teachings and ideals already founded
within traditional Islam that are still sound for retention; for example,
10 ©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com
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• due to necessity to maintain the cultural distinction of our Islamic women, Islamic dressing (mod-
esty of head-scarf etc), but not the de-genderfication, that is separation of women to men, or in-
equalities between these two sexes, is highly prized and encouraged to be preserved as symbol of
Islamic Roots. This will be done within the promotion of equality, independence and full rights to
both, without undermining these important tenets of our new character.

• the prohibition of alcohol and tobacco,or drugs and fornication, all in public will be preserved
and pressed upon; due to health reasons and moral reasons. Behind private doors, people can do
anything to their body and to those of other consented adult parties without fearing any persecution
or harm.

• We will not ban education, the arts, cultural participation, sciences, philosophies and general learn-
ing, or even music and other forms of entertainment. All Muslims can freely participate, learn and
contribute to these fields openly without fear of prosecution or any harm.

• There will be no physical violence as a result of ”religious differences”.

• There will be no Sharia Law (but sound principles found within these models might just be in-
corporated, as long as these do not tend to limit individual freedoms of expression, thoughts and
lifestyle).

• The symbolic centre of our new movement/ideology is not Mecca or Medina, it is Jerusalem (Al-
Quds to most).

From such a brief list one can observe the revolutionary character of our new ideological movement,
Neo-Islamism. Where all races of colours, beliefs, faiths, practices, gender, sexualities, relations,
associations and so forth are Muslims Citizens and not Muslim Believers.

However, like our traditionalists kinship, we too share a similar end-goal, the unification of old
Islamic World (from one end of earth to another), without being mastered by external parties (anti-
imperialists and colonialism).

For our Proposed New Purely-Political Islamic Union Manifesto, Founded on Principles of Neo-
Islamism, continue reading below.

Islam-e-stan: Our Detailed Vision of An Islamic Union [Document 24 pp]

Below is our key document envisioning a United Islamic People and Nations. In the document we refer
to this proposed or envisioned union as ”Islam-e-stan”, but the desired name is The Union of Islamic
©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com 11
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Commonwealths, or Union of Islamic Ummah, or finally the Union of Islamic Republics (a task for later
delegated conferences).

The Document: [1]THE DOCUMENT ON UNIONISM

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/strategic-document/the-document-on-unionism/

12 ©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com
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1.1.2 WELCOME TO HMCOWEBPAGES (2012-01-30 11:29)

The structure of these pages are simple, and as follows:

1. About HMCO:

This page does exactly what it says, it explains what HMCO is.

2. Announcements:

Here we put up upcoming events, underway, or on the pipeline for future considerations, and any
other emergencies needs (for example, more volunteers, etc).

3. Contact:

Outlines a simple email-based channel of easy communications with the office.

4. Daily News:

Here we examine significant daily headlines and events across the world, national and community-based,
that directly and indirectly affects the wellbeing or interests of the Muslims across these dimensions.
Highly recommended for frequent visits.

5. Documents

On this page, we have attached three pdf documents, outlining various visions and aims of this of-
fice.

6, Free Services

Outlines the types of services we provide, in some details.

6. SIRIA: Social Club

It is a niche announcement for those interested at Friday’s evening social gathering and discus-
sions of general Islamic affairs across the world or local.

I hope this layout is simple and helpful for you all, and further comments or ideas contributions
towards improvements are welcomed, as always.

Saeed.

Senior Project Officer, HMCO

©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com 13
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1.2.1 SHOCKING BREAKING NEWS: SPINNEY HILLS/HIGHFIELD UN-
DER POLICE STATE’ CURFEW (2012-10-02 10:58)

Before this new Curfew ”programme”’ which is intended as the rest to control the residents of Highfields,
who are mainly Muslims, the State Police of Leicestershire Police Force (or local gestapos as I call
these), had attempted all sorts of community’s controls, surveillance and intrusion programmes: from
proliferated drones in the skies/impala surveillance aircrafts (which still persists to date), to cuts-in (that
the placing of ”spooks” within the communities as members of communities), to reconnaissance (mobile
and of course aerial, or stationed vans and cars: we have all the car plates and individuals’ respective
photos), to foot reconnaissance (of park sitters, photographers etc), active listeners (eavesdroppers and
bugging experts) and to ”men at work” tactics (of gasman who ’force entry’, asks for toilet, probably
because the room tends to be seen as a laboratory for would-be trouble makers, and ”other room with gas
facilities, haha, I reckon most are amateurish contracted via G4S and other private security: to chimney
sweepers, asbestos inspectors, or just visiting the next door neighbour, forgot the number, to gardeners
etc: the list is long, and we have been watching and documenting for two-years now, we know every
trick, every stations, etc).

In short, there has been plenty of effort by the gestapos, as I prefer to call the state police, to in-
trude, surveil/watch and to listen into local Muslim immigrant communities activities. Recently, of
course is the shocking implementation of the ”Curfew” Law, literary, even with the usual semantics
games, referring to these as laws of ”dispersal zones”, which as the leaflets and other advertisements
across the community notes, will last ”until December 2012”, wow!. And it goes on to state:

”During the dates specified above a constable/PCSO (that Police Community Special Officer) may
give one or more of the following directions:

• Tell people in the group to leave the area.....

• Tell people who don’t live in the area to leave.....

• Tell people who don’t live in the area not to return to the area....

Failure to comply with an order to disperse can lead to arrest.

If you are under 16 and in the relevant area between the hours of9pm and 6am (an important char-
acteristic of curfews) and are not under the effective control of parent or responsible person over the
age of 18, then a constable/PCSO may take you to your home address or other place for safety if more
appropriate

Printed and Published by the Chief Constable, Leicestershire Police”

END OF THE LEAFLET.

In short, ladies and gents, brothers and sisters, this is how Fascism takes hold.

When something happens, for example a fade up mob rise against these ”gestapos laws”, responsi-
ble people and commentators in the media should not ask why and how it happened? but rather ”why
and how it took this long to happen?”’ Even in the parks, visit for yourself Spinney Hills Park right
down the basketball court, you will see signs warning: ”WE ARE WATCHING YOU!” (Courtesy of
16 ©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com
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Gestapos of Leicestershire State Police). You also have the newly ”implemented park warden” as ears
and eyes of the gestapos, the position was just recently filled up, there was no such position.

In short, the Muslim communities are literary under siege from gestapos, and whatever happen we
all need to know it was as the result of the gestapo’s behaviours and laws towards these peaceful
communities.

Thank you.

ADDED 26th June 2013: http://netpol.org/2013/07/23/police-set-to-get-new-dispersal-powers/

It’s December & It’s Still Curfew-Status In & Around The Highfields Muslim-Dominated Areas of Leicester!! |
Highfields Muslim Community Office (2012-12-05 18:41:03)
[...] Muslim, was under curfew or almost under curfew as the practice can be defined traditionally (see this post).
Anyway, those who instituted such a practice, of course always under the justification and [...]
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1.2.2 Recognising Community Surveillance Activities: How To Become A Spy-
Cather! (2012-10-04 11:55)

I have been asked by few, to illustrate or outline how one is to recognize the general patterns of
community surveillance or espionage activities. As such this a little bit longer brief attempts to outline
the general principles of understanding these activities.

First and foremost, to be able to train yourself to successfully recognize these activities you have
to appreciate a small but very critical First Principle of Counter-Surveillance/Intelligence: Look for
abnormalities, or in other words, look for acts, things, people or behaviours out of place to the general
nature of the locality.

Understanding above principle is critical to the whole venture. In the intelligence/security world,
stereotypes are essential building blocks of the professional, since the profession is largely built around
the discipline of behavioural science, which in itself reduces human behaviour and relations to ”general-
ities based on cultural, religious or ethno-racial traits’. For example, these professionals start from the
”threat” general characteristics, let take the ”so-called present Islamists’ terrorists” threat ——-> what
they take from this is ISLAM and from here they reduce their general and micro-focus to MUSLIM
CONSTITUENTS as they refer to these —–> from here they dominate the ENTIRE communities,
Muslims that is, with surveillance and intrusion programmes, human-based and technological-oriented
hybrids as required —–> and from here they then SIFT or listen-in to calls, private chats, read emails,
observe web activities (even before the implementation of ”snoopers charters” law by the Parliament, this
is called TIA: Total Information Awareness approved by the neocons of Bush era), behavioural patterns
of the communities and so forth, as they do this, they then convince themselves that they MIGHT HAVE
PICKED ONE OR TWO CHATTERS or concerning activities from particular individuals/parties which
merit further MORE INTRUSIVE-SURVEILLANCE EFFORTS/FOCUS (even when those chatters
are actually people talking of real ”wedding”, since the word ’wedding’ is designated as a code for
”go time” etc, meaning all is needed is ignorant innocent Muslim to text or type unknown to him or
her a ”codeword” designated dangerous and you are a legitimate target: one of the serious concerns
of watchers like ourselves and other Human Rights groups, or groups against anti-terror laws powers)
——–> this means now ”they have a target” which is existentially essential for these security services,
because without being able to claim ”POSSIBLE THREATS ON HORIZON OR UNDER INVESTI-
GATION” then their entire existence is threatened, hence security services in Britain, US or any other
fascist state never has A GAP ON SECURITY CONCERNS; in other words, these countries never
cease to be ”constantly UNDER THREAT” from imaginary, or architect-ed enemies (a characteristic of
fascism, hence relational-reference to fascism above): yesterday it was the ”anti-colonialists terrorists”,
then ”communists-Marxists terrorists”, today of course ”Islamic terrorists”, tomorrow already UNDER
ARCHITECTURE are the ”non-western civilisational bloc terrorists, made up of Chinese, Russians,
Muslims” etc (defined as ”clash of civilisations”).

Before proceeding lets me explain why we are not really a democracy, but rather a ”democratic
dictatorship” ruled by an ’iron oligarchies”, to use the words of one of the most prominent grand masters
of the British establishment, Lord Oakenshott. Western ”democracy” originated correctly from the
Greeks version of Platonic ”democratic dictatorship” ruled by the ”enlighted, natural-born leaders” of
’philosopher-kings’, or what in reality should be referred to as ”iron oligarchies” of families that have
closer relations to the ruling families throughout the history of the nation; the kings, queens, barons,
and other members of nobilities, if you are a research student take to this task of tracing every western
leaders, especially British, ancestors, and you will always see them in the same seats of powers; hence,
the bureaucracy is dominated by ’white-British natives’, and the rest of immigrants, whether you like
or not have no chance of entrance into these institutions of powers (you will never be treated as a real
18 ©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com
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citizen sadly), from security services (observe your local police stations, these are worryingsome out of
representation to local communities, with almost 98 per cent white, and only 2 non-whites and mostly
in ”non-essential roles”, and with zero prospects of career mobility—Have you tried, especially if you
are a Muslim to apply to any branch of security services for the ’essential roles’, as an officer, if so the
DEFINITE chance of your application success was ZERO, right?).

Now back to surveillance recognition.

Watch for things or behaviours out of place, or not normal to local ’milieu’ of the community. To
be able to do this, you will have to train yourself to be able to observe ’these out of place’ with
naturalness and effortless capabilities, that will take seconds to recognize the abnormalities, and thus
distract-out the abnormal from the normal, that the surveillance or ”the little spy”.

For example, you will need to be able to have an excellent memory abilities, since most of the
”naturalness” comes from spit-second brain works as it connects files from various observations, or
heard-chats or visual recognition and piece these together, either rejecting or accepting the observed
entity. One thing you will have to do is start with each room in your house, learn to recognize the
placement of things, the dustiness with time, the shades when hit by light from inside or outside, the
sound of floors, and so forth ———–> and from there you move to the house as one, one room at a time,
then you move to outside the house, the garden, garage, near parking etc, then next door neighbours,
learning their behaviours, their ”networks” of association, families, friends, usual visit times, shopping
days, bed time, children, school-runs, and so forth, married or single, professional or out of work, their
cars, what are the plate numbers, how many, all these need to be remembered mentally ——-> from here
you move to streets, left, right, nearby, adjacent spaces, open or closed, buildings or parks, who visit
these and ......., when you finish you will have the entire community, probably over 20 streets, in depth
recognition abilities, with the most near to you, more ”natural” abilities of it’s make up, the people, the
cars (their numbers), the ”visitors”, the utilities and if correct days, and so forth.

From above capabilities, you are now a fully self-trained ”spy catcher”, who can, in a spit seconds,
recognize people, things, or behaviours out of place in the community: always look for abnormalities—
those things out-of-place to locality and people. And here comes the usefulness of ”stereotypes” in a
generally Muslim communities, you will start with any light-skinned individuals, even when draped
in hijab/nikab (Muslim veils) or appearing in all Islamic dressing. You will study their manners,
associations, schools, and so forth: they always leave something or links, associations belonging to ”old
personalities”, this is especially true for those with Muslims names from Hindu communities, because
of their skin colours, who always feel then need to ”stay in touch with the roots” (if you know any
police officer with a Muslim name, not a mere PCSO or special constable, but ”top ranks”, then s/he is
probably a cut-out, trained infiltrator, set out to gain trust of the community—but they always give out
points of observations, married to ”non-Muslims”, or children attending ”special schools” or clubs, or
disappearing for a long time etc).

Other things to recognize is the ’common sense’ based observations:

• a sweating-van in a cold day/night, means there are ’listeners’ inside, using it as a listen-
ing/observation posts. or when parked near a drainage, or watch the tyres-to-weight, etc.

• a homeless guy wearing an expensive military-favoured watch, or you can never see around home-
less areas, hostels, groups.

• a ”drug addict” who never seem ”high”, in open-sight, or in general.
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• a three-men circling car (always three two-for observation and reaction, and one a driver).

• a car parked which does not belong to the locality. or a van driven,parked and left by an ”Indian-
Muslim” but you have never seen it before, or initially during your earlier years within the neigh-
bourhood.

All of the above, means there is a target near you, or you might be the one, even when you are not
extremist you might have said something against the government somewhere, like ourselves here, we
know we are already ”blacklisted” (like the socialists during the cold war era, like top Labour Party
members, David Blunkett, Jack Straw and others, including TV and Movies, or sports personalities,
who were affiliated with ”anti-establishment status quo” by associating themselves with socialists or
communists, even when moderate and real democrats: they had a special file within MI5 called the
”Y-List”, I think ours is either M or T-list, haha).

In short, as long as you have a Muslim name, either living or not within a dominantly Muslim ar-
eas, then you are UNDER SURVEILLANCE CONSTANTLY AND UNCEASINGLY: whether you are
or not ”extremist” (after all you are the reason these services exists today—you are the threat!—whether
peaceful or not). In Britain, with it’s secrecy when it comes to security, you will never find out the
extent of these security services power-misuse, for this look towards the US and the recent report in
the congress that criticized US Homeland Security’s ”Fusion Centres” a program instituted to act as a
”minority report” against ”terrorism”, in other words to foresee threats before they become real (here
known as ”intelligence-led policing”: such as West Midlands Counter Terrorism Unit, or CT-EMSOUT
)—the congress sub-committee found these programmes dangerous to civil liberties (let me stop here
and leave you with a reading from Associated Press: http://www.news24.com/World/News/Costly-US-
intelligence-effort-inaccurate-201 21003 ——this relates to Rutgers university surveillance and so forth,
and Ikhwana Pennsylvania).

Before closing, have you ever been called or contacted in anyway to act as ”ears and eyes” of the
police? We know a couple of people who have, and some of these provided their stories to the Guardian
(and was printed). They will never give you or me a real job, with a career prospect of social climb, but
they will use, for example [1]Somali Language Analysts by MI5.

WE WILL ADD MORE INFORMATION IN TIME.

PLEASE BE AWARE:

THE INFORMATION ABOVE IS SET-OUT FOR PEACEFUL USE OF EDUCATING AND IN-
FORMING, AND IS NOT INTENDED FOR ANY VIOLENT USE, OR INCITING ANY VIOLENCE.

THANKS.
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1. http://jobs.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/cgi-bin/vacdetails.pl?selection=944164330&src=search
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1.2.3 The Final Part of The Three (For Now): HowTo Bring An End To The Dan-
gerous Anti-Civil Liberties Laws and Undemocratic Practises (Never Be
Afraid, or Cease, To Talk About It’s Evils & Strengthen Inter-Community
Relations and Trusts) (2012-10-05 09:55)

This final part of the recent three posted articles/discussions on unconstitutional contemporary domestic
security practises and laws that infringe with greater seriousness on the general civil liberties and
rights of many section of the society, in particular (our focus being) the Muslim communities of
Britain. In this section, we are going to enlightened you and others (Muslims and non-Muslims alike)
on the ways to get rid of your fear and to face the dangerous undemocratic realities going on around us all.

First, to be able to deal effectively with the problems and with those who have created such un-
constitutional practices, one must learn and train oneself to rid oneself of FEAR.

Fear, ladies and gents, brothers and sisters, is what makes tyranny possible in any society. Fear
weakens resolute to act. Fear paralysis the good men and women from defeating those with evil designs
and intentions. Fear, in short, is your worst enemy. There are generally two-levels or degree of fear,
which we will spend a little bit time now discussing and outlining these:

• First is, to take the scale of 0-10, the positive nature of fear, which resides at 0-2. This level of fear
is your friend and strength as it tells you what to avoid, how to prepare for threats to yourself, and
so forth (the flight or fight). On this level an individual is still in complete control of his body and
mind as fear has not create, as yet, total or moderate level of paralysis on him or her.

• It is within the level 3 where individuals slowly comes to succumb to the will and powers of his or
her fears, directed and created by an external party or thing (police, phobias etc). This level means
the individual fluctuates between self-awareness and ability to exert at times partial control of his
body and mind over fear, and at times, being at either total or partial paralysis as a result of fear.
If an individual fails to get control of his or her fear at this stage/level, then total paralysis will be
imminent.

• This, total paralysis and lack of self-control, is found within the levels 4-10, where an individual
is no longer prepared even to talk out of fear or to do anything that he or she might believe to be
”illegal” due to fear, and this problem is largely brought about by the general lack of understanding
of the problem and the thing that create a state of fear in himself or herself. To overcome this, as
we shall attempt to show you below, is to ”lift the veil of mystique” off your object of fear, or what
the popular cliche states, as it goes, if you have fear speaking to a larger crowd picture them naked
(and exposed to their shame) and you will see that they are not supernatural but humans just like
me and you.

The final sentence above is exactly what we are encouraging through these recent acts to inform and
educate, to reinforce the need to break with fear and start TALKING, JUST TALK, that’s all we are
calling for.

The security services, the police, or the government (that the object of contemporary Muslim’s
paralysis or fear) are not super-natural or super-human, but they are just like us and once you get down
and dirty to learn about them and their laws, their training and how they view the others, that you, you
will see that they are actually not different or special, and some are actually real scared (like the rest of
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us), but others just take to the present handed opportunity, of hysteria, to further their dangerous agendas
(commercial and financial interests: e.g. bigger budgets, continuing existence as relevant within a
predominantly peaceful post-cold war world and so forth). Spies and others are not ninjas or rambos,
actually those who operate in the field, that in the communities, tends to be ”contrary of cliches”: they
are fat, short, ugly-as-hell, middle- or old-aged (retiree looking), and not buffed up, one-karate-chop
assassins!

Remember: In the dark world of intelligence, espionage and general security or high-politics/diplomacy,
”Mystique or Mythical beliefs” held by opponent about you are the PRIZED asset, and not reality, hence
the need for total secret, since if one is able to see the reality, they will just say, f*** it (it’s stupid;
they are weak etc); remember one of the Carry On (Up The Khyber) movies, when one of the soldier
was caught wearing underwear (haha, suppose to be comical), and the resistance forces who have been
conditioned to believe, apparently, British soldiers don’t wear such a garment, hence, as the logic did go
their battlefield invisibility, saw the high command becoming worry within the British side, and on the
rebel side, with such gained knowledge into the secret of the British soldier, defeating it’s mystique/myth,
were now emboldened for an attack (just a referential point— once you know something, it no longer
appears threatening or different!).

Thus, the more you learn about these peoples and their behaviours, motives, interests, backgrounds and
so forth, the more you weaken the fear in you, as they become no longer mythical as you might have
thought before: as what they can do, you can do too; what they know, you can know. In other words,
there is nothing special about these other than the unlimited source of funds, resources and assets that
can be placed against you further and supported by unlimited undemocratic powers (which have raised
many questions of abuse: for example ask yourselves: Have you ever been stopped at the airport on your
way back from a holiday? if you are a Muslim or Muslim-Looking-Ethnic, the answer is probably, or
definitively, Yes: the figures quoted from Guardian and other sources are placed to be around 170,000
between last summer 2011 and this summer 2012 alone: it doesn’t matter if you are ’a threat’ or not.
Ourselves as Highfields Office we have been stopped for a smaller time (since we are known to be
non-threat in reality), 20-30 mins and let go, but remember they now have your details in the systems:
this is the whole point of our recent discussions, the abilities to tolerate (tacitly) one unconstitutional act
after another, and soon we will have nothing left: remember the haunting and relevant words of German
Reverend Martin Niemoller during the NAZI era:

First they came for the Jews
and I did not speak out
because I was not a Jew.
Then they came for the Communists
and I did not speak out
because I was not a Communist.
Then they came for the trade unionists
and I did not speak out
because I was not a trade unionist.
Then they came for me
and there was no one left
to speak out for me.
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Never forget above precious words, we at Highfields Office live by these. In short, this has been
all along our general need: to educate and inform, so to stop this ”mission creep” and tacit toleration of
civil liberties infringement (in military terminology, mission creep is intended to ”prepare populations
at home and abroad for full-scale military interventions of western countries on innocent countries, like
Libya or Syria, or Iran, as the psychological operations or propaganda has already been under extensive
way) that which will slowly weaken our proud democratic practices of rule of law, civil liberties and
freedom to express, associate and develop, and dangerously further condition us as, into total paralysis,
as a result of placed-fear.

So, to reinstate, this is how one defeat the ’anti-democracy beast’ and it’s practices, by NEVER
CEASING TO TALK ABOUT IT, OPENLY WITHOUT ANY FEAR AS LONG AS YOU DO NOT
INCITE VIOLENCE OR ANY FORMS OF CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE (WE ARE NOT AT THAT
STAGE YET). TALK, TALK, TALK! Never stop talking, with one another, with others, Muslims
and non-Muslims, strengthen relations between each other as well as bonds of trust, and peaceful
co-existence, only this way our threatening beast will be defeated, as it’s legitimacy and authority for
further budget and growth and powers will be reduced, but if one chooses the path of violence then one
is actually re-strengthening the beast beyond his previous powers, as legitimacy for more legal powers
(unlimited), resources and assets will never cease but grows. When you talk in peace, when you share in
discussion the talks about their ”evils” with one another, when you inform and educate one another then
the beast will be weakened, as it can no longer exist in it’s ugly UNKNOWN AND NAKED FORM any
longer: it’s reputation as ”democratic” at home and abroad will be undermined, it’s authority over the
population will be broken (hence already we hear of Broken Britain, with Riots, Occupy Movements,
Cuts etc).

In short, everyone, never cease to talk about the evil, as well as learning and educating, as well as
informing each other of these and their practitioners and creators—-make the evil naked and shamed!

Good Luck to us all, Lovers of Democracy.
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1.2.4 Leicestershire Police Start An Intimidation, and Surveillance, Campaign
Against Us (HMCO): Not Surprising (2012-10-12 17:35)

The nature of police intimidation of socio-political (ourselves, socialists and communists, and others) or
economic (UK Uncut, Occupy Movements etc), and environmentalists (as most recent undercover case
blown-out) activists (individuals or groups) is nothing new, all has been a mere part of a usual security
services approach to peace and order, or what in reality is a mafia-tactics of outright intimidation of any
’dissidents’. In China or Russia, these intimidation police units they wear badges and have a particular
style of clothing, in UK (”democracy”) they do it with ”surtitles”, refined over years of population
control practises. Read this The Guardian (UK newspaper) article dated September 4th 2012, on how
the Sussex police displayed the general intimidation tactics, [1]here is the article.

How is the Leicestershire Police been intimidating, and increased surveillance on, us?

After the ”free special classes” statement, which in the intelligence and military world we refer to
as ”bait-and-hook” or giving an incentive to the opponent so it can show itself more and more, in
the military the tactics is generally taken to ”flush out” the enemy, such as the deceptions operations,
misinformation, reconnaissance with a minor small engagements, special operations etc, and in the
intelligence world is basically misinformation or what the Russians refer to as Maskirovka operations:
you create a lie in order to entice the other party to take the bait, and once like a turtle it gets it’s
head out you catch it. Anyway, we expected that much after recent articles and the free classes ”juicy
piece”, and never to be disappointed as we now have had our own 24/7 on rota surveillance, and
perhaps more unexpected (but a wonderful bonus: because we have taken all sort of photos, though we
can not share these online since apparently nowadays taking pictures of police is a crime; from their
cars to helicopters!?) is the increasing ”pop-ins”/parking just outside and drive-by traffic of the local
Leicestershire Police.

Welcome to ”We Are Not Really A Police State”— HAHAHAHAHA!!

WE WILL KEEP YOU ALL MORE INFORMED AS EVENT GOES ON!

Here is the Surveillance Rota by the way:

Taxis, Yellow Council Cars, Police Cars, On Foot Idiots, Constant Changing ”unfamiliar plates-
cars to neighbourhood”, the usual one or two Thrifty van, small mini-van, etc. (and we just had,
today, Friday 12th Oct 2012, at 1840hrs a ”home-visit” from a TV-Licensing, even when we have no
telly—trying to find about the ”SIRIA group meeting” without a doubt hahah—We are loving playing
”Muppet-Masters”, dance monkeys dance haha: oh, this is how power feels!).

READ MORE NEXT WEEK, HAVE A GOOD WEEKENED (AND WE ARE HOPING TO BE
COMING SOON TO YOU FOR A LIVE ONE-ON-ONE DEBATES, SEMINARS (NO„ NOT AN-
OTHER ”BAIT AND HOOK”, OUR FIRST PLAN IS FOR THE LOCAL ISLAMIC SOCIETIES,
UNIVERSITIES AND CIVIL SOCIETIES-BASED: by the way if you are reading this and you are at
uni, do you know about ’STUDENT RESEARCH’, of course not, so innocent!).

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2012/sep/04/sussex-police-criticised-harassment-protester-liai
son
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1.2.5 Further Analytical Explanation OnHowWe ’Busted’ Leicestershire Police:
Explaining the Taxis, Yellow Cars etc (2012-10-14 08:16)

On Friday we outlined some few observations on how the Leicestershire Police have started in earnest
their new campaigns of intimidation and surveillance on us, HMCO: and explained how the tactic is not
new and it is a general practise for all types of gestapos (and provided the case study of the Sussex police
and activist harassment as reported in the Guardian newspaper: we could provide more but we thought
that was enough).

Anyway, first, they, the police, know who we are, or at least who one of us is (the ’front-man’),
since we had exchanged pleasant, so to define, advisory-communications before, that between ourselves
at HMCO and the Police on community relations and we even raised the issue of surveillance and other
civil liberties infringement directly with them, while outlining a much more practical and democratic
approach to their ’needs for security’ (email exchanges still in possession). Also every article written
so far, that is relevant or making a reference on them, has been sent to them too: the point, we are not
doing anything behind anyone that might be inferred as of shadiness, illegality or ’inciting lies’ (they
can challenge us on all matter discussed and stated at any time here) nature.

Secondly, everyone by now know where we are located, the address is on this website and can be
found on one of the uploaded documents (see document section above).

Thirdly, we have began to make a log of times and all other relevant information, so anytime it
might be required to defend ourselves with evidence we can show these (on computer and paper-based).
We have cameras set-up not on the premise but ”somewhere”, where we are recording every entrance,
parkings etc (all these is intended to inform them too).

Now to how we ’busted’ their, the police, recent efforts.

First, we made a note of the ’rota’, that by-shifts surveillance and visual-intimidation tactics. we
pointed out the taxis, thrifty vans, on foot idiots, Leicester Council’s official vehicles etc. Now let
explain to you the reader how we deduced the truth about these used as surveillance for the local gestapos,
the Leicestershire Police.

[1] TAXIS:
We, at HMCO, we are resided at one of the most deprived areas of the city, the Highfields. The people
here [a] don’t use taxis (few and on saturdays or bank holidays early morning btw 2-3 am) and [b] they
don’t work for taxis companies. Of course taxis pass by as usual, but one needs to observe the level
of traffic and most importantly the changing behaviour from just passing-by to start loitering around,
making circles (same driver, same plates etc), to long parking period, which in itself is a straight ’red
light’ for knowledgeable practitioner of clandestine activities: question- what taxi sits around with no
passenger/fare for a long period of time? In short, taxis in the area is a red-light, and the practice is a
favoured one by intelligence services and guerrillas to use ’public transports’ because people don’t give
these a second thought: one example is IRA in Northern Ireland; or London Taxis and close relations to
security services.

[2] Leicester Council’s Yellow Cars.
First, again, no one here works for Leicester council at the position that might privileged use of council
car. Those who work for the council around here are either [1] lollypop wo/man [2] domestics etc.
secondly, you never, at least in the past, see council cars around, [a] because most of the houses are
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either some housing associations or privately owned and not council’s owned so no need for council’s
maintenance teams. and we can go on and on. In short, council cars they are another ’red lights’ going
up, especially when they park outside the location all day with an idiot sitting inside doing not much
(understandable level of amateurism at police level).

[3] On Foot Idiots
On foot idiots as all of the above already discussed always tend to give themselves also by one un-
avoidable problem, ”eyes on the target”, consciously or not, mostly unconscious, they will LOOK
DIRECTLY AT THE TARGET; they will never even attempt to pretend to ”browse around”, but (and
since we are high, very high, it means one has to make an effort to look up from any available angles
of observations around, which means only those who really wants to look up DO SO; we can stand
closer to the window with shades up, and those who have no interest with the house will not even look
up, because is rather difficult [a] to see us from down there, [b] the house is of no special interest or
difference, or has anything that prods out that might catch on the attention of those below UNLESS THE
INTENTION IS ALREADY there: the ”red light”) LOOK directly at us. Anyway, there are many other,
what intelligence specialists call ”indicators” that we will not get into here (don’t want to give out a lot).

[4] The Police Cars
Finally, for now at least, we mentioned the police cars, increasing park- and drive-bys. How do we know
this? Through Observations and analyses on the rate of traffic for these cars. In this area, you never see
these cars or even police, even when you are being burgled or robbed (I, one of us, had a bicycle stolen,
reported and to this day never found or heard anything). In short, you see these when the local hudlums
fights get a little bit out of control, they will come around all blazing, and poof, disappear in short time,
but nowadays since the start of the intimidation and surveillance campaign, looking at our log, we are
having 5-6 drive-bys a day, at least 2 (minimum) 10-30 mins park-bys (next to the house) and so forth
(aerial). To sum, they all add up to ’red lights’ categories. We are now waiting, or at least myself the
visible one, for the next step of harassment as the Sussex lady, knocks on door, with all sort of excuses,
not to arrest, just to harass (is the tactic): there is nothing illegal to date that we have done or associated
with.

We almost forgot thrifty vans: In short, with these, no one can afford to hire these, as people help
each other through their own vehicles around here to move around etc, and even if or when they can
afford these, it tends to be only for a short period of time, meaning they will never hire these for an
overnight (parking around doing nothing, they will put it to use, make use of their money). Lastly, no one
around here, again, works for the company.....mmmmm!–RED-LIGHT (see all the logic of analytical
mind, so central to intelligence community...will stop here).

We will try to add part II of the recognizing community surveillance, our most popular post, which will
discuss and outline for the readers what intelligence is really like? it’s elements of analysis, management
and operations and so forth: it is not James Bond (in a sense).

Bon Weekend!
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1.2.6 New Updates After The ’Bust-Up’: What Leicestershire Police Did Next,
and As Promised Further Discussion on The General Nature of Intelligence
(2012-10-15 13:32)

So what happened after we reported here (see the posts below) on how we ’busted up’ recent Leicester-
shire Police efforts or rather campaign of intimidation and surveillance against ourselves.

First, we are happy to report that there has been a substantial drop in the ’drive-bys’ and ’park-
bys’ to an almost complete stop; i.e the tactics of harassment favoured by our contemporary gestapos,
the police. However, as expected, these have not ceased not in there entirety as we still have the
”ghost-cars-patrols”, this in essence means the illegal practice where the gestapos wearing their uniforms
or not cruise/patrol around on unmarked civilian cars (I will leave you with this one car plate number, of
course not in full: F*56 K*O, logged a day after the last article posted here). There is also a ”call up” of
’sleepers cut-outs’ seemingly with one car we are to as yet verify it’s owners connection to locality, but
seems to be places where we are (we will not give the plates or description here): coincidences is not
our business (read below).

Secondly, the gestapos appear to have ”hijacked or is it hacked” our general public email (which
can be found here on ’contact’ page above: altwahid.leicester@hotmail.co.uk). no need for sending us
emails anyway, you can come around and talk directly and in open, or use this new email, mrcstrate-
gist@gmail.com.

Thirdly, yesterday around late evening, that Sunday Oct 14th 2012, we had a big ”police opera-
tion” just outside our location: no it was not targeting us, not directly anyway. The ”fake operation”,
with armed tactical units, dog units, helicopters, drones etc, was a big ’blockbuster’ show, lasted I
personally have no idea for how long, though I know it started around just after 2000hrs, and it rather
caught our attention for the first 10 mins, after analysing the ”fakeness” of it’s nature we just went back
to watching our movie (we were watching The Green Zone, good film), and after the film just went to
bed, never gave the ongoing ”operation” outside a second thought. The only question we had about it
was THE WHY:

[1] who was the real target of it’s psychological effect (in military and law enforcement terminol-
ogy we refer to these as Psyops, or Psychological operations, where one opponent ”show off” it’s Might
or whatever, or use media and other channels to spread rumours and other forms of propaganda; in
truth these operations are simply Military Propaganda, but since the modern public have a distaste
for the word ’propaganda’ we use the sophisticated academic-sounding ”psychological operations”, or
”information operations” etc).

[2] In the world of everything, and most important in Intelligence, there are no coincidence, only
uneducated person accept coincidences. So we asked ourselves after just recent ”hard-hitting” critiques
of gestapos operations and activities, was the ’fake operation’ directed at us? it surely was just outside
our door.

[3] Was the operation to ”poke-us” into observing our reaction, or induce a [over-]reaction?
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[4] was the operation a smoke-screen for ’the hunt for those cameras’ we talked about placed around us
against them?

[5] Was the operation a smoke-screen for a pre-new level of harassment, from passive to active
against us?

[6] was it for some other goals, of placing in places other ’surveillance toys’?

and so forth: the sad truth is, if we were undegrounders or anti-establishment guerrillas, the ”oper-
ation” will truly COUNT as OUR victory; since we made the security services OVER-REACT and
come out IN FORCE (show) around the innocent and scared population: Point will be for us, definitely
(alas it was not). These questions were many, and no answer. Even the thought of ’fakeness’ is basically
founded on direct observations of the ’operations’ as it unfolded for the first 10 mins or less, where
every movement and action seemed too perfect, there was no presence of that old curse of operations,
”frictions”, as past observed operations had exhibited, for examples;

• people, that the police were not going around confused, and seemed so sure and confident of them-
selves, a very rare behaviour, in comparison to past operations, where they will be going up and
down, confused and dazed.

• there were no crowd control or traffic control measures. Civilians GOT into the areas of operations,
that Spinney Hills Park with their dogs and children, while police, armed to teeth were presumably
on a ’trigger happy’ stance. In the past, the police will, in accordance to standard operation proce-
dures (SOPs), cordon-off the area under operations from both vehicles and foot traffic or accesses,
not yesterday, it was mixed crowd, no police cars to close off choke points, entrances and so forth.

• Thirdly, from the first observation of our ”three culprits’, we laughed our asses off, the idiots had
a big ol’ smiles on their faces, and they were running as if they just started running, meaning with
no sweat or any showing signs of running-fatigue, I should know being a big fan of running (the
shit hit the fan, literary after few minutes, especially on there speed, presumed, even, that it was
taken down from original). The act reminded myself of officer’s training, on crowd control or riots,
it was that ’well displayed’. I forgot to mention the culprit sense of ’idiocracy’, they came from
one direction and, suddenly, they turned towards that same direction they came from but through
the park and towards, here is a kicker, Spinney Hills Police Station shadowed by the darkness of
the late Autumn—mmmmmmm?????????/. The ’culprits’ we have never seen before around here,
they were all white (we will cease here with descriptions): to find out if the operation was fake, we
can wait for news report on the ’operation’ and in particular the ’identities’ of the culprits and we
can conduct our own little research following through their stories see where they came from go
and ask around to verify their identities etc (posing as article writers etc).

• Now the first gestapo on sight, was a short stocky bald fellow who, take a note of this, WAS
NOT ARMED, nor were the three ’culprits’ we observed. He was only armed with his modern
collapsible baton/stick. He was only ten feet from them, and stopped on entrance to follow-on, and
rather crossed over on the other side, committing the sin of breaking-off sight of the ’target’, not
to mention failing to continue with the pursuit, and it was not as if he was alone and vulnerable,
two armed gestapos in few seconds popped-up from around the corner (a woman and a man), and
continue the ’chase’ after the ’culprits’: one had ”unloaded” rifle (haha, he realised it later and
mend the issue)
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• Fifth, after the armed and not-armed ’comical’ situation, we have the issue of ’protective gears’,
the dog handler wore JUST a T-shirt, with no protective vest, mmmm, Just a T-Shirt and chasing
after presumably armed gang, double-mmm?.

In short, we can go on analysing the, our alleged, ’fakeness’ of the ’operation’, but we don’t need
to waste time. Lets jump into explaining very briefly what Intelligence really is?

Intelligence is divided into three parts: Management, Analysis and Operations (Collections). Man-
agement defines the ’objectives’ and resources, while the Operatives deal with collections, they might
use Human assets, informants etc (HUMINT: Human Intelligence), or photography (IMINT: Imagery
Intelligence), and so forth. They usually use other peoples for their collections needs: they blackmail
or threaten (it is not the business of ethics and moralities: have you ever heard of any security services
personnel sentenced for inappropriate conducts of course not). After collecting the required data, they
send these in to the analyst who are generally experts who deal with either of the above specialist areas,
HUMINT, IMINT or GEOINT (Geographical Intelligence) etc, or might be an all-source analyst, that
one able to understand, analyse and deal with all of the above. After the analysts completion of their
report they send these to their intelligence officers, lower-mid management, who then send to their
higher ups who had demanded the products in the first place. Intelligence does not deal with ”whacking”
people off, but it has always had a ”secretive and generally illegal” special units, in the US these are
referred to as Paramilitary (hired by CIA directly from special forces), and in UK they tend to make
use of special forces designated to either local domestic intelligence services, that MI5/Met or foreign
MI6 (known as counter-terrorist unit). It is the job of these to ”legally whack people off” not the agent
(or popularly known as spies, the James Bonds). There are times when a state, eg US or UK, does not
need to be associated with the ”killings” of people, so they will hire ”the independents”, mercenaries, to
conduct ”wet operations”, which means assassinations, or ”covert black ops” where when the mission
fails the operator and his ”boss” deny knowing each other (recent example is the American operative
who conducted an open assassination of two-Taliban linked members in broad light in Pakistan, after the
arrest he claimed no links to CIA or US government, which, the former, then came to his rescue, as ”it
does for any detained US citizen”.

In short, spies are not killers they are collectors of information in the very dirty of ways, from
”reading your garbage” (here is the Fat hon. Eric Pickles, a UK government minister for local govern-
ment recently demanding local councils and Royal Mail to openly state how many innocent citizen’s
they have intrude upon ”using the anti-terror powers”, where they can read your mail, open it and never
send it say to have been lost, collect your garbage and send it ’for analysis”, etc: the article is from the
Guardian: [1]here)

Well Enjoy, and I hope it was informative.

1. https://encrypted.google.com/search?client=ubuntu&channel=fs&q=the+guardian+eric+pickles+dem
and+council+and+royal+mail&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&hl=en&lr=all&gbv=1&sei=RQt8UMncDYi0qQGWx4HQAg
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UK’s Surveillance Reach Is Greater Than That of US (We Told You So): Edward Snowden [The Whistleblower]
New Round of Tangible Evidence on The Great New Western Surveillance-Police State (with an added discussion
on intelligence services) | Jerusalem (2013-06-22 09:44:15)
[…] Now, before we provide the links (see at the end of this post for the reading materials) to today’s new
breaking story on the sensational new leaks by one of the modern resistance hero, Messr. Edward Snowden
(others being of course Bradley Manning, Julian Assange, Hugo Chavez RIP etc), lets refresh ourselves on
what is the true nature of security/intelligence services? (for old post and discussions on this just-type ‘Security
Services or Intelligence’ on this blog ‘search box/space’ above, or see this brief old post here). […]
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1.2.7 Important Information To Watch Out For: Leicestershire Police Commis-
sioner Election; The Truth About Federation of Muslim Organisation and
The Secret Policing of UK Universities’ Islamic Societies (2012-10-22 13:12)

Soon Leicestershire will elect it’s first Public-elected Police Commissioner. Though the event is impor-
tant to all residents of the county, it’s very much significant for the ethnic minorities and in particular the
Muslim communities, and as anything in the realm of public administration the native white British (not
racial, but factual) are dominating the field; with two white candidates, one a perfect (and my money
on this candidate) former RAF typical white-male-pro-establishment British; a white-female British,
a Labour party politician; and finally, we have Mr. Suleman Nagdi of FMO (Federation of Muslim
Organisation), before you shout out yeeeppeee! wait and let me open your eyes on who and what is
Suleman Nagdi or FMO really are?

Prior to moving to ’eyes-opening session’, please bear with me and let me explain why the native
white-British seem to consistently dominating local institutional administrative structures or echelon,
even in the city which is projected to be in few more years or so to be overwhelmingly majority-minority
(that the ’immigrant-coloured folks’ will outnumber the ’natives-whites’), for example examine the core
of Leicestershire and Leicester County and City Councils, respectively, core governing structures, you
find for example in Leicester City Council of over 50 core ’executives’ only one is an ethnic (Sikh)
and at an ”assistant” position, however after these real centres of powers, as usual, the rest are good
balancing mixing at the bottom. This is of course another area of the problem, the issue of racism,
which stills pervades British and the general western societies, the case examples are many to mention,
for example, in Wales a gifted young Indian was not hired in the local Cardiff council, because, as
the Daily Mail reported, the hiring bosses said ”pity he is a Moslem!”; or if you have a Muslim-name,
practising or not, you will never, or will be very heard to get into security, police or local or even
central government jobs even when you are more gifted and experienced than the rest unless your family
has ”close-connections” to the British establishment (hence the problem of social mobility not just for
Muslims, but every immigrant generations in UK), and because, ”pity he is a Moslem!” problem (or he
is, the words of Met police, a ”N-Word”, or Asian etc). Go to The Guardian DATAFACTs pages (by the
way I am using Guardian not because it is the best, but because it tends to be seen as the least-worst, for
the experienced practitioners like ourselves, the thinking is wrong, it is as worse as the rest, and much
worser; and Al-Jazeera, also Al-Arabiya, by the way, are CIA-founded and funded media groups, the
tactics used to ”criticize” either of these is to make them more embraceable by the global Muslims; an
espionage tactic of ”burning”, that giving up ones own prized ”double-agent”, a double agent is an agent
who serve another, but pretend to be serving loyally you, for example a British in MI6, who is really
a spy for Russians, like the Cmabridge Four; Philby, Burgess, MacDonald etc and McNeal during the
height of Cold War; any way the point is, when you burn your own, in planned manner to make sure he
will be reinstated as faithful and loyal, it means from then onward no one can question the loyalty of such
a person, this is the tactic they carry out with Al-Jazeera making it popular within the Muslim population
by constantly attacking it in open, but behind doors, as recent resignation of it’s chief executive officer,
after being found with close links to royal house and CIA, it means there are ”bonded and inseparable”).
Anyway, read the astonishing studies on police and racism, establishment and nepotism & racism and
so forth on the Guardian DATAFACTS. By the way here is an excellent article from The New York
Times, a review of an academic work on the growing western nepotism in place of meritocracy, which
the author correctly points out as a major factor to the declining power of the west: [1]here).

Now back to FMO and Mr. Suleman Nagdi: PLEASE FIND AT THE END OF THIS POST a
470pp PDF-FILE was from my Masters course, containing mostly terrorism studies papers, but an
important paper is entitled ”House of Commons’ Communities and Local Government Committee on
Preventing Violent Extremism: The Sixth Report of the Session 2009-2010”. The Report starts from
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p.72 and it’s long, but it is worth a full complete study, however for those with no time, here are some
selected brief areas of interests for you;

• pp 72-140: A complete Summary of the report, MUST READ!!!

• p. 73: examine how a panel of the committee has no single ethnic or Muslim on.

• p. 100 Mr. Suleman Nagdi is briefly introduced, and it’s pages 173-178 that you will find a tran-
script of his full testimony to the committee, a very interesting reading.

• starting from p. 235 it’s the ”FMO’s written statement” to the committee on Counter-Terrorism.

• Other interesting parts/pages are, pp. 189-196, a testimony from now fired Leicester Council for-
mer Chief Executive, Ms. Sheila Locks; pp 207-211 is very interesting, be surprised, especially
Khananin’s evidence; and finally, pp 223-234 Charles Farr’s from OSCT (Office of Security and
Counter-Terrorism) a sinister body hidden behind Home Office that stride the line between ”civil
service and secret policing”, with close bonds to MI5; it is an equivalent of ”special Northern Ire-
land counter-terrorism section” (wont be named here: though many stories have come out into light
recently on their undemocratic and disturbing behaviours at the time, forcing some of the families
of the lost members to their ’terrorism” to come out and sue).

• browse around other articles such as ’CONTEST’ which discusses the UK policy to ”counter-
terrorism”, etc.

Anyway, after reading above statements and papers you will see that Mr. Nagdi ”Candidacy” does not
”represent you” (Muslims or Ethnics in general), but it is still a part of the establishment keeping the
core services to it’s own kind, even though Mr. Nagdi, probably with his pre-knowledge and acceptance
being used as a mere ”equal opportunity propaganda/tool”, this is a trick favoured and well-developed
in the west when attempting ”communicate” to wider audience ”we really let in everyone to have a go
with an equal chance of winning”; as stated earlier the candidacy will go to the RAF guy, and even if
”tweaked” towards Mr. Nagdi is not really a win for Muslims or Ethnic, he has been working against
you for all this time, and this bring us to FMO, the great Federation of Muslim Organization.

The Federation of Muslim Organization was really founded, and is still funded (through the Secret Fund,
a fund that generally budget espionage agencies in UK, and channelled via various ”front” parties—with
FMO funders ”traced” to ”Home Office” or local council!) and controlled by the British Secret Services,
a practice that was refined during colonial age and Cold War, where a ”front-organization”, like FMO, or
at the time, organizations such as IRD (Institute for Research and Development: a propaganda centre, my
propaganda trainer/tutor was a researcher here, which was responsible for Iran overthrow of Moghdama
with a replacement by the Shah; or Indonesia Coup d’ Etat, removing Sukarno for Suharto etc), BBC
(for those taking MBA, you course generally relies mostly on case studies of ”benchmarking excellence
Corporations” such as GE, IKEA etc, to inform you on goo Business Models and practises; well in
propaganda studies and training BBC is our principal case study of an excellent model of propaganda)
and of course, the British Council; all these were founded to ”win hearts and minds” or rather persuade
others through lies, generally, that the British are good, our values are the best (even when at home we
are fascists and racists) and so forth; and these always have their own means of communications, like
”Radio Ramadhan” for FMO. In short, FMO is a MI5-run ”Muslim Re-education and Informing Centre”,
(as local people call it, ”the Little MI5”, perfect!), it watches it’s ”members” closely, it report on their
’suspicious’ activities, take details and hand these in, this practise is normal in any anti-subversion
or general counter-anti-establishment hysteria, when the ruling parties, the white-British, might feel
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that their legitimacy and authority might be in jeopardy within a particular section; of course they can
choose to do the ”concentration-camp” for the lot of you, (a British practise by origin, not Germanic
or Russian, it was first invented by Lord Kitchener in Sudan, and refined in South Africa against
the Boers, where over 40000 women and Children died, no one remember or mention these today;
and you have the little Chicken-Head, Mr. Haggue of Foreign Office, rather stressing ”We, all, must
forget about the British Empire!” Right (but not ............. etc) but ”we are democracy”, or at least
a facade of democracy, in the eyes of all, meaning it will be controversial, so the less controversial
and cheaper but as an effective approach is simply to put you into a ”virtual concentration camps”,
where everything you do is accounted for without physically controlling you (as yet)— all these, racism
and undemocratic practises, are the reason why we, at HMCO, have decided to speak out because
the entire Muslims societies in the west, not just Britain, are today’s what the Jews were yesterdays’,
the great scapegoat of all ills, and the target of every controversial policy on their civil liberties and rights.

Now to Universities Islamic Societies, the security services have created a small ”secret police”
especially designed for this sector, it’s run by or rather under a body called ”Student Research” (), led
by a Muslim, and sitting on it’s board of governors are the leading spooks, that people from MI5/6
and foreign office, and house of common’s intelligence committees etc. In short, these send out ”little
informants”, Muslims, to infiltrate the local Islamic societies and inform back on all activities, chats and
any ”suspicious behaviours” observed; the sort of FBI entrapment issue, where the FBI does not go after
”terrorists”, but create ”these” by recruiting, funding and training, then snap, prosecute—entrapment,
recently is the case of the Bangladeshi, and before the big one was of the ”New York Four” (where even
the prosecuting judge said it was an illegal practise, and was ashamed to be sitting on it: Google ”FBI
Counter-Terrorism Entrapment”, most of the good articles come from RT, Russia Today, as the so-called
”independent western media” will not really touch it: there are no independent media, any where in the
world, not just in the west; this is the first lesson I espouse to my students, never accept the story as it is
presented, unless the government challenge such a story, or attempt to discredit it fervently then, only
then there might be a real truth behind it: Daily Mail is xenophobic; The Times is a Lobbying Platform,
for war and big businesses; The Guardian is a ”white propaganda” channel, used to ”leak” embarrassing
snippets;; the economists is reactionary; the Independent is confused; the Mirror/Sun etc are for idiots
etc).

I hope I have as usual helped to open your eyes to the reality as it is rather than as it is presented.

Please find below attached document as promised above.

Enjoy.

[2]the promised documents

The Guardian links to PCC: www.guardian.co.uk/news/datablog/2012/oct/19/police-crime-
commissioner-list-a nalysed

[3]BBC News - Sunday Politics East Midlands: Police commissioners

1. http://www.nytimes.com/2012/10/14/opinion/sunday/the-self-destruction-of-the-1-percent.html
?hp
2. http://highfieldsoffice.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/documents.pdf
3. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-20005875
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St.Phillips Centre: Your ”Friendly” Inter-Faith Society or A Church/Diocese With A Secret? (Doubling as a
Counter-Terrorism & ”Re-Education” Centre) | Highfields Muslim Community Office (2013-01-19 10:29:40)
[...] to FMO (see this blog for our in-depth discussions on FMO, federation of Muslim Organizations; here and [...]

Important Additional Information for Muslims & Counter-Terrorism (and those in Leicester on FMO) and A
Great Reading Collection from Public Intelligence | Highfields Muslim Community Office (2013-01-20 19:12:01)
[...] talking about in relation to St.Phillips Centre (see the post below or click here) and FMO (see here and here);
these two are part of Prevent Strategy (2nd above on the list: with intention to [...]

Our ADVICE To Muslims Youths [Incl. Students] & Sisters: How Not To Be Exploited & Turned Into An
Informer/Agent Against Your Innocent Fellow Muslims [Without Self-Awareness] | Jerusalem Group (2013-03-07
17:01:58)
[...] ”Prevent Counter-terrorism Strategy” like FMO (Federation of Muslim Organizations: see here, here and
here) or Student Rights dealing exclusively with ”Tackling Extremism On [...]

Leicester Anti-Muslim Attacks: ‘First Officially Reported’ Local Cases of Anti-Islam Violence (Source:
Leicester Mercury) | Jerusalem Group (2013-06-13 11:35:35)
[…] representative’ of local Muslims. We have warned and informed you all repeatedly (see here, here and here
and click here) how this particular individual and his representative organization, […]
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1.2.8 UNMISSABLE READINGS: EVIDENCE FROM NEWSPAPERS (Re-
vised)!!! (2012-10-24 20:19)

1.[1] Americans Names Leicester as the Most Conservative

Of course it is. and does not necessary means a bad thing, it means people have their own ways
of living, in faith or not, and as stated because they have been literary locked outside the ”greater main-
stream, at local and national, society” feeling completely isolated and alienated rather than embraced
and welcomed for real assimilation and integration.

Question: By the way, how many young British-Muslims fighters have originated from Leicester?
The answer is ZERO. So don’t go creating self-fulfilling thinking. (see the 2 points at the end).

The article is from The Telegraph (and the link is the heading), which last week in defining the
peculiarities of each of our ”great” national newspaper we left this particular paper out: in short, it’s
utterly ideologue—- which means it still lives in the nostalgic world of Imperial Britannia, where the
Tories were the ’natural rulers’ and the motto was ”for queen/king and country (and today, their great
campaign is for countryside, rather)’—Urah!.

2. How FBI entrapment works by forcing Muslims to spy on other Muslims:

[2]RT article 1

[3]RT article 2

[4]RT article 3

[5]FRANCE24

[6]Associated Press

These practises are not limited to US only, they are epidemic across post-9/11 hysterical western
nations in search of a new boogeyman (after, to reinstate what one Soviet diplomat said to his US
counterpart, ”we are going to do something terrible to you, we are going to remove an enemy, or rather
a symbol of one”) to justify pumping more of taxpayers money into ’war coffers’ from law enforcement
budgets, to intelligence and defence, what we call the great Military-Industrial-Security Complex (first
warned by, of all people an American, President Eisenhower on his farewell speech to watch out for
the power beneath, which might jeopardize democracy and never accept peace where we are now all
constantly in war, to fill these corporations’ coffers with profits). In UK, as already stated, the spooks
and police also tends to approach the local Muslims by usual tactics of either threatening them with
blackmailing, for example immigrants with the threat of deportation, or if a Muslim is held up with
minor charges, he is presented with a deal, spying for leniency, others focus on ”community leaders”
who might have been ”naughty” with extra-martial affairs, financial scandals, fraud, young children
abuses etc, promises of silence and ”keeping their name and honour” for spying on others. One of us was
contacted on Oct-Nov 2009, not because this person was naughty, but because .....[he served with them
before, that British], the person of course told them to SOD-OFF!!!, and ever since the person has been
their ”blacklisted sheep” who can no longer go back into what the person did before or even get a job in
private sector of equivalent role, because the person’s loyalty was not ”susceptible to abuse” and not for
sale against own people, the Muslims; they even offered this person, one of us, a monetary ”reward”, as
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the individual who contacted the person in question said they will pay the person for services, of course
(since they had nothing dirty on the person, that was the only choice)!!!

A Brief Point of Discussion:

people in espionage are of two kinds;

[1] the power-seekers who are from ”good-old boys club” background, wealthy and with family
or relational connections and networks to big businesses and corporations, and whose interests, as
such, is to continue ”milk and rule over the country” and uphold the position of these ”families”
(Mafia-Sounding, right?), and

[2] those who are really generally weak to psychological manipulation because of either their ”pa-
triotism” or adventure-seeking character, who can be won by statements such as ”it’s for the country
laddies and lassies”, and most are good people who foolishly buy into this and it is why they are
approached in the first place for recruitment into espionage, but the management knows it’s for their on
profitable interests: all have connections to big corporations and banking-financial centres of powers,
here are few evidential examples: read [7]here; [8]here; [9]here; [10]here; [11]here: there is a TV series
which depicted this duality of ’professionalism’ at the centre of intelligence services so well that it
threaten these people in the US, and the government put a pressure on production studios to cancel it,
it is called The Rubicon, it is highly recommended for watching, it only aired for one season and 13
episodes it was that threatening. If you want a movie recommendation of where we, in UK and US, are
going to look like as a state watch V for Vendetta cant happen in France because the French are very
reactive and very politically-proactive unlike Anglo-Saxons voters/citizens.

[12]This is Good from the Guardian

[13]Here is an excellent UK articles:

[14]Another One from The Guardian

You get the sad state of the picture and things, now!

4. Spying On Galloway

This is another point of support, if they can spy on members of parliament, what is it stops these
real threatening actors of democracy to spying on me and you, the nobodies?

Galloway is the head of the RESPECT party which is the only political party in the UK that gen-
uinely puts the Muslims welfare in front of their manifesto, and hence the target of spy campaign (he
is, and has been for a while, seen as the treacherous Muslim-Collaborator!). For those who did not
know, in the 5th May 2010, or prior to that infamous date, which saw the first-ever Independent Mayoral
Elections In Leicester, RESPECT party did at the time asked one of us at HMCO (the same person as
above reference: we are still in possession of the nomination email) to stand as their mayoral candidate
for the elections, even though the person was not at the time a member and there was no much fund so it
panned-out; they ”scouted” the person while s/he was undertaking a little pro-bono work as a ”political
strategist” for the Socialists Party (Leicester) and UK Uncut (Leicester). Anyway here are the few
articles on the story on ’spying on Galloway’:

[15]Article 1
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[16]Article 2

Finally, a must read exposed story of how.... READ IT: [17]HERE (A MUST READ ARTICLE!!!).

We hope it has been an eye-opening all these.

P.S: One might notice the use of Daily Mail articles, even after stating that it was racist (meaning
Islamophobic), what one needs to know is that, to security specialists and professions, the newspaper is
an excellent platform for excellent analysis and stories on security, intelligence and political corruption.
By the way, the newspaper also owns Leicester Mercury, so if you are a Muslim and subscriber of this
local paper, you are funding a newspaper that hate you!

To reiterate:

The Guardian/Observer readers, you indulge (because they believe they are better than you)

The Telegraph and Daily Mail, you avoid (because they really don’t like your kind);

The Independent, you feel sorry for (because they are people often confused & undecided);

The ”red-tops” (sun, mirror etc), you berate (because they are idiots);

The ones who prefer ”News Channels”, they are lazies who just want to know they can engage on
the whats happening in the world, but if you engage them in depth, they will be mostly lost, because
their primary sources of news, TV, reduces news to ”sound-bites” and leave critical analysis out.

The Radio listeners, they are McDonald-type personalities, have no time to read or watch and
seek to know whats happening around the world.

POINT 1:

We, or rather the general Muslim population, never ever use the ”T-word” (”terrorism”) to make a
reference of our fighting Muslim brothers and sisters, we always and never-ceasing use the ”M-Word”
(the affectionate and proud, Mujahidins): This is the fact which can not ever be changed or manipulated
even with intense vilification and fear-inducing/directing of these (for example recent ”outcries” of they
shot a young girl; you know what a Muslim will say, how many young Muslims girls have the British,
US etc, shot?, or they will take you to Palestine!).

POINT 2:

The more and more the western states try to force-feed vilifications and divisions the more they
are actually uniting Muslims and making Muslims more embracing and proud (of course in private,
if you say so in public, you are in trouble: the 98 per cent critical passive support, as T.E.Lawrence
and others made note of) of Our Own Fighting Men and Women Abroad. Of course Muslims do not
support or associate themselves with any act of violence on the innocent and any form of ”terrorism”,
but what has been, for long time viewed, the present struggle is one of Muslims self-defence against
western aggression (corrections: on approximation the number of Muslims killed since after 9/11
across the world is around 150’000 deaths in comparison to approximation of 5’000 westerns; is this
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proportional (a key to defining a just and legal war, a concept of proportionality) — which is why, as
even acknowledged by western top brass (military leaders) the ”war on Islam” (as American officers
call it), known commonly as the ”Global War on Terror”, or the Long War (or re-branded recently to
”Permanent War”, Greg Miller from Washington Post), will never be won—- but this is not the point,
the point is the logic of economics added-value of the war, which goes like this, as long as there exist a
reason to ”fight” and claim ”we are nations at war”, then it means greater demand for ”war economics”,
that the private arms industries and private security/mercenaries etc, and in time of austerity it is more
significant to have at least one arm, a dominate in tradition within the western economics, that war
economies, should be doing well, hence, during any time of economic crises, nations always search for
those ”little small wars”: Falklands, Banana Wars, Iraq, tomorrow Iran, etc! On embracing Muslim
fighter and ideology, the so-called ’Arab Spring” is enough evidence, who has been the populous main
choice, ”the Islamists”, who are the ”Islamists”, political organizations of the Mujahidins (in other
words, the Sinn Feins of PIRA;); whatever way we want to look at it, WE HAVE LOST IT, even when
attempting restlessly to ”hijack” and place ”our preferred pro-western moderate Islamists” in power, in
the end it will be another Iran, or Nasserite Egypt, fervently anti-western across the board (ladies and
gents, we are witnessing a pan-Islamic union at birth right in front of us; symbol of hopes and prides for
Muslims; fear and loathsome for westerns).

Saeed.

HMCO.

1. http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/edwest/100074751/wikileaks-americans-call-leicester-the-m
ost-conservative-islamic-community-in-europe/
2. http://rt.com/usa/news/nypd-spying-rahman-police-079/
3. http://rt.com/usa/news/ruling-fbi-muslims-spying-752/
4. http://rt.com/usa/news/intelligence-fusion-dhs-report-598/
5. http://www.france24.com/en/20121018-new-york-bomb-plot-arrest-questions-fbi-sting-operation
s-undercover-bangladeshi-nafis
6. http://bigstory.ap.org/article/informant-nypd-paid-me-bait-muslims
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The Independent: How The British MI5 Coerce British-Somalis to Spy On Their Own Communities | Highfields
Muslim Community Office (2013-01-07 18:47:28)
[...] we did look at this see this post for example, which also briefly outlines the experiences of one of our own
who was twice [...]
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1.2.9 The Case ofMahdi Hashi (DailyMail): A Somali-BritishWhoRefusedMI5
Approachments To Spy On His Own Local Muslim Community Is ’Rendi-
tion’ To Djibouti For Torture, With Full-Acquiesence Of British Govern-
ment! (2012-10-28 08:00)

[1]
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Theresa May strips British passport from Muslim care worker who refused to join MI5 and may now be
in African prison

• Mahdi Hashi is thought to be in prison in the African state of Djibouti

• While he was visiting Somalia, Theresa May deprived him of all his rights as a British national

• He was accused of extremist activities but his parents say this is wrong

• After landing at Heathrow, he was approached by MI5 who said his ’suspect status’ would be
cleared if he ’co-operated’ with them

By [2]Robert Verkaik

PUBLISHED: 22:45, 27 October 2012 | UPDATED: 22:46, 27 October 2012
A British citizen whose family believe he is being tortured by American secret agents has suddenly had
all his rights as a UK national removed by the Home Secretary.

Mahdi Hashi – who MI5 once tried to recruit as a spy – has been deprived of his British passport,
denied access to consular assistance and may never return to Britain. He is thought to be being held in
an African prison.

Mohamed and Kaltun Hashi, the parents of the 23-year-old care worker from Camden, North Lon-
don, became concerned for his safety after being tipped off that in the summer he had been taken to a
prison in the African state of Djibouti while visiting neighbouring Somalia.
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Prisoner: Mahdi Hashi (pictured left) is believed to be held at a US camp in Djibouti after he had his
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rights as a UK national removed by the Home Secretary Theresa May (pictured left)

The information was passed on by another prisoner who said Mr Hashi claimed he had been ‘mistreated’
and was being interrogated by men working for America.

The Mail on Sunday has established that while Mr Hashi was out of Britain, Home Secretary Theresa
May used a little-known power – which does not require a court order – to deprive him of all his rights
as a British national.

It can also be revealed that Mrs May has issued at least another nine orders against British nation-
als. The majority have been served on Muslim men, although the most public case is that of Russian spy
Anna Chapman, who had been married to a UK national.

Mr Hashi and his family moved to the UK from Somalia when he was five. In late 2009 he re-
turned to the capital Mogadishu where he had met his wife, whom he married last year and with whom
he has a child.

His parents found out about his detention only after the other prisoner had been released and re-
turned to Somalia where he made contact with Mr Hashi’s relatives.

In a desperate attempt to find Mr Hashi, his mother-in-law travelled from Mogadishu to Djibouti,
but despite repeated requests prison staff refused to say if he was there. The family has also approached
the Djibouti and US authorities but have been given no information about Mr Hashi.

The deprivation of citizenship order signed by Mrs May says Mr Hashi has lost his rights to live
in the UK because of the ‘public good’.
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The Americans have built a large base to combat terrorist groups across the continent at Camp Lemmonier
in Djibouti

A letter adds: ‘The Security Service assess that you have been involved in Islamicist extremism and
present a risk to the national security of the United Kingdom due to your extremist activities.’

Mr Hashi has not been told of what he is accused, nor is it clear whether he knows he is no longer a
British citizen.

Human rights lawyers said he may be the victim of a new Government policy in which Britain is
denying British nationals citizenship when they find themselves in serious trouble in foreign countries.

Geoffrey Robertson, QC, prominent human rights barrister, said: ‘The increase in orders under
this Government of depriving British people of their citizenship on non-conducive grounds is a matter
of concern because it is always very difficult to challenge fairly. It means people are being deprived of
their rights as a British citizen on the say-so of security officials who can’t be challenged in court.’

Cageprisoners, the human rights group that campaigns against secret detentions, believes Mr Hashi may
be the victim of an American rendition programme in which suspects are unlawfully taken to third-party
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states where they are illegally detained and tortured.

The order issued by Mrs May can be used only against a UK national who has dual citizenship.
It is not clear if Mr Hashi can still claim Somali nationality because he left Somalia for the UK when he
was so young.

In 2009, Mr Hashi complained to his MP Frank Dobson
(pictured)

Human rights group are concerned that he may now be held at Camp Lemmonier in Djibouti where the
Americans have built a large base to combat terrorist groups across the continent. It is also where many
of the US drone attacks in Africa are co-ordinated.

But in a legal Catch 22 the US Ambassador in London has written to the family, denying any in-
volvement in Mr Hashi’s detention, stating that if Mr Hashi is a British citizen then he must contact the
Foreign Office.

Last night his mother said: ‘We are very worried about him and just want to know what has hap-
pened.’

The only justification Mrs May has given for removing Mr Hashi’s citizenship is his alleged in-
volvement in Islamic extremism. But his family say he has never been interested in any kind of extremist
behaviour.

In 2009 Mr Hashi complained to his MP Frank Dobson and the Investigatory Powers Tribunal,
the body which oversees MI5, that he was being harassed by security officers because he had refused to
work as a spy in his North London Muslim community.

In April that year, when he was working as a care worker for a very ill man in North London, Mr
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Hashi had gone to Gatwick to take a plane to visit his sick grandmother in Djibouti.

But as he was checking in he was stopped by two plainclothes officers. One identified himself as
‘Richard’ and said he was working for MI5, Mr Hashi said in his complaint to the tribunal.

Mr Hashi said: ‘He warned me not to get on the flight. He said, “Whatever happens to you out-
side the UK is not our responsibility.” I was shocked.’

Mr Hashi continued with his flight but at Djibouti airport he was stopped at passport control, held
for 16 hours and then deported back to the UK. He claims Djibouti security officers told him their orders
came from London.

After landing at Heathrow he was detained again and visited by ‘Richard’. ‘He said it was them
who sent me back because I was a terror suspect.’

Mr Hashi alleged the officer made it clear his ‘suspect’ status and travel restrictions would be lifted
only if he agreed to co-operate with MI5. ‘He said, “By co-operating with us we know you’re not guilty”’

Mr Hashi refused and complained to the tribunal and Mr Dobson.

His lawyers, solicitor Saghir Hussain and barrister Faisal Saifee, say Mr Hashi left for Somalia in
December 2009 to visit his family and intended to return to the UK in the near future to study engineering.

Mr Hussain said: ‘It seems his imprisonment in Djibouti is the execution of a threat made in 2009 by MI5.
What sort of country is this when you are spirited away to another state and your own Government’s
response is to take away your citizenship?’

In a letter to the Home Office the Hashi family lawyers have asked for information that will help
them provide legal representation to Mr Hashi during his detention.

The Home Office responded: ‘It has been the policy of successive governments neither to con-
firm or deny speculation, allegations or assertion in respect of intelligence matters.

This policy is maintained, and accordingly the Secretary of State can neither confirm nor deny the
allegations made on behalf of your client.’

Comments (13)
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I just hope this man is well wherever he us. What happened to him is not right in any way.

- [3]dont know who the real criminals are.. , uk, 28/10/2012 01:06

Click to rate [4] [5] Rating 118

So why do so many other persona non grata still have British passports if the Home Secretary has
the the power to do this?

- [6]lilkadi2000 , Nottinghamshire, 28/10/2012 01:05

Click to rate [7] [8] Rating 446

If true this is darn right awful. Just to refuse to be a spy means he is toertured and made to pay...Theresa
May should be ashamed of herself .

- [9]Helen , Bradford, 28/10/2012 01:04

Click to rate [10] [11] Rating 131

If he is up to no good in Somalia or elsewhere then this has to be proved or discounted. If hes a
bad;un , then Mrs May is right to take away any British benefits.. Passport, Visa etc that he was given in
good faith. We have to clean up our country. This lad.. so he says was warned by Mi5..then he should
have listened. Although I think it is one of his Fairy Tales.

- [12]Big Mama Mai , london, 28/10/2012 01:03

Click to rate [13] [14] Rating 195
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Good...

- [15]Sizzurp , London, United Kingdom, 28/10/2012 01:00

Click to rate [16] [17] Rating 224

Good riddance....

- [18]James , London, 28/10/2012 00:59

Click to rate [19] [20] Rating 203

Good-common sense prevails. More of this please Theresa!

- [21]Me , The world, 28/10/2012 00:59

Click to rate [22] [23] Rating 261

"Theresa May strips British passport" Does this mean that he’s no longer British? Can they do
this to anyone else? Like, maybe people who have ten kids and never pay tax, and commit crimes?
*Hopes*

- [24]Zo , London, 28/10/2012 00:51
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Click to rate [25] [26] Rating 394

this government doesnt deport people never mind recind citizenship if they have taken this step
then there has to be definate proof of his guilt in something related to terrorism so well done Theresa
you May have done good here

- [27]goodness , Reading Royal Berkshire, United Kingdom, 28/10/2012 00:35

Click to rate [28] [29] Rating 256

GREAT NEWS!!!!!!!!!!!

- [30]moderatechristian , DERBY, 28/10/2012 00:27

Click to rate [31] [32] Rating 212

The views expressed in the contents above are those of our users and do not necessarily reflect the views
of MailOnline.
—————————————-————————————- —-———————————–

You get the picture.
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If you, a Muslim, refuse to spy on your fellow Muslims if they approach you (that the Gestapos) to do so,
they will make your life a living hell, psychologically and physically; you wont be able to get work; you
wont be able to live in peace; you might be accused to be a ’terrorist’, and no one can challenge them to
prove the truth of the accusations, since no one is allowed to ”peer inside the world of intelligence” and
”planted evidence” are given behind ”secret courts”, or as a leading UK human right Judge call these as
typically disturbingly Kafkesque by nature (see [33]here and [34]here).

Above we have reprinted the original story in full as well as the comments from the usual Daily Mail
Characters/Readers (observe a mixture of racism and others who are just dismayed by the undemocratic
practices, or rather the un-Britishness of the practice).

One final point:

When we, at HMCO, were approached (the one of us, at least) for ’spying ops’ (twice: Leicestershire
Police and Gary, see below brief reference for the latter, and previous posts below for the former), and
when we were stopped at Birmingham International Airport for 20-30 mins of ”usual stop and question
[over] powers” of modern surveillance and secret policing state of UK (see the document in the post
below: ”Important Information to Watch Out For”), the agent who ”chatted” with us was named ”Gary”
(all spooks have one-name only, like Cher or Madonna, haha)—anyway, when we finished he told us,
as everyone who underwent similar ”practices” are informed or rather advised also was, not to tell any
other person (of course, they don’t want to create ’further animosity” or civil societies criticisms), we
nevertheless told people, many, and most importantly our own local MP for Leicester South at the time
it was Mr. (or ”Sir”) Peter Soulsby (the present Mayor of Leicester: emails exchanges, paper and digital,
still possessed), before the party-muppet who got a job through cronyism rather than being local, Mr.
John Ashworth (the present Labour MP for the constituency) become the new representative.

Other interesting articles for your self-education and growing awareness include;

[35]the racism of police- Guardian
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[36]The police harassment tactics– netpol (a group which monitors police acts)

[37]Washington Time pro-Jewish stance interview with Geert Wilder

[38]Growth of Islamophobism in France (Mosque Raid by Right-Wing Group)

and perhaps [39]this and [40]this.

Finally, this link is from the Telegraph, on exactly what we informed you spies are really like, [41]not
bonds but smileys!
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1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Robert+Verkaik
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/registration/6510162/dont-know-who-the-real-criminals-are../prof
ile.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2224155/Theresa-May-strips-British-passport-Muslim-
care-worker-refused-join-MI5-African-prison.html?printingPage=true
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2224155/Theresa-May-strips-British-passport-Muslim-
care-worker-refused-join-MI5-African-prison.html?printingPage=true
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/registration/4437708/lilkadi2000/profile.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2224155/Theresa-May-strips-British-passport-Muslim-
care-worker-refused-join-MI5-African-prison.html?printingPage=true
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2224155/Theresa-May-strips-British-passport-Muslim-
care-worker-refused-join-MI5-African-prison.html?printingPage=true
9. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/registration/5417637/Helen/profile.html
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2224155/Theresa-May-strips-British-passport-Muslim-
care-worker-refused-join-MI5-African-prison.html?printingPage=true
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2224155/Theresa-May-strips-British-passport-Muslim-
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12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/registration/6357774/Big-Mama-Mai/profile.html
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14. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2224155/Theresa-May-strips-British-passport-Muslim-
care-worker-refused-join-MI5-African-prison.html?printingPage=true
15. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/registration/6424086/Sizzurp/profile.html
16. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2224155/Theresa-May-strips-British-passport-Muslim-
care-worker-refused-join-MI5-African-prison.html?printingPage=true
17. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2224155/Theresa-May-strips-British-passport-Muslim-
care-worker-refused-join-MI5-African-prison.html?printingPage=true
18. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/registration/4576797/James/profile.html
19. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2224155/Theresa-May-strips-British-passport-Muslim-
care-worker-refused-join-MI5-African-prison.html?printingPage=true
20. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2224155/Theresa-May-strips-British-passport-Muslim-
care-worker-refused-join-MI5-African-prison.html?printingPage=true
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1.2.10 Our Politics (Incl. Manifesto) (2012-10-29 11:27)

Introduction: Muslim Nationalists for Unity

On this article, we are going to outline our [i.e HMCO/JG] political position which will be shown
to be simply that of a socialist-liberal democrat within Islamic Republicanism (of A Greater Islamic
Union) and Nationalism (nothing to do with religion, pure secular social politics).

This article also discusses two very interesting and rather very significant though overlooked pop-
ular inquiries (highly recommended reading) on the general understandings and definitions of what we
believe amount to critical issues within the Muslim Affairs, based on the general roots of misunderstand-
ing or misrepresentation, or misinterpretations of (here lies our dfferences to every other Muslim groups
and movements);

[a] what we define as really is a Muslim?;

[b] or what is an Islamic Democracy and Republicanism, is it different (if so how) or not?;

[1] Our Political Position
Let start by what we define as our political positions based on our understanding and interpretation of
that critical issue or question: what is a Muslim?

We, as stated already, are social-liberal democrats republicans with nationalists outlook, not affili-
ated to religion ideological-struggles.

What does this mean? It means we accept the principles of socialism, such as the general distribu-
tion of wealth, looking after the vulnerable, giving hand to those who can not manage on their own, as
well as nationalizing every key services and products, for example gas, electricity, water, even internet,
transport, etc, so that the people can enjoy these without being over-burden by rates as the result of the
greed of private sector (and their need for profit through price-hike without thinking about these severe
negative impacts on the old-aged/senior, the poor or vulnerable members of the society).

In terms of Our Liberalism, which we also believe in, we stand for the need for a small, effective
and competent republican government that does not interfere on her citizens’ lives or intrude, or step on
their civil liberties rights; in other words, the need to understand and respect individual rights such as of
private properties, lives and enterprises.

In short, we are social liberal Muslim democrats of a nationalist republican character. And to un-
derstand our we reached our political position is to appreciate and understand what we believe is the
definition of a Muslim.

[2] what is a Muslim?
First, we can not define and discuss what is a Muslim democrat/nationalists or Islamic democracy or
nationalism in general. without being able to define what is a Muslim?

A Muslim, ladies and gents, brothers and sisters, is a citizen or national of a nation, that stretches
from east to west wherever there is an Islamic state. A Muslim can be religious, and if one is, then he
now can be referred to as either, [a] Muslim-Mu’umin (of moderation), or [b] Muslim-Mu’umin (of
conservatism, not extremism or fanaticism, or fundamentalism, these are propaganda and sound-bites
favourites).
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In other words, to reiterates, a Muslim [a] is a citizen of an Islamic nation (united or not, hence
what happens over there does matter to all Muslims, Mu’umins or not). As a citizen one can be secular
or a believer of religious theology, and still be a Muslim.

Being a Muslim, contrary to popularized definition, does not mean or equated to being a Be-
liever/Mu’umin of Islam as a religion. This is the position of Quran, History and of course, ourselves.

A Muslim , brother or sister, can be sexually-different (we do not accept labels of ”gays”, ’les-
bians”, ”homosexuals”, ”transgenders” etc: we are strongly anti-labelling because we believe these are
used to alienate those who freely, by their rights, chose their sexual preferences and freedoms— we
stand by all Muslims, in colours, sexual differences or beliefs or not) or different in other forms, for
example;

[b] A Mu’umin can be that of a moderate believer in Islam as a religion, and can chose to pray,
do this or that as convenient to oneself — this is the definition of a moderate Muslim-Mu’umin.

[c] A second definition of a Muslim-Mu’umin is that of a conservative member of the community,
that is Islam; he believes in the principles and values that governed and directed the lives of their
prophets. We, as stated, and constantly reiterated, we embrace all Muslims, as long as they tolerate the
differences between each other and those from the others (after all we are all humans: you can say we
are from Adam-Eve, or Mother Africa as the first human is traced by evolutionarists, or god, or whatever
you care to believe— it always come down to same person, unless you are a RABID RACIST then you
have your own mystical theories and good luck with your stupidity).

This bring us to Islamic Republicanism or Democracy. As we have already touched above, we
believe in socialism and liberalism, especially the principles and values within these schools of political
philosophies which put the individual rights and liberties at sacred level: untouched, respected and
developed rather than suppressed: the actual cornerstone and roots of Political Islam from it’s founding.

We believe Muslims around the Islamic world and beyond can live under Islamic democracy and
prosper without losing their Islamic identity or values. They can balance Conservatism and Liberalism;
with both balanced in terms of public and private, for example;

[1] banning of alcohol in public, but in private those who wish to indulge in the act is their choices as
long as they do not harm or affect a third person during their indulgence, and never in public for role
modeling towards the benefit of the young.

[2] Those who want to show affection to each others, they can moderately do so, as long as it
does not set bad influence to the young.

[3] Coverage for women: they can chose this as they feel in accordance to their own individual
tastes, again, still as long as when choosing to ”loosen-up” to restrain from over ’loosing-up’ (get my
drift).

[4] sexual freedom: we already tackle above, as individual rights.

[5] education: must be to all, ”even women” (quotes and reference to conservatives view that
women are not allowed to go to school: we believes in absolute gender equality), unless one choose
independently according to one’s beliefs not to do so; as long as not enforced upon her such a choice
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then the choice must be respected.

[6] Underage marriages: No Bloody way, that simple! other such as arranged marriages will be
dependent on families and individuals own preferences and say, and should be left to private choices.

and so forth, we can go on and on. But we will leave it here.

In short, the point is, there is and should be a necessary need to differentiate between the private
and public within the J.S. Mills ’Harm Theory’, that as long as an individual or group act does not affect
or harm another and it is of free choice then the choice should be respected. The mixing of utilitarianism
and Islamism values of leave all to develop but on constant awareness of actions and behaviors that
might impact on the common good and welfare.

This is our political position at HMCO/JG.

We are proud Muslim Nationalists (Republicans) of Socialist-Liberal democratic linings, actual
root of Political Islam where individual civic rights are sacred.

Thank you, and Please do not hesitate to get in touch for any further elaborations.

Saeed,

Jerusalem Group Senior Project Officer.

Our Manifesto

The movement does not accept the schism within Islam of any sort, exacerbated by nefarious internal and
external forces (for their divided and conquer goals), for example the so-called ”Sunni-Shia” divisions,
Arabs or non-Arabs Muslims, and so forth, but rather, we at JG/HMCO defines each and every Muslim
Individual as a citizen of a Greater Islamic Union irrelevant of their ideals, beliefs, sexual orientations
or colors, as long as one can trace one ancestor inside the Islamic Lands, then one is a Muslim Citizen
of A Greater Islamic Federal Union.

Our Core Initial Ten-Point Manifesto:

1. We are based on the Republican values, principles of government, and general ideals of liberty,
toleration, freedom, respect of properties and happiness. In other words, this means embracing
universal human/individual rights, freedoms and pursuit of happiness, and welfare.

2. We, as such, embraces a Republican Islamic Constitution, where freedom and rights of Muslims
(believers or non-believers) and non-Muslim fellow citizens will be central within the principles
of the union’s rule of law, and where Government will be by the people and for the people, with
strong checks and balances and separations of powers. Where Federal practices will separate state
and federal roles and powers.
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3. We recognize Only One State In Palestine, a Palestinian State (End of Discussions on the Issue:
we do Not recognize or discuss the regional Jews who claim statehood, but we believe those who
have been there pre 1948 have a right for full citizen’s rights like any other Muslim Nation, they
are Muslim Nationals of Jewish Race; namely, Muslim-Jews).

4. We desire to see a peaceful union among the greater Islamic Ummah of all colors, sexual orienta-
tions and beliefs.

5. We have zero-tolerance on external interference on Islamic Internal Affairs, which means we are
against colonial and imperial practices. We also possesses no tolerance for weak puppet-leaders
within our nations (controlled and commanded by external forces).

6. We seek a Non-Alignment and Non-Intervention Foreign Policy, supported by a Strong Self-
Defensive-Focused Defense and Security Policy which means a full conscription of every citizen
with mandatory military training from the age of 10. From age 10-12 (Junior Scouts), 12-14 (Se-
nior Scouts), 14-16 (Junior Military Cadet), 16-18 (Senior Military Cadet), 18-21, university years
(Non-Operational Young Reservists), 21-23 (Mandatory Full-Time Services), 23-26 (Mandatory
Reservist Services). 26-45 (Open to Conscript in Time of War). These meant to make sure that no
Muslim nation or people will ever again be humiliated, robbed, murdered and enslaved by foreign
powers; always ready and well-capable to stand against aggressors of any colors and pretenses.

7. We strongly believes in a Fully Means-Tested and balanced Welfare System, running side by side
with Liberal market practices though largely controlled by the state (to avoid western dilemma of
corporate greed and corruption, or collision with the state interests).

8. We will seek to completely nationalize every natural resources within Muslim lands, from oil to
tourism industries, transport to communication and will never allow for monopolies to take place
in any market sectors, for example even financial and banking sector will be nationalized at 70 per
cent with 30 per cent left to private-ownership; the central principle of our economic system. We
will also never allow for external foreign ownership or running of Muslim resources or lands.

9. We will make sure that wages mirror/reflects above-average living standards, which means an av-
erage worker ’s wages can be divided into three portion, with one-third paying off all essential bills,
one-third spending-income, and final one-third for savings. We will also erect a national citizens
investment funds for each national in support of Pension/Old-Aged Saving and Child Funds.

10. We are a Global Movement with a focus throughout Islamic States, and whenever there are Muslim
Diaspora Communities (in the West). We seek to unite all divided parties, groups and movements
for the benefit of Muslim prosperity and well-being, never again to be humiliated and dominated,
or merely keeping the dream of unity alive with an alternative working blueprint away from reli-
gious dominated alternatives, where we will serve and see to it the new model serve well all, from
students, the poor, the business communities, the rich, the once powerful, the ordinary workers and
citizens, farmers, teachers, police and so forth.

For those who want to get involved and support the growth of the movement you can get in touch via
our usual email (altawhid.leicester@hotmail.co.uk). If you have questions or just want to show support,
as a formal member or merely as an informal member, please do not hesitate to get in touch.
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1.2.11 One of Us Soon To Be Published Book (On Geostrategic Behaviourism)
(2012-10-29 15:01)

I hope you might find this work very informative and interesting, as well as enjoyable. The book is a
revised version of one of us recent masters research thesis. It’s a 79pp on a pdf. It requires a general
disposition towards the appreciation of geopolitical, security, strategic and defence knowledge, though it
has attempted to accommodate towards the lesser-inclined individuals pertaining to these fields affairs.

Enjoy, and I welcome all sort of feedback or criticisms.

[1]Geostrategic Book
FOR ISLAMIC SOCIETIES STUDENTS (THAT STUDENTS IN UK UNIVERSITIES) THE LINK
BELOW TAKES YOU TO THE GROUP I BEEN WARNING YOU ABOUT THAT HAS BEEN SET
UP BY THE UK GOVERNMENT TO SPY ON ISLAMIC SOCIETIES AT UK UNIVERSITIES,
IS CALLED STUDENTS RIGHTS NOT RESEARCH AS I KEPT STATING BEFORE:[2] THIS IS
THEIR OFFICIAL WEBSITE)

1. http://highfieldsoffice.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/geostrategic-book.pdf
2. http://www.studentrights.org.uk/
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1.2.12 RT (Russia Today) Picks Up The Case of Mahdi Hashi & MI5 Dirty-
Tactics: Good Reading Plus Additional Advices From Us To You
(2012-10-31 11:57)

Before moving on, let us say we have just started a Twitter-Campaign hash-tagged #BringHashiBack-
Home (PLEASE SUPPORT, Muslim or not, Thank You: also follow up the hash with key addresses
@foreignoffice @TheresaMay _ and @ukhomeoffice). You can follow us on twitter @highfieldsUK
and on facebook at Highfields comm. Tomorrow it might be a campaign for you!

Before we print in full and in original state of appearance the story from RT, we should mention,
or rather reinstate the earlier statements we made here that whatever happens, as this most recent case of
Mahdi Hashi clearly illustrates, if you are an immigrant (Muslim or not), you are just that, an Immigrant
and not a British, to those in British government and society (sad truth), and anytime ”they can rip-off
your citizenship”, that whenever they want, this should wake you up more, as you come to realization
that you are nothing but an immigrant just-residing within the UK borders, and you have no rights as
those provided and reserved to the native-British. Let these lessons plough deeper into your psyches.

Thus, by appreciating above ugly-truth/reality, you can then move to appreciating the sub-logic
that you can never successfully challenge these powers when they come after you, innocent or not, they
will rip you apart, because as those familiar with the dark world of security services will inform you
(read all memoirs of ex-agents etc), there are generally two laws of the land; [Laws I]those reserved
for the ordinary British People (as even you and me, Muslims, and non-Muslims immigrants, do not
really have the comfort of these) and those [Laws II: Supremo] belonging to the security services
(these are the laws-in-themselves: they can decide what is ’right or wrong’, what are the ”acceptable
limits or not” and so forth, and if any one attempts to question or criticize these and the over-powers,
beyond the acceptable limits of ”rule of laws”, they will be dealt with either by being blackmailed
with compromising materials, or threaten with financial or career stability, or accused of things based
on fabricated evidence, and other discrediting tactics). What this means is simple, especially for Muslims.

DO NOT ACT, NOT EVER BUT UNNECESSARY, BUT ALWAYS COMMUNICATE.

What the strategy means is, as stated below ([1]see this post) you should never cease to SHOW
THE DARK UNDEMOCRATIC SIDE OF THE UK GOVERNMENT AND IT’S HENCHMEN (in
security services), UNDERMINE THEIR CLAIMS OF ’DEMOCRACY AND FREE SOCIETY’,
THROUGH TALKING AND SHOWING EVIDENCE COLLECTED FROM OPEN SOURCES (what
in profession is referred to as OSINT, Open-Source Intelligence, that can be collected from books,
reports, journals, articels, blogs, forums, social media, traditional media etc). Hold group and network
forums, to freely chat about what is going on etc. When you see them, the security services around,
take pictures and recordings, and then record and file these, when needed you can produce these or
send these to either [2]Netpol or [3]FitWatch. When you go out of the country talk about the country’s
ills and darker sides and so forth (here is an advice for those travelling abroad, being the point where
you are vulnerable as Hashi and others, where they can easily ”take you hostage”, try to prepare secret
communicative links, where you can inform people that you are fine by using a word within the sent
text or letter and so forth periodically; or you can always travel with a media that is connected and
visible to third parties, so real-time footage of your abduction or other approaches can be stream live
to those in UK, locally and the specially selected civil societies). Never ever try to say you are going
to campaign against this or that, if you start acting they will start their own illegal campaign against
you of intimidation, harassment and investigation where they will take your life and flip it inside-out,
where they will harass your close relatives, friends as a form of indirect strategy to get to you and
so forth. And perhaps most importantly your actions will be fruitless as any other before you set-out
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against these ”legitimized-hooligans”, NO COURT IN THE COUNTRY, WILL EVER, LET REPEAT
THIS FOR EMPHASIS, NO COURT IN THE WESTERN OR ANY OTHER PART OF THE WORLD
WILL EVER EVER ACCEPT TO CHARGE THEIR OWN HOOLIGANS IN SECURITY SERVICES;
THEY CAN KILL YOU, HARASS YOU, BEAT YOU, TORTURE YOU, OR YOUR FRIENDS OR
RELATIVES, AND SO FORTH, AND THEY WILL NEVER BE CHARGED—-THE MOST THAT
WILL HAPPEN IS ”A WEEK OR A YEAR OFF SUSPENSION, WITH PAY OF COURSE” (the cases
are many, e.g. UK rioters, the killing of innocent pensioner, the Northern Ireland, the Rendition, the
torture in Libya, Syria, Morocco etc).

To sum up, TALK but Don’t ACT, since YOU, ME (MUSLIM AND NON-MUSLIM IMMIGRANTS)
ARE NOTHING BUT JUST THAT IMMIGRANTS, WITH THIRD CLASS ”CITIZENSHIP, OR
MORE APTLY, RESIDENTIAL” STATUS, WHO ARE TREATED BELOW THE ”RULE OF LAWS”,
and justified by UNDEMOCRATIC AND CONTROVERSIAL LEGAL PRECEDENCES, upholded by
THE COURTS of the Lands.

The RT Article in Full, with original comments, on Mahdi Hashi:

[4]Go to main page [5]News UK ‘discards own citizen who refused to spy on Muslims’

UK ‘discards own citizen who refused to spy on Muslims’

Published: 31 October, 2012, 12:49
Edited: 31 October, 2012, 15:10

A Somali-born Briton was stripped of his citizenship by the home secretary and probably taken in
secret to the US for illegal detention and torture as reprisal for his refusal to become an MI5 informant,
his family alleges.

Mahdi Hashi grew up in the UK from the age of five and was a British citizen. This summer the
23-year-old went missing, and his family found out that the Home Office had stripped him of his
passport for allegedly being involved in Islamic “extremist activities”.

His parents are distraught. They say that Madhi is an innocent victim of a British intelligence
plot and that he was punished after he refused to work for MI5.

“All I can say is that Madhi is a Muslim in belief; he is a practicing Muslim. But being a practicing Mus-
lim does not mean an Islamist. That’s all why he is being victimized,” says Mahdi’s dad Mohamed Hashi.

Back in 2009, Mahdi Hashi was a care worker in a north London community center. It was then
that he and four of his Muslim colleagues say they were approached and harassed separately by British
security agents. Hey claimed that MI5 threatened to label them "Islamic extremists" if they refused to
become informants for British intelligence and spy on their Muslim community.

Mahdi refused. He complained to his MP Frank Dobson and the Investigatory Powers Tribunal,
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the body which oversees MI5. He also spoke to the media in a bid to protect himself.

Campaigners from the rights group CagePrisoners, raising awareness for Mahdi’s plight, said that
the constant threats made by British intelligence made life so unbearable that he left the UK.

"They were trying to offer him a job saying that effectively ‘You’re an extremist, we know you
are one. The only way out is for you to come and wok for us, to come and help us.’ These were the kind
of tactics that were being used,” Asim Qureshi, research director at CagePrisoners, explained to RT.

He added, “He is of Somali origin. This is a purely racist profiling policy of the British govern-
ment, and particularly its security agencies."

Mahdi had been living in Somalia’s capital Mogadishu for the past two years, taking care of his
grandmother and raising a son of his own. This summer he mysteriously went missing. His family
believes MI5 had their threat executed.

"My son is missing and I don’t know if he is dead or alive. We are very worried, the whole fam-
ily," says Kaltum Mohamud, Mahdi’s mother.

While Mahdi was out of Britain, Home Secretary Theresa May ordered his British citizenship re-
voked for the “public good”, using a little-known power she has. She may do so on security grounds to
any individual with dual citizenship without a court order.

The UK government decided that Mahdi should be denied the privileges and protection of citizen-
ship due to his “extremist activities”, a letter read.

The only information the Hashi family have now comes from a man who contacted their relatives
in Somalia to say that he had been in prison with Mahdi in the African state of Djibouti.

"He told us that he had been fingerprinted and that DNA has been taken from him. The Ameri-
cans, when they found out he was British citizen, contacted the British consulate and the British
consulate said ‘we have already removed British citizenship from him’. And the Americans took him
somewhere, somewhere we don’t know," Mohamed Hashi told RT.

The family fears Mahdi is being held in custody at Camp Lemmonier in Djibouti. It is a notori-
ous US anti-terrorist base, which is believed to be part of the American extraordinary rendition program.
Under the program, terrorism suspects are unlawfully taken to third-party states, allegedly to be illegally
detained and tortured.

The Hashi family wants answers to simple questions like what the allegations are against Mahdi,
where he is located, or whether he is even alive. But when it comes to matters of intelligence they are
faced with a wall of silence. Lawyers acting on behalf of the Hashi family have inquired the Home
Office, and the response was most elusive:

“It has been the policy of successive governments neither to confirm nor deny speculation, allega-
tions or assertion in respect of intelligence matters,” it read. “This policy is maintained, and accordingly
the secretary of state can neither confirm nor deny the allegations made on behalf of your client.”

"Mahdi’s case is a classic case where profiling and ludicrous policies in this War on Terror have
resulted with an innocent individual, a helpless young man, having his life ruined," says rights activist
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Asim Qureshi.

Campaigners say that by stripping Mahdi Hashi of his passport the British government has effectively
washed their hands of his case, leaving his family in desperate search for answers about their missing son.

[6]3 COMMENTS

WPWW (unregistered) October 31, 2012, 14:55+1

How do you people know this man is innocent? He may well be a terrorist, or involved with
such activities.

When dealing with people that have no mercy or tolerance, you can’t show mercy or tolerance ei-
ther. Even if some non-aggresive muslims might be targeted (and like I said, there is no evidence this
man is innocent), such actions are required when dealing with the very real threat from radical Islam.

Good to know the UK government is doing the right thing.

Uuu (unregistered) October 31, 2012, 14:38+1

These are the acts of desperate nations, sponsoring terrorism and spreading hatred for their short
and long term economic and political gains. Naturally these sad and desperate actions will not only
ultimately drown these western fundamentalists but also their own people who they are trying to drag in
this dirty game.
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Spike (unregistered) October 31, 2012, 14:09+1

This would be a "par for the course" action by the UK Government, given their current appalling
mindset. I cringe whenever Teresa May opens her mouth.

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2012/10/05/the-final-part-of-the-three-for-now-how-to
-bring-an-end-to-the-dangerous-anti-civil-liberties-laws-and-undemocratic-practises-never-be
-afraid-or-cease-to-talk-about-its-evils-strengthen/
2. http://netpol.org/
3. http://www.fitwatch.org.uk/
4. http://rt.com/
5. http://rt.com/news/
6. http://rt.com/news/uk-citizenship-stripped-hashi-625/comments/
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1.3.1 The Case of Mahdi Hashi: Why HMCO Took To Campaigning (the dan-
gerous new tactics) & Our Next Step? (2012-11-01 10:25)

Good Morning,
We, at HMCO, never campaign on anything, we leave this sort of special activities to others, but we
started and took with vigour to Mahdi Hashi Campaign not because we know the lad or because we
wanted to get into campaigning business, but because of the dangerously unprecedented new tactics by
the British government to it’s own residential-citizens (especially the Muslims) displayed in the case of
Mahdi Hashi ”abduction, detention and rendition” to Djibouti for Torture.
Torture is the concern, or rather the inability to account the British government as before when torture
takes place. This is exactly why the new tactic of stripping off a citizenship to anyone, mainly Muslims
today, and then sending them to undergo undefinable torture in the hands of unaccountable foreign states
is, and must be, a great concern to every democratic loving and civil rights and rule of law individuals
and groups should take to and fight back. This is why we at HMCO took to campaigning on behalf of
Mahdi Hashi and his family. Bring him back to UK, and if he is claimed to be guilty put him into the
legal process and if found guilty, as defined to be guilty today, then it’s your business. All we ask is for
the British Muslims and others to support our civil liberties and fight against anti-democratic practices
such as torture to show this government and it’s henchmen in the security services we will not allow
them to slowly institute, with our tacit ignorance, this despicable and dangerous practices: We want to
be able to take them to account if torture is conducted with their knowledge; We want to be able to feel
safe when leaving the country, and not worrying will my own government rip-off my citizenship and
leave (and at time take me with their own hands) to the wolves, for equally undespicable practices on
myself and families.

This is why we must not stop saying and showing support for #BringHashiBackHome (please re-
tweet in support). What other steps you can take in support?:

• Outside your house tie a ’white ribbon’ (re-tweet #whiteribbon next to #mahdihashi thank you),
and if possible write on an A4 paper #BringHashiBackHome Tweet-Support please.

• On your car you can do same thing, A4 and a white ribbon on antenna etc.

• if at universities and have meetings or table by walkway put the A4 behind for all to see, please.

• Ask mosques, or Islamic societies place of worship to allow you to put the A4 inside the board

• and so forth, be inventive.

• In time, we will do candle-vigil by a designated location, as well as city-centre standing with a
placard,

Show Your Support, because as we already stated before, Tomorrow it just might be you or me, let
us not allow the government to ”cleverly” whittle-out of accountability and responsibilities for their
undemocratic behaviours on their own citizens!

THANK YOU!

WE AT HMCO SUPPORT THE #BringHashiBackHome CAMPAIGN!!!!
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WOULD YOU JOIN US TOO, PLEASE.

wiliamson (2013-08-15 09:18:12)
Greetings, Saeed. I have been thinking about Mahdi Hashi recently. Along the lines it seems he was a targeted
individual - was he gangstalked? A couple of books you have probably already noted: "Undercover. The true
Story of Britain’s Secret Police"; "Britain’s Biggest Gang" by Stephen Hayes. Take care, Wiliamson

highfieldsoffice (2013-08-15 10:57:50)
And warm greetings to you, Williamson. Good to hear from you again. I hope you are well. Alas I have not
yet read one of those book, but I will do now, thanks for the recommendation. The first one by Peter Francis
is an excellent read, it is a bombshell equivalent to spycatcher (follow this link for full free online e-book pdf:
http://blockyourid.com/ gbpprorg/mil/cavity/Spycatcher.pdf). For further readings on British Modern Policing
have a look at this post; http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/08/10/police-states-or-how-democra
cies-control-their-populations-shut-down-protests-and-revolts-val-swain-on- opendemocracy-a-must-read-
article-on-uk-disruptive-policing-model/ Have a good day, Saeed.

wiliamson (2013-08-21 09:40:44)
Greetings Saeed. I hope you and your loved ones are well. This is my second note. wordpress just told me
they "lost" my first message. That has been happening a lot lately. Thank you for the 2 articles you flagged
for my attention. One my library server blocked. But the other on police heavy handed tactics on peaceful
demonstrators is well noted. You might find of interest on the site - before it’s news - the article Police seizing
cash and property from citizens without charges. You might remember that I told you that I had had problems
when attending University (Ulster University, Coleraine campus) 1979. Around the time of my husbands death I
was subjected to bizarre behaviour from one of his relatives. Baffled I enquired on Wikipedia reference desk and
was told that behaviour was "gaslighting" a term I had not heard of. When I researched gaslighting I came across
gang stalking, which described what had happened at Uni - and ever since. Over time I have developed deep
disgust for the methods used by my persecutors. Namely their brazen disregard for peoples lives and welfare.
Presumably on the lies spread about me at Uni weirdos started hanging around where I lived. The single lady on
one side sold her house and moved away. the elderly man, who had lived there all his life became fearful and got
an alsatian. More recently when I lived in London I applied to work in a charity book shop. Immediately a whole
new set of volunteers arrived and the original staff started acting oddly. This was the Oasis charity in Trinity Rd,
Tooting, about 200 yards from the mosque. When word got into that community what was happening - this is a
gay charity - what would the likely consequences be for the staff/shop? It was like they were deliberately inciting
an incident. So I left. Since living in Harrogate I believe all the following have been told lies about me. My
estate agents, Beadnall & copley, my banks Halifax and Yorkshire Building Society, staff at Harrogate library
and Knaresborough library, and medical staff who assisted my late husband. Regarding the last I believe that the
hostile relative spread the rumour that I was abusing my husband. I am not a criminal, not even anti-social - so
what is the point? Then the penny dropped. The targeted individual generally is innocent. If they were a criminal
the police would simply arrest them and that would be the end of the matter. Also I believe it is likely they are
like myself, poor and low status. This means we do not have the middle class resources to protect ourselves, and
also because of class prejudice lies told about us to middle class people will be believed. I am valueless - as a
target - but I am priceless as BAIT.. All the above are people more valuable than myself principally because
they are in a position to affect peoples lives. They control records, which can get lost or distorted. I have been
used as a recruiting agent by criminals. I tried to keep this short, but I seem to have gone on a bit. Please keep
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flagging articles which you think might interest me - I confess I no longer read your posts from cover to cover.
You can write faster than I can read and absorb. try - exposegangstalking and targeted-individuals Best wishes.
Clair McCleary

highfieldsoffice (2013-08-21 17:39:07)
Hi Clair, That is an amazing story, one among the many hundreds unheard and probably never to be heard
about the nature of our secretive British police state. Let your heart not falter though as there is always a way
when a will to overcome is there. Thanks for the reading suggestions on gangstalking and targeted-individuals.
And I do know what you mean by cant keep up with our updates, afterall it has been a busy month with
NSA-Leaks, new scandals after another etc. For alternative political model and approach, I propose this:
[1]http://internationalresistance.wordpress.com/ The link again is: http://internationalresistance.wordpress.com/
Enjoy, Saeed Note: the blog-link and materials above is a product of myself (Saeed) only and not part of
Jerusalem Group.

1. http://internationalresistance.wordpress.com/

wiliamson (2013-08-23 11:58:51)
Thank you for your pointer to internationalresistance. Looks interesting. Lots of good reading there. Thanks.
You might be interested in - 38 degrees under threat. Rights and Wrongs. Campaigning organisations are under
threat with proposed legislation. Best wishes, clair

highfieldsoffice (2013-08-23 12:08:45)
absolute truth, and I will check out the 38 degree. Thanks.

wiliamson (2013-09-02 09:00:18)
Hullo, Saeed. I think you might find the following book of interest. "The Cost of Inequality" by Stewart
Lansley. In the ’70’s, British society was diamond shaped. A small group at the top, a small group at the
bottom and a large middle. Now that diamond shape is inverted, with a bulge at the top, a larger bulge at the
bottom, and very little in the middle. The result of taking manufacturing out of the system, greatly affected
by the switch from Keynsian economic policies to the free market capitalism model adopted both by Thatcher
and Reagan and continued ever since even under Labour govts. (My view is, not expressed in the book,
that taking manufacturing out of the system returns our society to a pre-industrial model, with a super rich
upper class and everyone else reduced to cheap labour/servants.) Very informative, worth a look if you have
time. Best wishes. Clair On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 1:08 PM, Jerusalem Group wrote: > ** > highfieldsoffice
commented: "absolute truth, and I will check out the > 38 degree. Thanks."

highfieldsoffice (2013-09-02 13:46:32)
Hi Clair, Thanks for the recommendation and your economics sounds good to me. In short, massive
privatisation (which has seen the likes of Serco running Britain now, rather than Whitehall mandarins) and
monopolization of sector by giant foreign corporations (and not supporting our SMEs) rather than be good
for national health is actually very serious. Thanks again. And I hope you are doing very well (as can be
afforded), if bored come with me to Dublin or Berlin in the coming weeks (haha). Saeed.

wiliamson (2013-09-03 10:19:40)
Thanks for your reply. Enjoy your journeys. Best wishes. Clair

prayerwarriorpsychicnot (2013-10-21 11:25:08)
Hullo Saeed. I hope your journeys went safely and well. I have come across a couple more books which you
might find of interest. "Stalker" by John Stalker. The Dep Police Chief in Manchester, of undisputed integrity
who was tasked with the enquiry into the RUC "shoot to kill" policy. Two weeks before he finished his report he
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was taken off the enquiry and subjected to a police investigation himself - but was not told why. Eventually he was
reinstated, name cleared, but not before his entire life and financial records had been thoroughly trawled through
on a fishing expedition, and he had run up huge legal bills, which could have lost him his house, but for the
beneficence of the general public. A colleague, also with no criminal record was subjected to an ongoing police
investigation, which again turned up no criminal activity, but financially ruined him. This book is a terrribly good
read due to the logical and lucid writing style of the author. The other book is "Whistleblower" by Bolkovac,
a straight cop who worked for DynCorp, a contractor of the UN. After a successful prosecution of a man who
stabbed his wife, a ground-breaking case, Bolkovac was assigned Gender Officer for the UN, (Bosnia). She was
inundated with women who had been trafficked into prostitution, and when Bolkovac uncovered Dyncorp/UN
employee involvement, she was sacked - for doing her job too well. There is also an article in yesterdays Sunday
Express which you might not have seen. "Police gunman told me to ignore paedophiles", says ex-child protection
officer" I continue to research gang stalking/organised stalking. I have a few blogs up if you are interested.
Gangstalkers bait. Targeted Individuals are Bait. Targets are bait. As you might have deduced from the titles,
I have arrived at the conclusion that targeted individuals are not the primary target of the ongoing harassment
campaigns. Gangstalking sites I have looked at suggest that targeted individuals are generally working class -
women, blacks, gays (which would make gangstalking the secret continuance of racism, sexism and homophobia).
But the people recruited by the "bait" are generally higher socio-economic class - standard middle class people.
The standard middle class prejudice that only middle class people have decent values, and working class people
are the criminal/immoral class, means lies told about a working class person to a middle class person will be
believed. However, they are the real victims. Once recruited they become the puppets of their controllers, who
will also minutely study their lives for any illegalities they or a member of their family might have engaged in.
They cooperate out of fear, but it does not save them. Two of my previous landlords lost their houses, and one his
business. When gangstalkers control landlords they encourage them to put up rents, upgrading their properties if
necessary, so as to max the take. Presumably they are getting a pay off. Anyway, I present my ideas in my blogs
(if you can find them). Been long winded again. Sorry. Best Regards. Clair MCCleary

highfieldsoffice (2013-10-22 14:59:24)
thank you clair, whistleblower I saw the film with Rachel weisz. it was very good; here is the link to
online viewing (http://vodly.to/watch-1294029-The-Whistleblower). Enjoy. Sadly havent had a chance to go
for my trips, got to work and very busy at the present. when i go, i will be gone and leave behind good old Britain.

prayerwarriorpsychicnot (2013-10-23 10:01:03)
Understood. Good fortune go with you wherever you go. Clair.

highfieldsoffice (2013-10-24 12:35:26)
Always good to hear from you Clair. I wish you all the very best.

highfieldsoffice (2013-10-28 14:50:36)
HAVE YOU SEEN THIS? I think you might like it. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/10/27/the-
interview-that-shook-the -british-establishment-russell-brand-uks-grillo-on-bbc-newsnight-and-a-call -to-a-
very-modern-british-revolution/
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1.3.2 SHOCKING EVIDENCE: PLEASE READ AND SHARE WITH OTH-
ERS (HOW DEMOCRACY IS BEING UNDERMINED) (2012-11-05 12:23)

PLEASE READ AND SHARE WITH OTHERS!!!!

This article is written with the primary goal of waking you all to the dangerous reality of acts taking
places around the western world that will further undermine our values of democracy. First, one
must realize that United States is a young nation which still holds dear to the value and principles of
democracy, and she has been the only state in the world that has come closer to a perfect model of
republican democracy, however as time has passed, just like the old Europe of France or Britain (other
referential parties on this paper), democracy is slowly being tamed with astonishing successes as a result
of apathetic masses. In short, this paper directs you the reader, Muslim or not (as long as you are a lover
of democracy and concerned about it’s deterioration), to sources that will help with your self-education
efforts towards appreciating the sad reality of how we have never really been a true democracy,
and how the final chunk of what remains that can be defined as democratic is under threat from those
who seek to impose old aristo-oligarchy system, where the privileged few benefit and command the rest.

United Kingdom:

In UK the present threat is the Snoopers Charter, below are a collection of newspapers articles for your
reading:

[1]What It Is?

[2]The Opposition

The Supporters: [3]One, [4]Two,

and perhaps the best source from many varieties of sources discussing the bill one one source is
here:[5] see this link. Other best reading sources are; [6]here, [7]here, [8]here, [9]here, [10]here and
[11]here. Also see the post below from The New York Times excellent article on the matter which
relates the general nature of British ”Big Brother” Character and this as a natural next phase (a must read).

Other as already discussed are the issues surrounding Counter-Terrorism Act, which no one spoke against
and now no one is safe from it! Or the secret Kafkaesque courts where evidence fabricated or not can be
presented without any legal challenges (see posts below or this recent post discussing Ken Clarke former
Tory Justice Minister, who sees as many, these courts as ”cost-saving” devices against counter-sues
by those who are innocent and illegally detained under fascists new unprecedented counter-terror laws,
[12]see here).

For general Big-Brother Character of Modern Britain, see Saeed’s Private consultancy blog, with many
articles on threats to democracy, but perhaps most unmissable (with a video from Channel Four) see
these selected and highly recommended readings:

[13]Post One: How Your Computer Is Spying On You
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[14]Post Two: The Video

[15]Part Three: Britain The World’s Most Advanced Surveillance Society (Channel Four Documentary)

In Germany, already the problem is being discussed, [16]see here. (mostly on profiling).

In Canada, new laws are discussed: [17]see here.

In US, the public is taking their own government to Supreme Court against unprecedented post-9/11
powers of NSA (National Security Agency) against spying on her own citizens (or UN and other states,
not a secret): [18]see here.

For a good read on a list of 14 popular surveillance tools used by ”western democracies” against own
citizens this shocking and informative link is a good summary; [19]see here.

Good Videos:

[20]The War On Democracy

[21]The Secrets of CIA- SKY Atlantic

From Saeed’s [22]Ethos One and [23]Two

Other interesting pages for your perusal from Saeed’s blog are:

[24]This, [25]This and [26]This.

From the great Wikileaks see these pages on booming private surveillance industry (where your medical
to all other informations are collected and sold to private and state parties without your knowledge or
consent: these are called data analytics): [27]here and [28]here.

And a great British site examining surveillance is this from the Bureau of Investigative Journalism:
[29]see here and this from a Nottingham university professor who blew the secret and got fired: [30]here.

We will add more in time, so keep coming back for visit on weekly or fortnight basis.

ENJOY THE LEARNED ONE!
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1. http://boingboing.net/2012/10/12/uk-surveillance-bill-19000-l.html
2. http://www.techdirt.com/articles/20121012/02471120688/over-19000-emails-sent-concerning-uk-
snoopers-charter-not-single-one-support-it.shtml
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2012/jun/25/mi5-chief-row-snoopers-charter
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2159041/Snoopers-Charter-matter-life-death-says-Met
-Police-chief-Home-Secretary-unveils-plans-monitor-website-use.html
5. http://search.wn.com/?results_type=news&language_id=1&search_type=expression&search_string=
communications+data+bill&sort_type=-pub-datetime&template=cheetah-search-adv%2Findex.txt&actio
n=search&corpus=current
6. http://www.techdirt.com/articles/20121012/02471120688/over-19000-emails-sent-concerning-uk-
snoopers-charter-not-single-one-support-it.shtml
7. http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/opinion/columnists/article3589930.ece
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2012/sep/23/justice-and-security-bill-dangerous-law
9. http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2012/04/02/email-snooping-law-spies-unfettered-access-priva
te-communictions_n_1395777.html
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2012/sep/16/liberal-democrats-communications-bill
11. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-17576745
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2226625/Secret-courts-save-terror-says-Clarke-warns
-Britain-forced-pay-suspects.html
13. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2011/05/20/advanced-civil-espionage-your-computer-is-spying
-on-you-onoffline/
14. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2011/05/20/advanced-civil-espionage-ii-the-film-thanks-to-d
a-queen-of-san-francisco/
15. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2011/07/16/the-foucault-panopticon-society-how-britain-is-a
n-advanced-police-state-in-the-world-says-channel-4-investigative-documentary-never-ever-to-
be-missed/
16. http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/racial-profiling-german-court-forbids-police-ch
ecks-based-on-skin-color-a-864455.html
17. http://rt.com/news/canada-police-spy-bill-c-30-455/
18. http://rt.com/usa/news/surveillance-fisa-supreme-wiretap-324/
19. http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/14-incredibly-creepy-surveillance-technologies-th
at-big-brother-will-soon-be-using-to-spy-on-you
20. http://johnpilger.com/videos/the-war-on-democracy
21. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4RXPJmqkxmI
22. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2011/04/28/posted-after-watching-a-power-documentary-called
-ethos-the-key-speeches-and-reviews/
23. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2012/06/05/ethos-ii-finally-the-bankers-have-it-the-dream-t
o-dominate-in-entirety-europe-with-a-planned-federal-european-banking-system/
24. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/category/occupy/
25. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/category/sham-democracy/
26. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/category/the-e-book/
27. http://wikileaks.org/the-gifiles.html
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1.3.3 How To Recognize Other Government-FundedMuslims-Targeting Organi-
zations Like FMO (2012-11-07 14:07)

Here is a simple advisory outline on how to recognize other government-funded and commanded
organizations that might be presented as working with or for you, but in reality these are working against
you.

As stated previously the practice is normal within the confined practical world of covert opera-
tions against what has been identified as a ”threatening” section of a society; that in today’s world are
the Muslims. In sum, and to the point, here are some characteristics to watch out for;

• These, as stated already, will always be provided with own channel of communication in order to
able these organizations or individuals to reach the wider targeted public, such as FMO’s ”Radio
Ramadhan” or whatever. Other might include websites, forums, TV-Channels, newsletter or paper
etc, or all in a mix. In short anything that is of two-channel capability, meaning it can be sent
out towards the respective TA (that in the professional of Psychological Operations, PSYOPS, or
what is today referred to as MISO, Military Information Support Operations, refers and stand for
”Targeted Audience”, you, the Muslim), and it can receive back feedback from these for analysis
of threatening inclinations, or how to further manipulate and win you over.

• Secondly, all these organizations will ”fly the popular colours”, in other words, they will ”flaunt”
openly their ”support” of those most popular sentiments, at local or national, cultural or racial, in
terms of Muslims and FMO it is Palestine, they have the colours of Palestine plastered all-over;
Palestine being the most important issue for Muslims across the world.

• Thirdly, the biographical analysis (BA or KB) of the managements of these organizations can al-
ways be observed with old or even present-persistence links and associations to governing parties.
These facts can never be hidden, because the establishment can never trust unknown individuals
with missions of literary bordering on betrayal of their own peoples. In terms of FMO, Suleman
Nagdi is the obvious point of investigation.

• Then there is the selection of ”services” provided, such as Madrassa advice or support, or Arabic
classes, or Women studies, or empowerment classes, or English etc, all these are consciously se-
lected as a result of collected ”profiles of the detained” individuals who have shown a tendencies
toward these activities; Arabic classes etc. Secondly these organizations set out to target specific
KEY audiences, the women/sisters, as result of their roles as childrens’ first-teachers, in other
words, their natural abilities to easily manipulate or mould behaviour of their children, as well as
their husbands or boyfriends etc: and within most societies, especially the Muslim world matriar-
chal power is central to it’s way of life, meaning women (mothers, sisters, wives etc) are bestowed
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great leadership and importance powers. Also the women tend to be very passionate and ”persuade-
able” on winning hearts and minds. FMO run all above mentioned courses and programmes. Other
vulnerable groups are the students, and the young/children and youths, what the Greek Humanists
saw a the most vulnerable of all, never the elderly (hence no programmes for these).

• Then, of course, as stated previously, these organizations tend to claim representative status of
all Muslims, that speaking for all Muslim communities, or local, or businesses etc. Hence FMO
claims to be a representative of all of Leicestershire Muslim Organizations. The rationale behind
this is long so we wont waste time here, however just in brief mention, the logic is intended [1] to
be able to keep close watch, [2] to manipulate by targeting key leadership, [3] to claim legitimacy
and authority, and when needed to [4] claim full-representational responsibilities without being
challenged, meaning everything they would say from then onward is law.

• These organization are always located within, that well-placed within the local communities;
very strategically and well-placed, where the location can support a hurried-on or planned ISR
(Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance) of the neighbourhood. Examine FMO position-
ing/location, it is fantastic (close to the Muslim-Schools, Mosques, meeting centres etc).

• These organizations are also well-funded, even at times of austerity, that economic downturn, these
never suffer ”cuts”, ask why? Leicester City Council is cutting funds across the board but no one
has mentioned ’Islamic organizations’ like FMO. In short, if you see an organization with a ”good
premise”, at a good location, with all sorts of courses and programmes running throughout the year
and run not by volunteers but paid professionals, possess own professional communications means,
unlike us with blogs, face-to-face, forums etc, then just keep away from it.

• Another indicator is that you will see a non-Muslims, now and again, either in full-time employment
or just coming and going. Or part of the ’board of trustees’, or ”associative in projects etc.

In short, a well-funded organization in a run-down area, with individuals who seem unable to fund
such projects by own initiatives or even able to raise funds independently as their services do not seem
popular at local communities, and with individuals with a histories of close relations to governing
powers etc, work or other associations, and even in hard time these organizations appear to still running
as if unaffected by hardship of the times while the rest around these organizations are foundering from
the pressure of economic pains, then you just found you little stooge within!
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A LITTLE UPDATE:

SURVEILLANCE HELICOPTER ON AIR AS WE TYPE THIS OUT (fitted with........ welcome
to Britain!).

[updated with FBI story on Stasi Tactics against American-Muslims] UK GOV to Muslim Women: Help Us
To Stop Muslim Men From Fighting (HAHAHAH; also Included Traitor Nagdi Views)! | Jerusalem Group
(2014-04-25 11:58:20)
[…] Of course the tactic of targeting women to propagandize or ‘re-educate’ has always been popular with
counter-revolutionary forces and here [within this blog] I have stated in the past less publicized efforts previously
established in achieving the goal of reaching and influencing Muslim women to influence indirectly Muslim men
actions and behaviour; see this old post. […]

St.Phillips Centre: Your ”Friendly” Inter-Faith Society or A Church/Diocese With A Secret? (Doubling as a
Counter-Terrorism & ”Re-Education” Centre) | Highfields Muslim Community Office (2013-01-19 10:29:43)
[...] We have known about St.Phillips Centre for a while, but a recent email exchange with the local police was
able to remind us of the centre and it’s important role vis-a-vis local Muslim communities in Leicester, as a
”counter-terrorism and re-education” centre (to ”counter-radicalization” and ”prevent” terrorism); a role similar to
FMO (see this blog for our in-depth discussions on FMO, federation of Muslim Organizations; here and here). [...]

Important Additional Information for Muslims & Counter-Terrorism (and those in Leicester on FMO) and A
Great Reading Collection from Public Intelligence | Highfields Muslim Community Office (2013-01-20 19:12:04)
[...] about in relation to St.Phillips Centre (see the post below or click here) and FMO (see here and here); these
two are part of Prevent Strategy (2nd above on the list: with intention to ”prevent [...]

Our ADVICE To Muslims Youths [Incl. Students] & Sisters: How Not To Be Exploited & Turned Into An
Informer/Agent Against Your Innocent Fellow Muslims [Without Self-Awareness] | Jerusalem Group (2013-03-07
17:02:00)
[...] Counter-terrorism Strategy” like FMO (Federation of Muslim Organizations: see here, here and here) or
Student Rights dealing exclusively with ”Tackling Extremism On Campuses”: [...]

Leicester Anti-Muslim Attacks: ‘First Officially Reported’ Local Cases of Anti-Islam Violence (Source:
Leicester Mercury) | Jerusalem Group (2013-06-13 11:35:38)
[…] representative’ of local Muslims. We have warned and informed you all repeatedly (see here, here and here
and click here) how this particular individual and his representative organization, FMO, […]
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1.3.4 WhyHMCO finally decided toWrite To TheWorld About British-Muslims
Silent-Persecution? (2012-11-08 10:09)

We, at HMCO, finally decided to pen-out a Letter and sent out yesterday to the rest of the outside world
telling of the persecution of our people, the Muslims: the [1]letter can now be located on the top, as a
page and not as a post.

After tolerating varieties of actions directed against ourselves by the local security services, from
open harassment tactics, to cyber-surveillance and so forth, when more recently began a phase of
”quieter” acts that can only be recognized as acts conducted by security services, especially by those
trained and experienced and not mere averaged citizens, this brought to us, in particular our toleration, to
an exhaustion and utter fed-up, and thus we decided right there especially after the morning to mid-day
(of Weds 7th Nov 2012) surveillance-helicopter circling above us that we had to change the dynamics of
the game and this excitingly brought our exp-minds into sharp application:

You see in fighting, be it of a warfare or a street or whatever form and shape the fight is to take
nature, there are certain general laws, or what we can call these manoeuvrability options that one can
take, and within these laws there exists three perhaps most significant of the ”principles of fighting/war”,
and they generally are directed at the opposition’s ”commander’s psyche”, that targeting the mind and
intentions, namely initiative, of your opponent. In short;

1. First, one must always be sure that one is ready and completely willing to get into the fight: The
Will To Fight Principle. Without the will to fight it means one can not have ”the why” and ”the
how”. Also with the lack of these, why and how, then one can not have the ability to see the fight
through to the end, as most fights are gruesome and requires, no, demands complete energy and
spirit of those engaged on these. In our present examples, we at HMCO had more recently decided
to get all-in in the fight, non-violently, of course, and to take on the undemocratic acts perpetrated
against our people, the Muslim communities at home and local, in specific, respectively. This is
a huge demand and strain, as to go all in against a powerful cabal of long-established and well-
resourced parties is equivalent to self-sacrifice but we decided someone must take to the fight at
home, so here is our will to see the fight to the end against the undemocratic practises perpetrated
by UK security services and government against her own Muslim-residents. We even rationale
that if ”taken-out” we will produce a far more dynamic effect against these actors, the status of
”m-word” without b-word, now that is powerful, and no powerful opponent can fail to appreciate
that.

2. Secondly, and also equally important, is never allow your enemy freedom of action and initiative,
in other words do not allow him to command and decide where you will fight-it-out; i.e choice of
location, what rules to follow etc. In our present example, and HMCO primary goal all along, was
never to allow the British Government and it’s security services to operate behind shadows with
zero-accountability. The regular readers of the blog will know exactly what we mean, it means we
decided to strip naked and put these actor up on stage and then shine a light on them so the rest of the
community (local), society (national) and nations (world), can see exactly who and how they really
are and conduct themselves. This is the most feared strategy by any government which claim to be
democratic when it practises acts that are antithetic to democratic values and principles; hence [a]
when they tell the rest of the world, ”freedom of speech and internet”, the world should say these
words ”ACTA or SOPA”, and ”News of The World or Murdoch” etc; [b] when they say freedom
of political association, or freedom to political dissidents, the world should say Northern Ireland,
HMCO, two-party systems etc; [c] when they say no surveillance, the world should say ’NSA
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FOIA’, ’UK SNOOPERS CHARTER’ etc; [d] when they say no to police state, the world should
simply say......PPPPLEASE!; [e] when they say don’t arm anti-”rebels” state, the world should say
REALLY (Who is arming the local criminals or rather ”rebels”)!; and of course don’t forget [f] the
secret courts, [g] corrupt and racist police and politicians (Levenson and Expense Scandals); [h]
CCTV; [i] Arms-Sales to dictatorial regimes of Middle East; [j] Torture of own citizens, abduction,
e.g. Mahdi Hashi, Talha Ahsan, Begg; [k] student spying; [l] community spying; [m] police tactics;
[n] and the disturbingly draconian ”Anti-Terror Laws”, the List is long and disturbing equally (so
we stop here). In short, the UK or any modern western governments has no right to preach to others
about human rights, social responsibilities, or democracy and so forth, until these states can start
acting like real democracies themselves not go about terrorizing own sections of societies and plea
”it is all for the common security!” The Nazis and Stalinists and other totalitarian regimes have
claimed the same logic— it was all for the common national security, mmm!!!!

3. The third principle of fighting is what can only be referred to as ”dialects” or the ”theory of op-
posites”, I like Sun-Tzu-ian, since the theorist was one of the first to pen-in it down in details. It
goes like this, when you are strong, appear weak to your opponent; when weak, strong; when you
believe your opponent believes in certain stereotype or theories, feed your opponent these in abun-
dance. In short, let your opponent always under-estimate you, or not think much or over-much of
you, or in other words, leave them always confused.

This is why we took our grievances global, and we are not going to stop.

HMCO.

P.S. Check out the post below on FMO Part II or [2]here; discussing how to recognize anti-Muslims
”Muslim-Run” Organizations.

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/letter/
2. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2012/11/07/how-to-recognize-other-government-funded-m
uslims-targeting-organizations-like-fmo/
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1.3.5 Justice & Security Bill (Secret Courts UK): Fully-Explained By The
Guardian & How To Get Paid (Easy-Money) For Injustices (2012-11-09 10:24)

Before proceeding to the Guardian main article that which will be reprinted here with full permission,
we would like to put a question that we know most of you have already had, a question with relevance
and close associative-relation to the proliferation of secret courts in UK and the West, in general:

How does the Police and Security Services appear always to be able to ”Catch” their targets when
no one talks to them?

Thus only in answering above question one might then come to an understand the logic behind se-
cret courts. In other words, understanding how these actors, government and cohort, target and collect
information through illegal surveillance and other methods that can not be admitted in the real courts of
laws where possibly the judge might just turn over and hold the government and it’s security services in
contempt for illegal behaviour on grounds of privacy invaded, warrant-less evidence, justification, and
how they came to such point in the first place, namely to zoom-in on ”these targets” without having prior
blanketed communities with surveillance: point of illegality. In short, secret courts as already stated in
the past tend to work for these actors, governments and it’s cohorts, in

[a] fabricating,

[b] hiding their illegal acts against whole of communities, and which then ”led them” to the alleged-
suspects, who are then mostly [1] encouraged towards the ’criminal path’, entrapment, by these actors,
for example these actors will put a person/s in forums or whatever chat-rooms and other places to
”provide websites” or other sources that these individual might be interested with, when without these
directions these individuals might stop short of mere protesting and other non-violent means (already
discussed as FBI favoured, though in UK and not reported it is also MI5/6 and law enforcement
favoured approach). [2] or these ”alleged to be criminals” are then held up when they frustrate the
entrapment-approach by claims of either perceived or probable intentionshere is an important word,
intention (not even minority report style approach; as within this approach there is a ”aura of truth” in
the intended criminal act to take place in the future!), to perform an act of criminal nature.

In sum, as already argued in this forum, secret courts are western/UK government’s cost-saving
strategy to reduce counter-sues (see the article) from the innocent and the greater communities who have
no idea of how deep their communities are infiltrated by surveillance devices and technologies operated
by their own governments, trusted to protect and not to repress and spy upon. This is the broken trust,
see this article, [1]Broken Britain. For an higher authority, President of United States Mr. Obama see
[2]here on arguments against secret courts.

To answer our initial question then, secret courts exist to allow government and its cohorts to fab-
ricate and present inadmissible ”evidences” which have largely been collected without consent and
knowledge of the targeted communities and which is how these cohorts seem always to be able to ”catch
their targets” even when no one inform or talk to them (have you ever contacted these parties on matter
not directly of interests or effect upon yourself, of course no, and even if directly of impact you probably
have shied away from contacting these parties right, and just say shit-happens!).

P.S. Before presenting the full article, for a perfect counter-strategy is to attack the feared approach,
the fear of counter-sues, which costs these actors, governments and their cohorts, so much money
(Mohammed Binyam costed millions in settlements, the Nottingham student over £20’000k from West
Midlands Police etc). And how to sue, and perhaps a perfect method is every Muslim, or as many as
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possible, to start filling for Data Protection Act & Freedom of Information Act, simultaneously, to seek
to find out how much information or data does their government and it’s cohort has of themselves, and
here is a list of lawyers that might be able to help you do so: [3]Here is the List or just locate appropriate
specialist legal support and KACHING: NOT ONLY WILL YOU GET AN EASY-MONEY BUT ALSO
YOU WILL HAVE ASSISTED IN OVERWHELMING THE UNDEMOCRATIC ACT/SYSTEM: you
will see who has been spying on your computer (see the post below for indicators: e.g flashing light
when not using or browsing; hijacked browser ”behaving badly”; remote ”peeping and logging” etc);
you home and so forth.

Now for the Guardian article in Full:

[4]

Secret courts: the essential guide

Is the justice and security bill a threat to fundamental legal liberties or a necessary veil to protect state
secrets? Here’s what you need to know about the expansion of trials behind closed courtroom doors

• [5]Owen Bowcott and [6]Ian Cobain
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• [7]guardian.co.uk, Tuesday 25 September 2012 06.00 BST

The justice and security bill’s critics believe that secret justice cannot constitute a fair trial. Photograph:
Chris Young/PA

[8]1. The issue at a glance
[9]2. The legal origins
[10]3. Why are secret trials in the news?
[11]4. A short history of secret hearings
[12]5. What’s next?
[13]6. The main arguments against the bill
[14]7. The main arguments for the bill
[15]8. What will disappear behind closed courtroom doors?
[16]9. Key players
[17]10. Glossary
[18]11. FAQ
[19]12. The final word

1. The issue at a glance

The [20]justice and security bill’s most controversial element is the extension of secret courts, known as
closed material procedures (CMPs), into the civil courts in England and Wales. Opponents believe the
powers will enable ministers, rather than judges, to manipulate the way evidence is withheld or presented
in the courts – depriving claimants of a fair trial. The government claims the reform will enable judges
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to hear a greater range of national security cases. The bill also alters parliamentary scrutiny of the
intelligence services.

[21]• Back to the top

2. The legal origins

In May 2010, the government was forced to [22]pay out millions of pounds in compensation to Binyam
Mohamed and other former Guantánamo Bay detainees.

Binyam Mohamed, the UK resident secretly rendered to Guantánamo Bay,
whose case sparked the row over intelligence disclosed in court. Photograph: Shaun Curry/AFPThe
settlement came after the court of appeal rejected requests by MI5 and MI6 that they be able to present
security evidence in secret without disclosing it in full to the claimants. "Trials should be conducted in
public and the judgments should be given in public," the judges ruled. Rather than reveal "sensitive"
intelligence, the government settled out of court claims for wrongful imprisonment and complicity in
torture.

The result, according to [23]the former justice secretary Ken Clarke, has been a "UK justice sys-
tem unable to pass judgment on these vital matters". Claimants, he argues, are denied any judicial
findings while the intelligence agencies cannot clear their names. The government says the justice and
security bill is designed to ensure such a predicament never recurs by extending the use of secret courts
while preserving intelligence-sharing with the US and other allies.

Without transparent justice, critics counter, abuses of power will remain hidden.

[24]• Back to the top

3. Why are secret trials in the news?

The legislation, introduced in the House of Lords, has provoked deep anxiety among civil liberties
groups,[25] senior lawyers and politicians who fear it is the thin end of a wedge, overturning long-
established, common law precedents about fair and [26]open justice. Parliament is due to vote on the
proposals this autumn. The Labour party supports some elements but [27]argues that the secret court
developments are "too widely drawn" and create "damaging mistrust and a dangerous gulf between
government and the citizens it is purporting to protect".

The bill is also sharpening [28]divisions between Liberal Democrats and Conservatives within the
coalition. The prime minister, David Cameron, justified secret hearings on the grounds that "... it isn’t
currently possible to use intelligence information in a court of law without sometimes endangering
national security".

[29]• Back to the top

4. A short history of secret hearings
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Closed, or "in camera", hearings are not unprecedented. Cases in the family division of the high court
relating to child custody and divorce issues are regularly held in private.

Public interest immunity (PII) certificates date back to the mid-20th century and empower courts
to make an order, usually at the request of the government, preventing disclosure of secrets if their
release is deemed damaging to the public interest. Neither side in such cases can rely on the withheld
information.

So-called "closed material procedures" (CMPs) go one stage further, enabling authorities to intro-
duce sensitive information in a trial that can only be seen by the judge and security-cleared "special
advocates" who represent the interest of an individual claimant. The special advocate may not give
his or her client precise details of the evidence and can only provide a "gist" or loose summary. The
claimant may not therefore be aware of all the allegations being made. Critics say this results in parties
to a legal dispute no longer being on an equal footing, tilting the advantage in the government’s favour.

The Royal British Legion and Nick Clegg pressured the government to ex-
empt coroners’ courts from the bill. Photograph: Jeff J Mitchell/Getty ImagesCMPs are used in
employment tribunals, [30]special immigration appeals commission (SIAC) hearings and the[31]
investigatory powers tribunal (IPT), which handles complaints about the intelligence services. The
justice and security bill would extend closed material procedures into the main civil courts, allowing the
government to exploit intelligence material to defend itself against allegations such as torture.

In April 2012, [32]parliament’s influential human rights committee, which draws members from
both the Lords and Commons, condemned the government’s justice and security green paper proposals
for failing to make the case for extending CMPs into civil proceedings or inquests. "The rule of law
requires that decisions about the disclosure of material in legal proceedings be taken by judges not
ministers," it declared, "and the current legal framework of PII has not been shown to be inadequate."

Under pressure from the Royal British Legion and [33]Nick Clegg, the Liberal Democrat leader,
the government agreed in May to exempt coroners’ courts from the newly introduced bill.

The prospect of grieving parents of servicemen killed in Afghanistan being barred from security-
sensitive sessions of an inquest into the death of their son or daughter and never discovering why they
had died was judged to be politically indefensible.

In September, the Liberal Democrat party conference [34]voted overwhelmingly to reject the bill.

The government’s own watchdog, the [35]Equalities and Human Rights Commission, warned in
October that the [36]bill could be incompatible with the Human Rights Act.

[37]• Back to the top

5. What’s next?

The first test of parliamentary enthusiasm for the bill comes this autumn when peers vote on the report
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stage of the bill. The legislation also contains clauses on changing the mechanism of parliamentary
oversight of the intelligence services and is likely to provoke intense debate in the Commons.

Jack Straw, who faces legal action over claims that he personally permitted
the illegal rendition of a Libyan dissident in 2004. Photograph: Andy Rain/EPAIn the meantime, a
practical test of how courts handle security sensitive information is due to come before a high court judge,
Mr Justice Mitting. [38]A case has been brought against the Foreign Office by Noor Khan, whose father,
Malik Daud Khan, was killed in a CIA air strike in Pakistan by a drone in 2011. The UK is alleged to
have been involved because it shared intelligence with US agencies. The preliminary hearing is expected
to deal with the question of whether the case can be heard without resorting to a closed material procedure.

Lawyers acting on behalf of two Libyan families who are bringing proceedings against the British
government as well as Jack Straw and former MI6 counter-terrorism official Sir Mark Allen, following
their rendition to Tripoli, are also moving quickly in the belief that the families will be denied justice
once the bill becomes law.

[39]• Back to the top

6. The main arguments against the bill

[40]• Secret justice cannot constitute a fair trial and could damage public confidence
[41]• The existing system is not broken
[42]• Judges, not politicians, should decide
[43]• Evidence of torture will be suppressed by the new generation of secret courts

Secret justice cannot constitute a fair trial and could damage public confidence
Critics point to a key passage in[44] the supreme court’s decision in 2011 on Al Rawi v the security
service (pdf), in which Lord Kerr asserted: "Evidence which has been insulated from challenge may
positively mislead … the right to know the case that one’s opponent makes and to have the opportunity
to challenge it occupies … a central place in the concept of a fair trial." Also, the bill is silent on the
open justice principle. The [45]joint committee on human rights described this silence as "a serious
omission". The [46]government’s own impact assessment conceded that the proposed new law could
undermine public confidence in the court system (pdf). There are concerns that the bill [47]may have an
adverse impact on the Northern Ireland peace process.

The existing system is not broken
Most damaging for the government’s case is the opposition of special advocates who already operate
CMPs in SIAC and other specialist courts. In [48]their submission to the government’s green paper
proposals (pdf), they declared: "There is no fundamental difficulty with the existing principles of public
interest immunity (PII), which have been developed by the courts over more than half a century and
which enable the courts to strike an appropriate balance between the need to protect national security
(and other important public interests) and the need to ensure fairness."

Judges, not politicians, should decide
In the face of criticism, the government agreed that a minister alone should not be able to order a CMP.
That reassured few experts. [49]David Anderson QC, the independent reviewer of terrorism legislation
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(pdf), pointed out residual problems when questioned in parliament in June. "Under the procedure
devised in the bill, the judge does have the last word," he said. "The only difficulty is that that word is
dictated to the judge by the secretary of state. First, the judge can make a decision only if the secretary
of state makes an application and has no other jurisdiction to consider it. Secondly, when the judge does
come to consider it, it is not for him to weigh up the relative merits of PII or CMP, or to decide what the
fairest way would be to decide the case. The judge’s hands are effectively tied."

The United Nations’ special rapporteur on torture has intervened in the UK
secret courts debate. Photograph: Joshua Lott/ReutersEvidence of torture will be suppressed by the new
generation of secret courts
The United Nations’ special rapporteur on torture, [50]Professor Juan Méndez, an Argentinian, has inter-
vened in the UK debate, warning that wrongdoing by security and intelligence agencies if undisclosed
will not be confronted. "If a country is in possession of information about human rights abuses, but
isn’t in a position to mention them, it hampers the ability to deal effectively with torture," he told an
audience at Chatham House in London in September 2012. The fact that the [51]government has applied
for the use of closed material procedure in a court case in which it is a defendant could itself be kept secret.

[52]• Back to the top

7. The main arguments for the bill

[53]• Cases that cannot now be tried will receive justice
[54]• Not perfect but better than nothing
[55]• Intelligence services will become more accountable
[56]• Security co-operation with our closest allies is at risk without legal reform

Cases that cannot now be tried will receive justice
[57]Ken Clarke spelled out in the foreword to the green paper (pdf) his rationale for expanding the use
of CMPs. "... the UK justice system [is now] unable to pass judgment on these vital matters: cases either
collapse, or are settled without a judge reaching any conclusion on the facts before them.

Former justice secretary Ken Clarke spelled out his rationale for expanding
the use of CMPs. Photograph: Dave Thompson/PA"It leaves the public with questions unanswered
about serious allegations, it leaves the security and intelligence agencies unable to clear their name, and
it leaves the claimant without a clear legal judgment on their case.

"... The prize is improved executive accountability, a court system equipped to handle sensitive
material, and security and intelligence agencies that are able to get on with their job: a safer Britain, a
fairer Britain."

Not perfect but better than nothing
The former independent reviewer of terrorism legislation, [58]the Liberal Democrat Lord Carlile,
describes the debate as involving "finely balanced issues". He comes down on the side of extend-
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ing closed material procedures. "The puritans in this debate demand that ’open justice’ must be
protected, whatever the cost to the public and to the intelligence needs of our country," he wrote
this summer. "Subject to some fine tuning, the government is on the right track with a responsible
piece of legislation … It should not be forgotten that claimants themselves have consented to closed
hearings, realising that they were the only way in which their concerns would be properly scrutinised
– one reason why I believe the government should ensure that both parties in a case can apply for a CMP."

The current independent reviewer, David Anderson QC, believes the proposals [59]would be "tol-
erable" as a last resort. He said there is "a small but indeterminate category of national security-related
claims, both for judicial review of executive decisions and for civil damages, in respect of which it is
preferable that the option of a CMP – for all its inadequacies – should exist."

Intelligence services will become more accountable
The security services, who have lobbied for and publicly supported the bill, insist that nothing currently
revealed will be hidden in future. In [60]a speech at the Mansion House this summer, the director general
of MI5, Jonathan Evans, declared: "At present our ability to account for our actions in the courts is
constrained by the fact that sensitive national security related material relevant to civil proceedings can
only be considered in open court. This means that such material cannot in practice go into court at all.
This situation is bad for us, bad for the other party to proceedings and bad for the administration of justice.

"... No material that is currently considered in public will be made secret under the new arrange-
ments and the effect will be that more, rather than less, material will go before the courts. But the
sensitive material will be protected. This will mean better justice and better accountability."

Security co-operation with our closest allies is at risk without legal reform
[61]Malcolm Rifkind, the former defence and foreign secretary, believes that "foreign intelligence
material provided by another country on the strict promise of confidentiality" should remain behind
closed doors. "Many of the most serious terrorist plots in the UK in the past decade have had significant
links abroad, so foreign material is often vital for the protection of the UK. When other countries
share material with us, they want to know that we will protect it. It still belongs to them and is
controlled by them: it is not ours to do with as we wish. This ’control principle’ is sacrosanct and we
must not break it. If we do, foreign agencies will not trust us and will not share material with us in future."

[62]• Back to the top

8. What will disappear behind closed courtroom doors?

Critics of the bill fear that a host of security scandals unearthed with the help of court challenges,
including allegations of torture and secret rendition, would never have been exposed under the bill’s
proposed system of closed material procedures. Even fundamental personal rights such as freedom
from imprisonment, [63]guaranteed by the ancient writ of habeas corpus, might be compromised by the
new regime, peers have suggested. The fact that a court could sit in secret without giving notice to the
public or the media of a forthcoming hearing has drawn [64]comparisons with the excesses of privacy
superinjunctions. The government dismisses such claims as alarmist.

While the government claims that the proposals are intended to protect the control principle that
covers intelligence provided by foreign governments, the material sought in the Guantánamo case were
mostly [65]internal British government communications, and their disclosure caused grave embarrass-
ment. The government says claimants will receive a summary of the closed material sufficient for them
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to instruct the special advocate representing their interests.

The US government made its first complaint that disclosure in the Binyam Mohamed case would
damage the UK-US intelligence sharing relationship [66]only after the foreign office asked it to do so.

[67]• Back to the top

9. Key players

• Ken Clarke, now a cabinet minister without portfolio but with a place on the National Security Council,
will continue to steer the legislation through parliament even though no longer justice secretary. The
Cabinet Office is now in charge of the bill.

Some key figures in the secret courts debate: (clockwise from top left) Lord Lester, Shami Chakrabarti,
Jonathan Evans and Sadiq Khan. Photograph: Rex Features/PA/Sarah Lee for the Guardian• Jonathan
Evans, director general of MI5 – said by opponents to be the moving force behind the secret courts bill.

• David Anderson QC, the independent reviewer of terrorism legislation, occupies a pivotal posi-
tion in the debate with government, intelligence agencies and civil liberty groups all trying to recruit
him to their cause.

• Lord Lester, the veteran Liberal Democrat peer and civil liberties campaigner, has been active in
the Lords attempting to insert safeguards "for the principle of open justice" into the bill.

• Sadiq Khan, Labour’s justice spokesman, is influential in deciding where his party strikes the
balance between civil liberties and national security. It is an issue on which, he admits, the party "still
bears the scars" following Iraq, Afghanistan and the war on terror.

• Shami Chakrabarti, director of the human rights group Liberty, is a determined opponent of the
bill. She warns that the [68]security services will be able to defend allegations of misbehaviour behind
closed doors by hiding behind the mantra of "national security". Other groups such as Reprieve and
Justice are active campaigners against the proposals.

• Dinah Rose QC, a leading barrister who has appeared as a special advocate, is a prominent critic of the
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bill. Her Atkin Memorial lecture,[69] Beef and Liberty: Fundamental Rights and Common Law (pdf),
is an impassioned rejection of the proposals.

[70]• Back to the top

10. Glossary

Closed material procedures (CMPs): secret court hearings where only the judge and security-cleared
special advocates are given access to sensitive intelligence material.

Special advocates: the security-vetted lawyers who are permitted to participate in CMPs, repre-
senting claimants or the government.

Gisting: special advocates are permitted to disclose to clients a simplified summary or "gist" of
intelligence material used in secret hearings while withholding specific details.

Norwich Pharmacal court orders: developed to identify alleged infringers of intellectual property
rights such as patents, one was deployed in the Binyam Mohamed case to try and force the UK govern-
ment to hand over sensitive security material obtained from the US.

[71]• Back to the top

11. FAQ

Is this the end of fair trials?
Critics claim that under a CMP, the legal playing fields are no longer even, entrenching the government’s
advantage in any secret court case. The government insists such measures will only be used in a very
limited number of cases and that courts, including Strasbourg, have found that CMPs are capable of
delivering fair trials.

Have UK courts ever exposed US military secrets?
No examples have ever been given of past "betrayals" of confidential intelligence material obtained from
allies. However, the government argues that the overturning of the Foreign Secretary’s PII certificate
in Binyam Mohamed - and publication of seven paragraphs of advice - caused damage to the US-UK
intelligence-sharing relationship and national security.

How large is the problem?
The number of civil cases affected is likely to be small but it is the expansion of the principle of closed
material procedures that worries civil liberties groups. In the justice and security green paper, the
Treasury solicitor’s department claimed that "sensitive information was central" to 27 cases then before
the courts.

A great many cases against the British government that arise from [72]the Troubles in Northern
Ireland are, however, now being prepared by lawyers in the province, and the disclosure that British
special forces were involved in [73]the mass detention of Iraqi civilians, possibly unlawfully, following
the 2003 invasion, means that the government cannot be sure how many arguable claims it could face in
the future as a result of that conflict.

[74]• Back to the top
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12. The final word

• "No country allows [spies] to give evidence in court. You’d have terrorists in the public gallery lining
up making notes" – Ken Clarke, when justice secretary.

• "This toolkit for cover-ups would mark the end of a fair trial tradition admired worldwide for
centuries" – Shami Chakrabari, Liberty.
[75]• Back to the top

Further reading

[76]Justice and security green paper (pdf)

[77]Responses to consultation on justice and security green paper

[78]Justice and security bill

[79]Parliament’s joint committee on human rights’ report on the justice and security green paper

[80]Commons Library standard note on closed material procedures and special advocates

[81]Justice and security House of Lords library note

[82]Reprieve’s take on the justice and security bill

[83]Justice’s take on the justice and security bill

[84]Liberty’s take on the justice and security bill (pdf)
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highfieldsoffice (2012-11-09 19:09:48)
By the way we forgot to add this little advice: When you ask for your Data, as your natural right by law, and they
WERE , at the time, TO CLAIM they have none on you, do not despair because now it means they can no longer
admit any evidence against you CLAIMED TO HAVE BEEN COLLECTED ”pre-date” of when you asked for
your details; for example date as was Nov 9 2012, and then they are to claim to have ”evidence” of Dec 12 2011,
or even Nov 8 2012 (a day old), it can’t be accepted. You get our point: In short remember the date you filed
for details to be released and keep safe those released to you with stamped date of release as evidence. And also
make sure you ”leak” the truth that they ”do hold-and-lie” about it, the undermining of ”democracy currency”.
Good Luck, Oh, Thanks to Ms. P.M from the Facebook here is a little trailer of a documentary I reckon on
the secret courts from youtube (I have not watched it yet): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6NXk7S5Ifg
&feature=share and PRESSTV new-headline simialr to the letter I sent out to them, THANKS PressTV:
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/11/09/271217/iran-raps-west-human-rights-si tuation/
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1.3.6 The Guardian (& The Daily Mail Full Articles) On The Progress of Jus-
tice & Security Bill: Voting On Monday 19.11.12 at The House of Lords
(2012-11-15 11:50)

The article below is from The Guardian, (and the Daily Mail late-addition) printed in full and in it’s
original appearance, dated Nov 15th 2012. It is a follow-up story on the progress of the, what many
refer to as, Orwellian Bill (George Orwell, the alias name, who wrote the famous 1984 & Animal Farm,
etc; with fashionable phrases such ”Big Brother” or ”War is Peace, Freedom is Slavery, Ignorance is
Strength”). After the Article, the reader will find a few selected newspaper’s and other platforms reading
that might be of interest.

Enjoy.

[1]

[2]
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Crucial battle against UK ’secret courts’ begins in earnest

House of Lords vote looms on measure, which carries the Orwellian title of justice and security bill

Secret files found in government offices in Tripoli detail the Gaddafi regime’s relationship with MI6 and
the CIA. Photograph: Sipa Press / Rex Features

The House of Lords on Monday is due to vote on one of the most contentious but important pieces of
legislation to come before this parliament.

The measure, which carries the Orwellian title of [3]justice and security bill, has provoked the
most disingenuous and misleading defence by its supporters in the government and among the securo-
crats.

Urged on ministers by [4]MI5 and [5]MI6, the bill is designed to prevent any significant informa-
tion in the hands of the security and intelligence agencies from ever being disclosed in civil court
hearings in Britain.
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It was triggered by the disclosure by British judges two years ago of [6]CIA information which
showed that MI5 and MI6 knew that Binyam Mohamed, a UK resident and terror suspect, had been
unlawfully subjected to cruel and inhuman treatment.

The concerns of MI5 and MI6 were compounded by British citizens and residents demanding compen-
sation for their involvement in their incarceration in Guantánamo Bay and other prisons to which they
were secretly transported by the CIA.

The government has cleverly left Kenneth Clarke, the minister without portfolio, in charge of steering
the bill through parliament even though he is no longer Ministry of Justice. It clearly hopes that Clarke’s
reputation as a liberal will help the measure get passed.

Thus, in a recent speech to Policy Exchange, the centre right thinktank, Clarke insisted that the
bill would mean that more, not less, intelligence information would be disclosed in court and the security
and intelligence agencies would be more, not less, accountable.

His arguments were echoed by Eliza Manningham-Buller, former head of MI5 and now a cross-
bench member of the Lords. "No material that is currently open will be hidden from view by these
proposals", she wrote in the Times newspaper today (14 November). Moreover, the inability of the
security and intelligence agencies to answer the allegations of complicity in torture made against them
— because it would mean disclosing "secret material" — was "immensely damaging", she said.

Under the bill, MI5 and MI6 would be able to answer back, but only in secret. Those claiming
wrongdoing would not be able to hear the security and intelligence agencies’ response. They would not
be able to see, let alone respond to, claims against them made by the agencies. Nor would their lawyers.
Under the bill, their interests would be represented by vetted "special advocates".

And the bill’s supporters should not get away with the claim that nothing now in the public do-
main would in future be kept secret. The point of the bill, as far as the spooks are concerned, is that
it would prevent any disclosure in future of such damaging material of the kind heard in the Binyam
Mohamed case.

The role of ministers and MI6 in rendering Libyan dissidents into the hands of Gaddafi’s secret
police — information which came to light only as a result of the bombing of Tripoli — would be
protected by the bill if the government had its way.

This week, parliament’s[7] joint committee on human rights (the JCHR, made up of MPs and
peers) released a devastating report on the government’s proposals. The justice and security bill, it said,
was "a radical departure from the UK’s constitutional tradition of open justice and fairness" and from
"fundamental common law traditions".

Ministers claim that under the bill judges would have the last word in deciding whether evidence
in civil cases should be heard in secret. In practice, a senior minister, a secretary of state, would decide.

The JCHR report quoted David Anderson QC, the government’s independent review of terror leg-
islation, who told the committee: "In fairness to the government, under the procedure devised by the bill
the judge does have the last word. The only difficulty is that that word is dictated to the judge by the
secretary of state."
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The secretary of state — a senior minister — would simply tell a judge that information could not
be disclosed because it related to "national security".

Yet the term, "national security", is a very elastic one. For example, in a recent case involving al-
leged British involvement on deaths caused by CIA drone attacks, the government’s lawyer told the
court: "If you damage foreign relations, you damage national security..."

Furthermore, a cabinet minister could increase "by order" the scope of the bill simply by amend-
ing the definition of "relevant civil proceedings". What the JCHR calls this "wide-ranging power"
could, it warns, allow ministers to extend secret courts to inquests — something that was in the original
green paper on the bill before opposition from military families and the British Legion persuaded the
government to drop it.

Information protected by secrecy should be very narrowly defined, the JCHR said. It would cover
material that would reveal the identity of British intelligence officers and their sources and capabil-
ity, and some foreign intelligence material provided by another country on the promise of confidentiality.

However, the "control principle" whereby only the original holder of the information could autho-
rise its disclosure could not be applied as a matter of course, the JCHR said.

The absolute exemption from disclosure laid down in the bill, it added, was "not consistent with
the government’s commitment to the rule of law".

Such an exemption was demanded by the US after the court judgment in the Binyam Mohamed
case. As far as the US was concerned, Britain is still "on probation", Anderson told the JCHR.

It is now up to the Lords, and then the Commons, to decide whether to protect basic principles of
open justice or pave the way to even less accountability — and greater mistrust — of the security and
intelligence agencies, as well as succumbing so readily to pressure from the US.

• © 2012 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.
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Click here to print

[8]

[9]

Supreme Court added to secret justice plans meaning highest court in the land could be held behind closed
doors

By [10]James Chapman

PUBLISHED: 00:14, 15 November 2012 | UPDATED: 12:23, 15 November 2012

Ministers last night launched an extraordinary attempt to expand the scope of plans for ’secret jus-
tice’ despite the threat of a humiliating defeat in Parliament.

For the first time, the Government proposed that new powers to allow more hearings to take place
behind closed doors should apply to the Supreme Court - meaning the highest court in the land will be
able to sit and issue judgements in hugely controversial cases with no scrutiny.

The move risks infuriating rebel peers who are aiming to wreck the legislation in the House of
Lords on Monday.

The Government has launched a desperate last-ditch effort to prevent its plans being shredded,
with huge pressure being put on those threatening to oppose the Bill altogether.
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Baroness Eliza Manningham-Buller, former head of British domestic intelligence agency MI5, has de-
fended plans to allow more hearings to take place behind closed doors

Former director-general of MI5, Baroness Manningham-Buller, yesterday defended the legislation,
claiming that secret justice was necessary to prevent compensation payments being made to alleged
victims of torture.

Veteran Liberal Democrat peer Lord Lester is also working behind the scenes to persuade colleagues to
accept an amended version of the Justice and Security Bill, according to Lords sources.

But Labour MP Dr Hywel Francis, chairman of the joint committee on human rights (JCHR), which
this week issued a highly critical report on the Government’s plans, said: ’I am very surprised that the
Government is now seeking to include the Supreme Court.

’I would expect there will be very considerable cross-party opposition, including from the cross-
benchers, next week.’

Shami Chakrabarti, director of Liberty, said: ’It’s the height of political arrogance to meet such a
broad reasoned coalition against a Bill with amendments that make its sting even worse.

’If it weren’t bad enough to turn our High Court into a Kafkaesque Secret Commission the plan
now extends to the highest court in the land. How can a Supreme Court command respect across the
common law world with secret sessions, secret judgments and one-sided stitch-ups between judges and
their new political masters?’
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Liberty Director Shami Chakrabarti said: ’It’s the height of political arrogance to meet such a broad
reasoned coalition against a Bill with amendments that make its sting even worse.’

Executive director of campaign group Reprieve Clare Algar said: ’It is outrageous that the government is
seeking to extend its dangerous tide of secrecy to the highest court in the land - wiping out centuries-old
British traditions of open and equal justice.

’Ministers have clearly failed to understand that this attempt to put themselves above the law is
simply unacceptable. Ken Clarke has been spinning phoney concessions while surreptitiously making
this Bill worse than ever.

’It seems clear now that he is not interested in making genuine concessions. The House of Lords
must now reject secret courts altogether when they come to consider them next week.’

The Daily Mail has led criticism of Government plans to allow so-called ’closed material proce-
dures’, in which cases are conducted entirely in private, in any civil hearing.

Defendants or claimants will not allowed to be present, know or challenge the case against them
and must be represented by a security-cleared special advocate, rather than their own lawyer.

’It is outrageous that the government is seeking to extend its dangerous tide of secrecy to the high-
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est court in the land - wiping out centuries-old British traditions of open and equal justice.’

Clare Algar, Reprieve

Currently, such procedures are used in tiny numbers of immigration and deportation hearings, but the
Government wants to extend them across the civil courts. Deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg has pushed
the Government into making a number of concessions, including abandoning the idea of extending secret
justice to inquest hearings.

But critics say the proposals still represent a fundamental breach of traditional principles of open
justice, and accuse the Government of allowing the security services to dictate the legislation.

Spy chiefs were deeply embarrassed by civil court claims against them by terror suspects, which
had to be settled out of court rather than having sensitive intelligence material discussed in open hearings.

Ministers claim they are wasting millions of pounds of taxpayers’ money on settling claims, some
of which may have no merit, because the state is unable to contest them as the evidence it would wish to
produce is so secret that it cannot be revealed in an open court.

Sixteen terrorism suspects, including former Guantanamo Bay detainee Binyam Mohamed, received
payouts last November after they claimed they were mistreated by US and British security and intelli-
gence officials.

Critics, civil rights campaigners and most of the existing special advocates, however, say the pro-
posed reforms will create a justice system from the pages of a Kafka novel.

Earlier this week, the JCHR, a cross-party committee of MPs and peers warned the Government
had still failed to make the case for such a fundamental departure from centuries of legal principle.

Lady Manningham-Buller, writing yesterday in The Times, insisted: ’At the moment there is no
justice at all in civil cases where individuals sue the Government for compensation, claiming, say,
mistreatment or complicity in torture.

’Because the secret material held by the authorities cannot be used in court, the Government is
forced to settle without a judge examining the merits of the claim.

’This is immensely damaging to the reputation of the Government and the intelligence and secu-
rity agencies which cannot defend themselves; to the taxpayer who has increasingly to stump up millions
in compensation; and perhaps most importantly, to the claimants who, while they may receive large cash
settlements, do not get their cases heard and judgment reached.’

A Cabinet Office spokesman said: ’The UK Supreme Court already has powers to exclude parties
from proceedings where that is in the public interest. This amendment just brings the UKSC in line with
the courts it supervises.’

Reading Articles Links:

[11]http://www.parliament.uk/jchr
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Secret courts: the essential guide | Law | guardian.co.uk [12]Life in the CIA: It’s like Bond, but more
boring [13]Labour steps up secret courts attack [14]Labour’s police transparency pledge [15]Compensa-
tion: Claims include the likes of false imprisonment and mistreatment [16]Witnesses tell of organized
killings of Muslims [17]Man arrested at Heathrow on suspicion of terrorism | Mail Online [18]Google
confirms: ‘Government surveillance is on the rise’ — RT [19]Skype Users in Uproar Over Hacking Weak-
ness [20]Google: ’Government Surveillance Is on the Rise’ [21]Investigate the FBI - By Trevor Timm
| Foreign Policy [22]Friendly Fire in the Surveillance Stateby Patrick Radden Keefe [23]The NYPD
Busted Spying on Muslim Students At Rutgers University ... [24]Five police arrested for ’persuading
criminals to confess to crimes they did not commit’ [25]Hunt master ’racially abused black anti-blood
sports protester by calling her a f****** w**’
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1.3.7 Leicester Mercury: UK Chef, Clarrisa Wright, On Leicester’s Muslims (A
”Frightening” Experience of Encounter, she says!) (2012-11-16 13:18)

Today, Fri Nov 16th 2012, the local newspaper, Leicester Mercury, published a story on the writings of
one of the best-known British chefs, Ms. Clarissa Dickinson Wright, headed ”Fury at TV chef Clarissa
Dickson Wright’s comments about Muslims in Leicester”, which can be found on this[1] link for online
reading. In short what the Mercury fails to note is how the celebrity chef rather exaggerated the facts,
such as ”men walking in front and women behind”, or ”men not speaking to women”, really? Who else
has experienced such a lot of what is truly misleading, exaggerated and complete utter lies? But this is
the general stereotypical perception of many Brits who have limited-to-zero contact or interactions with
these ”inner cities dominated by men in Muslim clothing and women in Burkhas” (her words), or even
mere long-encounters with actual religious-practising Muslims in workplaces or academic institutions.
Ms. Wright is a chef and thus not unfamiliar to ”cooking-up” dishes to entice the aroma of her new
dishes/Book (she needs sales and her biggest fans are dominantly white-middle-aged Brits living in the
countryside with zero-interactive opportunities with real Muslims): job well-done for Ms. Wright in
cooking-up a rather cheeky, though at the same time dangerously unhealthy dish/lies. Try and read also
the comments.

1. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Fury-TV-chef-Clarissa-Dickson-Wright-s-comments/story
-17337845-detail/story.html
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1.3.8 Muslims In TheNews’Headlines: Saturday’s [17.11.12] ReadingCollection
(2012-11-17 10:20)

We at HMCO thought we might start a new informative and educational tradition, one that will strive to
bring you, Muslims and general blog readers of interests, a segment of a highly recommended readings
from your local, national and international newspapers and general media as they appear which covers
Muslim affairs, and might thus affect Muslims general welfare. Today, Sat 17th Nov 2012, we have a few
selections from varieties of local and national newspaper, for example yesterday’s story as the national
media picks up the Clarissa D Wright’s (of Fat Chefs, popular British Chef duo) ’great lie’ on Leicester’s
Muslims/ghettos; other stories include our winning prediction made few weeks ago that a Conservative
candidate, a former RAF officer, [”Sir”] Clive Loader, winning the PCC election as the new PCC (Police
Crime Commissioner) for Leicestershire and Rutland Police Forces: he was recently, a fortnight, inter-
viewed by BBC Leicester, having him on the record saying my first duty is [1] to connect the public with
their local police, [2] to ”recruit” more ethnics and make our local forces more representative, and [3] to
fight police culture of race and other negativities– Well let see how it goes! Also included is Daily Mail’s
”little dangerous campaign” to tackle ”white girls grooming by some Asian idiots”, who are mostly either
banded as broadly Muslims or Pakistanis.

Here are the links to excellent articles:

[1]One Fat Lady in race row over Muslim ghetto’ jibe: The Islamic area of Leicester frightened me, says
TV chef [2]Clarissa Dickson Wright: Leicester a ’Muslim ghetto’ [3]Sir Clive Loader elected as PCC
Sir Clive Loader [4]Sir Clive Loader elected as Leicestershire police commissioner [5]Sex gangs report
’will play down threat of Pakistani men targeting white girls’ [6]Tory MP Kris Hopkins claims ’gangs of
Muslim men are going round and raping white kids’ [7]Trying to Keep Your E-Mails Secret When the
C.I.A. Chief Couldn’t [8]Jews still running the world, implies the Guardian

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2233958/One-Fat-Lady-race-row-Muslim-ghetto-jibe-Th
e-Islamic-area-Leicester-frightened-says-TV-chef.html
2. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/immigration/9682910/Clarissa-Dickson-Wright-causes-o
utrage-after-condemning-Muslim-Leicester-as-a-ghetto.html
3. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-leicestershire-20344437
4. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Sir-Clive-Loader-elected-Leicestershire-police/story-
17340200-detail/story.html
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2234004/Sex-gangs-report-play-threat-Pakistani-men-
targeting-white-girls.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2233979/Tory-MP-Kris-Hopkins-claims-gangs-Muslim-me
n-going-round-raping-white-kids.html
7. http://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/17/technology/trying-to-keep-your-e-mails-secret-when-the-ci
a-chief-couldnt.html?hpw
8. http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/brendanoneill2/100189995/jews-still-running-the-world-imp
lies-the-guardian/
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1.3.9 The Daily Mail’s New Article on Secret Courts [& A Few Good Selections
of ’Muslims In The Headlines’] (2012-11-20 15:19)

[1]

Clarke’s secret courts belong in a repressive regime and undemocratic society warn lawyers

• Justice and Security Bill would allow civil cases involving national security to be conducted behind
closed doors

• Law Society warned it would badly damage Britain’s reputation for open and fair justice

• Leading lawyer says current proposals are ‘unfair, unnecessary and unbalanced’

By [2]James Chapman
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PUBLISHED: 00:19, 20 November 2012 | UPDATED: 08:08, 20 November 2012
Kenneth Clarke yesterday admitted that Government plans for secret courts may be defeated as one of
the country’s leading legal bodies said they were more suited to ‘repressive regimes and undemocratic
societies’.

As the House of Lords began to debate the Justice and Security Bill – which would allow civil
cases involving national security to be conducted behind closed doors – Mr Clarke made a last-ditch
attempt to rally support for the legislation.

But he played down the significance of Parliamentary defeats, suggesting the Government may
have to water down its plans still further to get them into law.

Mounting criticism: Kenneth Clarke is trying to drum up support for his unpopular and controversial
Justice and Security Bill

In a significant blow to the Bill, the Law Society yesterday warned it would badly damage Britain’s
reputation for open and fair justice.

The Daily Mail has led criticism of Government plans to allow so-called ‘closed material proce-
dures’, in which cases are conducted entirely in private, in any civil hearing.

Defendants or claimants will not be allowed to be present, know or challenge the case against
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them and must be represented by a security-cleared special advocate, rather than their own lawyer.

Currently, such procedures are used in tiny numbers of immigration and deportation hearings, but
the Government wants to extend them across the civil courts in cases deemed to involve national security.

Lucy Scott-Moncrieff, president of the Law Society, the professional body for solicitors, said: ‘Secret
trials and non-disclosure of evidence are potential characteristics of repressive regimes and undemocratic
societies.

‘Whilst the Government rightly takes a strong stance in respect of the importance of the rule of law glob-
ally, we fear that if passed, this Bill will adversely affect the UK’s international reputation for fair justice.

‘It is our belief that closed material procedures depart from an essential principle of natural justice
which is that all parties are entitled to see and challenge all of the evidence relied upon before the court,
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and to combat that evidence by calling evidence of their own.

Lead role: Former Justice Secretary Kenneth Clarke is
not minister without portfolio but remains in charge of Justice and Security Bill

‘In addition, CMPs also undermine the principle that public justice should be dispensed in public and
will weaken fair trial guarantees.

‘It will be impossible for lawyers to advise their clients in their best interests if they are not privy
to the information being used against them in court and are able to discuss this with those clients,’ she
said.

‘We believe this breaches a fundamental right of defendants in a just society.’

Crossbench peer Lord Pannick, a leading lawyer, insisted that the current proposals were ‘unfair,
unnecessary and unbalanced’.

He said judges were already ‘very experienced’ in ensuring that justice and security are satisfied,
taking steps such as ordering security witnesses to give evidence from behind a screen, or editing
documents to conceal the names of informants, for example.
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He also insisted it must be left to the judge to decide whether a secret hearing would be neces-
sary.

Lord Pannick said the existing law of public interest immunity already ensured any evidence with
national security implications was concealed from open court.

Former Justice Secretary Mr Clarke, who is now a minister without portfolio but remains in charge
of the legislation, insisted it was necessary because terror suspects are launching a ‘steady stream’ of
compensation claims against the security services.

He said the law ‘simply cannot deal with what we’ve suddenly started acquiring – these cases
where people bring claims against MI5, MI6, usually saying they’re complicit in some ill treatment
they’ve suffered … and the only evidence that can be used to defend it is evidence from agents who are
revealing their sources, or saying what they know about organisations.

‘And everybody agrees that can’t possibly be given in open.’

But suggesting the Government believes it may lose key votes in the Lords tomorrow, forcing
them to amend the legislation, Mr Clarke added: ‘Any defeat is actually a debate between lawyers.’

This guy is one of the blood sucking EU Dictatorship’s greatest supporters, and has a great influ-
ence on Cameron. He gets away with a lot as he appears to be genial and bumbling, yet he is nonsensical
and devious in the statements he comes out with, and should have been put out to grass years ago. What
on earth is Cameron thinking of to allow him to hang around and meddle like this.

- [3]TW , London, 20/11/2012 15:01

Click to rate [4] [5] Rating (0)

[6]Report abuse

The so called ’supeme’ court is housed not in the house of Lords but a building that has an ’his-
torical’ facade. Thus giving the apearence nothing has changed. The REALITY however is just around
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the corner .Where you will find the so called "ministry of justice" The battlements safeguards and 2inch
thick metal gates speaks more of its fear and the nature of what realy is being built and which is replacing
the constitution is self evident to any who have eyes to see it.

- [7]gbzone , London, United Kingdom, 20/11/2012 13:25

Click to rate [8] [9] Rating 2

[10]Report abuse

Why hasn’t this oaf been put out to grass, if he wants secret courts then it is obvious HE must
have something to hide, for goodness sake give him his slippers and tell him to remain seated in his own
back room.

- [11]The Contender , Manchester, United Kingdom, 20/11/2012 12:40

Click to rate [12] [13] Rating 7

[14]Report abuse

Kenneth Clark is a Bilderberger and asset of the New World Order who is in Parliament to do
their bidding. Secret courts fit their plan for total tyranny perfectly. Google Bilderberg.

- [15]pecstasy , harrow, 20/11/2012 12:21

Click to rate [16] [17] Rating 4

[18]Report abuse

There really isnt any hope for democracy in this country is there? Bit by bit it is being eroded
away. Perhaps there wouldnt be any need for secret courts if the terror suspects didnt have a case to sue
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the security services in the first place? And how come they are allowed to sue the security services? I
dont recall that happening in years gone by. Oh I forgot, an (EU)law was foisted upon us, wasnt it?

- [19]Excalibur , London, 20/11/2012 12:06

Click to rate [20] [21] Rating 6

[22]Report abuse

I know some people will accept these laws because they feel that they will not be used against
them as they are not the wrong color or part of a religion. remember how many councils use anti terror
laws to rifle through your bins just looking for opportunities to fine you.

- [23]Imran , Luton, United Kingdom, 20/11/2012 11:56

Click to rate [24] [25] Rating 4

[26]Report abuse

America has them and since the UK is a lap dog for the USA and does most all that it is told to
do, you will soon have them also.

- [27]Lee Shu , Leeds, 20/11/2012 11:25

Click to rate [28] [29] Rating 6

[30]Report abuse

The Lawyers and indeed The Law Lords should be speaking out about the secret justice proce-
dures that we already have in this country. The should be addressing the injustice being served, in the
very secret Family Courts and should be seen to be making an effort to open these courts and to bring
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them out of the dark ages! There is NO ROOM for secret courts, in this country. Justice can only be
served in the light.

- [31]Darnthesafetynet , London, United Kingdom, 20/11/2012 11:20

Click to rate [32] [33] Rating 17

[34]Report abuse

Clarke’s secret courts belong in a repressive regime and undemocratic society warn lawyers..........So is
politicising the Police, limiting the ability to protest, restricting legal aid except for non British residents,
the left wing bias forced down your throat by the BBC, the overthrowing of legitimate Governments via
the back door and ultimately the restricted press we are about to end up with and you can go on and on
and on.

- [35]Ken , Plymouth, 20/11/2012 11:17

Click to rate [36] [37] Rating 14

[38]Report abuse

It is incredible than in the United Kingdom in the 21st century this affront to freedom and democ-
racy is even being considered. It must been thrown out and if it isn’t the people of this great nation must
enforce it’s demise. As for Kenneth Clarke, he is clearly past his sell by date and must go.

- [39]Worn Out , Skid Row, United Kingdom, 20/11/2012 11:07

Click to rate [40] [41] Rating 23

[42]Report abuse

The views expressed in the contents above are those of our users and do not necessarily reflect the views
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of MailOnline.

MUSLIMS IN THE HEADLINES:

islam [43]What IS the point of the Lib Dems if they back new law that protects torturers? On eve of Lords’
debate on secret justice Tory MP David Davis calls for common sense [44]PM’s new fixer in racist rant
at Muslims: Foul-mouthed abuse by campaign chief revealed as he lands top Tory post [45]How Muslim
citizens accused of supporting terrorism are not charged but extradited, while far-right supporters of
terrorism roam free? [46]ONE LAW FOR NON-MUSLIMS [47]Justice and Security Bill: Covering
up State Crimes [48]Scotland Yard’s bid to ’hide sex secrets’: Met appeals for police affair cases to go
to secret court [49]MPs allowed to hide details of taxpayer-funded expenses claims [50]Clarke’s secret
courts belong in a repressive regime and undemocratic society warn lawyers [51]In Burma, losing homes
and hope [52]France eyes Middle East influence, image with Syria gamble | Reuters [53]Inquiry urged
into MI5 abuse cover-up

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=James+Chapman
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/registration/4315656/TW/profile.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2235535/Ken-Clarkes-secret-courts-belong-repressive
-regime-undemocratic-society-warns-lawyers.html?printingPage=true
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2235535/Ken-Clarkes-secret-courts-belong-repressive
-regime-undemocratic-society-warns-lawyers.html?printingPage=true
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/reportAbuseInComment.html?articleId=2235535&commentId=21920
540
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/registration/4665738/gbzone/profile.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2235535/Ken-Clarkes-secret-courts-belong-repressive
-regime-undemocratic-society-warns-lawyers.html?printingPage=true
9. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2235535/Ken-Clarkes-secret-courts-belong-repressive
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1.3.10 House of Lords’ Defeat of The Secret Court Bill [Phase I] & Muslims In
The News (2012-11-22 11:01)

[1]

Secret courts plan in chaos: Lords reject closed hearings by crushing majority

• Peers voted to remove ministers’ exclusive right to apply for secret hearings

• Critics say Government’s proposals will seriously threaten Britain’s reputation for open and fair
justice

By [2]James Chapman and [3]Jason Groves

PUBLISHED: 23:07, 21 November 2012 | UPDATED: 07:38, 22 November 2012

Plans for secret courts were left in tatters last night by the House of Lords.

Peers voted by crushing majorities for fundamental changes to the Justice and Security Bill, which
would allow civil cases involving national security to be conducted in secret.

By margins of over 100 votes, peers voted to remove ministers’ exclusive right to apply for secret
hearings and to give judges ultimate discretion in deciding whether or not they should be held behind
closed doors.
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As the legislation was introduced in the Lords, the Government’s plans came under devastating at-
tack from several of Britain’s most senior retired judges and politicians.

Peers voted by crushing majorities for fundamental changes to the Justice and Security Bill

Strong views: Lord Beecham backed a string of proposed changes to the legislation

The defeats suggest ministers will have to return to the drawing board and accept a series of amendments
– or risk seeing the entire piece of legislation thrown out.
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Critics say the Government’s proposals will seriously threaten Britain’s reputation for open and
fair justice.

The Daily Mail has led criticism of the plans to allow so-called ‘closed material procedures’ (CMPs), in
which cases are conducted entirely in private, in any civil hearing.

Defendants or claimants will not be allowed to be present, or know or challenge the case against
them, and must be represented by a security-cleared special advocate, rather than their own lawyer.

Currently, such procedures are used in tiny numbers of immigration and deportation hearings, but
the Government wants to extend them across the civil courts in cases deemed to involve national security.

The legislation has been drafted in close co-operation with the security services, which have claimed
other countries may stop sharing intelligence with Britain if it risks being disclosed in open court.

But crossbencher Lord Pannick, a leading lawyer, described the measures as a ‘radical departure
from the principles of common law’.

how the mail led the campaign.jpg

Leading a series of amendments to the plans, he said: ‘This is a departure from the principle of
transparent justice. We should be very careful in that a CMP is inherently damaging to the integrity of
the judicial process.

‘Judicial decisions are respected precisely because all the evidence is heard in open court subject
to acceptance and judges give a reasoned judgment which explains their decision.’

Former MI5 chief Baroness Manningham-Buller said secret court hearings should be introduced
so British spies can defend themselves against allegations of torture.
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She said: ‘It is deeply distressing to me and to my former colleagues to be accused of inequities
in cases of torture and maltreatment. We have not been able to defend ourselves.’

She claimed that presenting classified information in open court would put the lives of secret agents at
risk.

But Tory peer Lord Hodgson of Astley Abbotts said the new legislation failed the ‘smell test’. He
warned that closed hearings could begin as a ‘rare event but will over time morph into the default
position’.

Lord Macdonald, QC, the former director of public prosecutions, accused the Government of reneging
on a pledge to allow judges to have the final say on whether there should be a secret court hearing.
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Lord Hodgson and Baroness Manningham-Buller have made their opinions clear on the legislation

‘These amendments would give judges appropriate discretion to balance the interests of national security
with justice,’ he said.

Historian Lord Morgan, a Labour peer, opposed the expansion of secret courts because it would
mean a ‘tilting of the balance away from the free individual towards the interest of the state’.

Labour justice spokesman Lord Beecham backed a string of proposed changes to the legislation,
saying the Government’s proposals constituted a ‘radical departure from the cornerstone of our legal
system – the right of a party to know and to challenge his opponent’s case’.

He said: ‘These amendments place the judge firmly in control of the process with the means to
balance the interests of justice and security, protecting from disclosure what is essential not to be made
public.’

Advocate General for Scotland Lord Wallace of Tankerness, replying for the Government, said
that at present people assumed the Government settled controversial cases because there had been ‘some
wrongdoing’ whereas in fact it was often that relevant material could not be put before the court.

He said there were currently 20 civil damages cases where material ‘relating to national security
would be central’.
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Donald Campbell, of the human rights group Reprieve, said: ‘These amendments are a small step
in the right direction, but the reality is that secret courts in any form are deeply dangerous.

’The only way to protect our centuries-old tradition of open and equal justice is for Parliament to
reject plans for secret courts altogether.’

Finally few good-reads articles:

Islam [4]Muslim-baiting right winger wins control of France conservative opposition [5]France sees
’alarming’ rise in Islamophobia [6]Privacy bill’s dark irony: Government would be allowed to read emails
without needing a warrant [7]Secret courts suffer humiliating defeat in Lords

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=James+Chapman
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Jason+Groves
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2235578/Muslim-baiting-right-winger-Jean-Francois-C
ope-wins-control-France-conservative-opposition.html
5. http://www.france24.com/en/20121120-islamophobia-france-increasing-alarmingly-national-fron
t-anti-semitism
6. http://rt.com/usa/news/privacy-emails-leahy-mccullagh-174/
7. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/9694776/Secret-courts-suffer-humiliati
ng-defeat-in-House-of-Lords.html
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1.3.11 Our International Media Campaign Is Working Successfully: Telling The
Truth About UK ”Democracy”! (2012-11-25 15:03)

Most recently we started targeting special international media channels in communicating the BS, or
lies, of western governments and media, especially our own in the UK, and their claims of democracies.
We have been writing and communicating with [1] Iran’s, now banned in UK (double standards, and a
symbolism of the big democracy lie), PressTV, [2] FarsNews, to Russia’s [3] Ria Novosti, [4] RT, [5]
CCTV (China), also the Middle-Eastern ”shifty” presses (Al-Jazeera and Al-Arabiya, MENA etc) and
soon we intend to communicate with others as far as Venezuela, Africa etc.

What we have observed recently is the high volumes of stories of similar sentiments and approach
to our own claims of Muslim persecution, growing surveillance state, eroding freedom of internet and
other areas, of course including our much focused upon secret courts, policing state characteristics of
UK and so forth.

We want to thank all these media channels. Below are some of few selections (some related, some not):

[1]UK’s secret courts would hide tortures

[2]UK racists target Muslim family [3]Facebook privacy policy violates European law [4]New Facebook
policy raises alarms over sharing of user data [5]Pro-Israeli lobby buys UK politicians For the benefit of
Stasis-Gestapos, we are still ”WATCHING [ & Recording] YOU”: Always Smile! (These evidence are
sent to these media as well).

1. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/11/25/274435/uks-secret-courts-would-hide-torture-case/
2. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/11/24/274240/uk-racists-target-muslim-family/
3. http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/technology/european-regulator-calls-for-changes-to-n
ew-facebook-privacy-policy/2012/11/23/2e968144-359d-11e2-9cfa-e41bac906cc9_story.html
4. http://rt.com/news/facebook-privacy-european-law-470/
5. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/11/23/274041/lobby/
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1.3.12 Global Politics 101: If You Care to Understand The Dynamics of The
World Affairs (2012-11-28 12:52)

First recommended reading is by the First President Kwame Nkrumah of an Independent Ghana, find it
here: [1]President Kwame Nkrumah Must Read Paper: Understand the Politics of Neo-Colonialism and
Imperialism

Secondly see these posts by Saeed:

[2]US Dollar Wars

[3]The Exploitation Of Women as Foreign Policy Tools

[4]Saeed’s Research Paper On Counter-Terrorism and Democracies

[5]What is the Arab Spring?

[6]Arab Spring Part II

[7]How Africans & Arabs Are Welcoming Neo-Colonialism

[8]Theory of Revolutionary Cycles of Global Politics

[9]Washington Post Interesting Article

[10]Must Read I and [11]II and [12]III

Below are some few of this week’s ”Muslims In The News”:

[13]Hamburg, Germany makes major concessions with its Muslim community (from anti-Islam web-
source see it below) [14]The Mainstream Media’s Biased Coverage of the Gaza Blockade [15]‘Party All
Goddamn Night’: Andrew W.K. to visit the Middle East to promote partying [16]’UK moving away from
free press’ [17]Expertise in Terror Law Is a Growing Niche in New York - NYTimes.com [18]Too ill to
stand trial for fraud. . . but disgraced former MP Margaret Moran is spotted at the pub FIVE DAYS after
missing court date because she was ’too depressed’ [19] #1 News Site on the Threat of Radical Islam
( #1 anti-Islam propaganda website) [20]Confirmed: US planned to nuke the moon [21]Communists
propose Russia-led Eurasian unity vs. imperialist globalization — RT [22]’Racist’ Met police officer
who compared a black man to a monkey claims he was only discussing evolution

1. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2012/11/28/president-kwame-nkrumah-must-read-paper-understa
nd-the-politics-of-neo-colonialism-and-imperialism/
2. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2012/11/18/from-washington-times-blogger-why-us-fight-dolla
r-wars/
3. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2012/08/30/new-age-of-women-exploitation-how-non-western-wo
men-are-being-used-as-tools-of-western-foreign-policy/
4. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2012/06/20/my-new-research-paper-a-case-against-counter-ter
rorism-a-worst-policy-scenario-for-democracies-dershowitz-interesting-chapter-headlines/
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5. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2012/06/11/what-is-arab-spring-watch-this-rather-unrelated-
though-familiar-documentary-into-the-secrets-of-cia/
6. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2012/04/19/reality-check-the-arab-spring-the-west-counter-r
evolutionary-successes-how-the-west-still-rule-the-middle-east/
7. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2012/06/01/contemporary-africans-middle-easterners-tacitly-
helping-in-erecting-new-colonialism-foundations-for-their-nations-people/
8. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2012/02/08/my-theory-on-the-evolutionary-cycles-of-the-worl
d-societies-from-anarchism-and-back-to-anarchism-copyright/
9. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2012/01/14/highly-recommended-reading-washington-post-artic
le-applies-to-uk-as-well/
10. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2011/12/22/what-is-a-state-really-and-their-strategic-cultu
res-importnant-to-understand-their-approaches-to-all-levels-of-politics/
11. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2011/12/21/the-real-dynamics-of-international-history-affai
rs-resistance-war-and-revolution-from-the-age-of-alexander-to-the-present-must-read/
12. http://spadoffice.wordpress.com/2011/08/14/a-brief-historical-analysis-on-the-conditions-of
-revolutionary-probabilities-within-the-western-democracies-the-vulnerable-and-the-invulnerabl
e/
13. http://communities.washingtontimes.com/neighborhood/what-world/2012/nov/25/hamburg-germany-
makes-major-concessions-its-muslim/
14. http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2012/11/the-mainstream-medias-biased-cover
age-of-the-gaza-blockade/265565/
15. http://rt.com/art-and-culture/news/party-hard-cultural-ambassador-567/
16. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/11/26/274586/uk-moves-away-from-free-press-johnson/
17. http://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/26/nyregion/expertise-in-terror-law-is-a-growing-niche-in-ne
w-york.html?hp
18. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2238372/Disgraced-MP-Margaret-Moran-spotted-pub--de
spite-ill-stand-trial-fraud.html
19. http://www.radicalislam.org/?ModPagespeed=noscript
20. http://rt.com/usa/news/us-moon-nuclear-project-631/
21. http://rt.com/politics/zyuganov-communists-globalization-eurasia-390/
22. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2239270/PC-Kevin-Hughes-Met-police-officer-compared
-black-man-monkey-claimed-discussing-evolution.html
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1.4.1 It’s December & It’s Still Curfew-Status In & Around The Highfields
Muslim-Dominated Areas of Leicester!! (2012-12-05 18:40)

Few months ago, we at HMCO posted our very first blog-article on the ”Shocking News” of how the
Highfields areas of Leicester (a city in UK), which is predominantly Muslim, was under curfew or almost
under curfew as the practice can be defined traditionally ([1]see this post). Anyway, those who instituted
such a practice, of course always under the justification and authoritative claims of ”in the name of
protection of the citizens” or residents of the areas, the local stasis/police, ”promised” by December the
curfew might be lifted (eh: ... the curfew..... might be....lifted....), if ”things go back to normalcy”; what
things? what should be defined as the state of yester-normalcy? (the power to answer these are those of
the stasis Only!!!). Anyway, to shorten up—- THE CURFEW IS STILL IN PLACE!!!!!!!!!!

Discussing The Big-Debate of The Day: [2]the Gay-Mosque in France.

Why? Because France is cleverer of the most cleverest. What do we mean? Lets briefly intro-
duce you to the world of Intelligence Agencies Cultures. What is an Intelligence Agency Culture
(hereafter IAC)?

IAC is that what defines the traditional conduct of a particular national intelligence services, in
other words, how the French Intelligence Services differ to those of other nations, etc. IAC is a
behavioural culture of an agency like habit is for an individual, for example certain people have certain
ways of looking and interpreting or approaching things, or even react to these, and so it is no difference
for organizations (what the management students refer to as Organizational Cultures).

The idea of a Gay-Mosque is the idea (funded and implemented) by the French Intelligence Ser-
vices. You see, the French and the Brits also are trying new ways to ”regain face” within the general
greater Islamic world and perceptions as a result of their many predictable old-aged policies, from ”Arab
Springs” and arming of rebels to etc etc......The French being the most cleverest of the intelligence
services in the world, will be explained below, decided to ”further create deeper divisions within the
Islamic populace and cultures” (Cultures are powerful than Ideas, they are Ideas, powerful sustaining
Ideas...hence again recognizable to management students the critical need for ”Change Consultants”
to fight the resistance to Organizational Changes); at the present within the geopolitical platform the
division-strategy is based around the claims of the Muslim World under a Civil War between the Shias
and the Sunni (a lie, but still a lie that is told so often it is accepted among the unintelligent members
of the greater Muslim Communities as the truth: Dr. Goebbels, Hitler’s Spokesperson and Propaganda
Strategist (teacher to all), once cleverly remarked, what here we will outline as we prefer to define it,
”A Lie is a Truth, without too much details and ever repeated as the truth”, in other words, the greater
the lie, the greater the truth we come to accept it as! Anyway, in short, Gay-Mosque is an Intelligence
Operation with French Services’ finger-prints all-over the place.

Why the French Intelligence Services are the most Cleverest of all?

The French have a culture of adaptation, manipulation and ruthless innovations and creativity in
their general ’national culture’ which is reflective of their own intelligence services. The British,
like their national cultures, they prize formalities and traditions, hence their services can be read like
books, because these literary conduct themselves by ”rules of the book”, what was done before, that,
tested-and-worked approached (conservatism), hence you can never be surprised by the British. The
British approach is always about making deals and big promises (what one of us refers to as the Ponzi
Diplomacy; taking from here and give it there, then taking back and giving back, in other words,
exchanging nothing that they have but peoples own assets. For example if you have a pen, I will take it
128 ©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com
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and promise you a paper, bring the paper which I took from someone else and give it to you and then
later I will try to have your pen and not your paper both in your possession for a brief moment then I will
take both and give to the other person, the person who had the paper originally, who will now have the
possession of both, in the end no one really has anything; the Ponzi or Lord Castlereagh Diplomacy: this
is why the British are constantly running around the world, they have to in order to uphold the farce and
illusions of it’s ’great network’). The Americans is simple: what is America? One leading American
Statesman, as everyone else ever since have come to appreciate the fact, Benjamin Franklin, defined it
as A Business State Model, in other words, everything to Americans is about the Dollar—Americans
conduct themselves like businesspeople in general, that as a nation, and this is how their services are like
always throwing money on every problem, ideas do not rein there (it is one of the dumbest intelligence
services in the world, but not the poorest and this is exactly how it wins, via its buying power). Well, we
shall leave it here with few selected newspaper articles for your reading:

[3]Snoopers’ charter that would store private information from Facebook and texts may be sunk by
Lib Dems [4]Not black-and-white: The chess game behind the recent Gaza-Israel war (Op-Ed) — RT
[5]Theresa May under fire over spy tipped to be top mandarin - and his love for her glamorous aide [6]The
thin blue gravy train: How new police commissioners are appointing their friends as deputies - on up to
£68,000 a year [7]Police arrest six children aged 10 and 11 every day in England and Wales

[8]Amazing body art transforms people into living things | Mail Online [9]Internet surveillance will save
lives, says Theresa May [10]Shocking UK kids arrest figures revealed

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2012/10/02/shocking-breaking-news-spinney-hillshighfi
eld-under-police-state-curfew/
2. http://www.economist.com/blogs/pomegranate/2012/12/frances-muslims
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2240549/Snoopers-charter-store-private-information-
Facebook-texts-sunk-Lib-Dems.html
4. http://rt.com/news/gaza-israel-syria-hamas-892/print/
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2241645/Theresa-May-spy-tipped-mandarin--love-glamo
rous-aide.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2241613/The-new-police-commissioners-appointing-fri
ends-deputies--68-000-year.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2242101/Police-arrest-children-aged-10-11-day-Engla
nd-Wales.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2241825/Amazing-body-art-transforms-people-living-t
hings.html
9. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/9718163/Internet-surveillance-will-sav
e-lives-says-Theresa-May.html
10. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/12/03/275921/shocking-uk-kids-arrest-figures-revealed/
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1.4.2 The DailyMail On The Case of The UK Police-Spies & The Respect Party’s
Leader, The Hon. George Galloway (Full Article), and Two Important
Lessons For Muslims from HMCO (2012-12-08 10:27)

Espionage [Tactic] 101:

If one is about to be found out, one must throw someone overboard as a bait and mostly likely
party should be those ”visible parties” accused of the act; in other words, in order to shield away
those evil-parties behind the shadows and to ’keep a sock on not-yet-found out or jeopardized sources’
(technical or human), then those who have been on the front-line collecting intelligence etc, must be sac-
rificed ’for the good of the entire operations’. This sacrifice can be done tastefully or not-so-tastefully,
depending on the nature of the environment, the case, the operation, the countries, parties, etc and
etc.... It might be a mere personal discrediting claims, of mental instabilities, depression, or kinkiness,
sex-with-minor, etc; others might be based on physical harms [the last resort desperate options of];
assassinations presented or covered as suicide or accidents and the likes. This is just what happened
to the two Muslim stooges put up by the UK police/MI5/stasi to spy on the activities of one of the
leading pro-Muslim western politicians, the Honourable Mr. George Galloway of the Respect party (An
Important Announcement: We, at HMCO, do sincerely hope with the next coming elections of 2015 we
can get more local Leicester Muslim support for the party during voting, our own member might again
stand as a Respect Party Candidate for either Leicester Mayor or the mostly likely as prospective MP for
Leicester South—- PLEASE SUPPORT WHEN TIMES COMES, and start now to spread the word and
build up support base for the party— THANK YOU).

In short, the husband (Police Officer) and Wife (prior to marriage just an affair), met when as-
signed already independently to shadow the Respect leader— and they/western ”democracies” say only
China, Russia or North Korea conduct political espionage and surveillance on the opposition parties,
this should be another point to be reinforced deeper into your un/consciousness that Democracy in
reality does not exist (only in concept it is claimed as in existence!); in other words, the two Muslims
have been sacrificed (another important lesson for would-be/wannabe spies from within the Muslim
communities, the lesson being, that those who ’you may end up working for’ DO NOT REALLY GIVE
A SHIT ABOUT YOU or your families etc, they can in seconds just give you and your family away with-
out thinking twice, or worse ”get rid of you’, make you and your families disappear for good– get the drift!

We forgot to reiterate/mention perhaps a valid third lesson to be taken into serious consideration:

If they, the stasis (security services and law enforcements) can reach or set-out to reach into the
private world of those politically elected representatives and other important figures or personalities
or organizations, ask yourself this little question why are you so special to be anti-access, that beyond
reach? This issue is one of the most fiercely debated in the United States at the present since it came
out that the FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation, equivalent to UK’s MI5: that dealing with domestic
espionage generally, unlike CIA/MI6 with foreign/overseas espionage; the boundary is very grey) had
access, and THIS IS THE KICKER, to the highest spymaster in the world, not just in the US, Mr./General
Petreaus who recently was thus forced to resign as a CIA Director as a result of the scandal based on the
affair with Ms. Paula Broadwell, his biographer. In UK, we had the case of Siddique Labour MP and
MI5, and many others, some public knowledge, other still unknown the extent of the reach. In short, no
one is safe from the modern (or even past) British Surveillance State (Big Brother-ism is the blood of
British Political Governance: In Defence of the Realm, the British secret services main motto, nothing
is to be left to chance; in other words, we put to shame totalitarian and other fascists states, hence we are
in great demand among these states because of our expertise in policing and security—mmmmmm!!!!!).
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Well lets go to the article.

[1]

George Galloway’s former secretary and Met Police anti-terrorism officer arrested for data protection
offences

• Senior Met officer Afiz Khan arrested on suspicion of mis-using Met database

• His wife, George Galloway’s former secretary, arrested ’on suspicion of data protection offences’

• Respect MP claimed in October the pair were running a ’dirty tricks’ campaign against him

By [2]Eddie Wrenn

PUBLISHED: 13:40, 7 December 2012 | UPDATED: 13:40, 7 December 2012

George Galloway’s former secretary has been arrested - along with her anti-terrorism officer hus-
band - on suspicion of data protection offences.

Aisha Ali-Khan and her husband, Detective Inspector Afiz Khan, were both arrested on Wednes-
day on suspicions relating to the mis-use of police databases.

It follows Galloway’s allegations in October of ’dirty tricks’ by the pair - although the arrests are
not believed to be connected to his specific complaints.
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’Lovers’: The picture said to show Aisha Khan with Scotland Yard officer Detective Inspector Afiz
Khan

Mr Galloway suspended mother-of-one Miss Khan, 32, from her role in October - claiming the couple
ran a smear campaign against the Respect MP for Bradford West, including encouraging the Guardian
newspaper to run a piece against the party.

He also claimed that the couple slept together at the MP’s house in Streatham, south London, while he
was away in Indonesia.

Afiz Khan, a member of the Met’s elite SO15 anti-terror squad, is suspected of misusing police
databases and abusing his position as a police officer. He has been on restricted duties since October.

A Met spokesman said: A detective inspector from specialist operations was arrested this morning
at his home address in Watford.

’He has been arrested on suspicion of misconduct in a public office and data protection offences.’
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George Galloway, pictured with wife Putri Gayatri Pertiwi, claimed the Met officer had sex with his
aide in his house while he was abroad

The spokesman added: ’A woman has been arrested [not a Met police service employee] in connection
with the DPS [Directorate of Professional Standards] investigation at her home address in Bradford.

’She has been arrested on suspicion of data protection offences.

’The arrests come as a result of an investigation by the DPS into a complaint from a member of
the public with regard to the actions of an officer based within specialist operations.’

In October, Galloway alleged Ali-Khan was a Met police ’agent’ who was running a ’dirty tricks’
campaign to discredit the Respect party.
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He showed emails between the husband and wife which he claimed supported his claims - and the
Guardian said police are ’trying to ’ascertain’ how the MP managed to get the private Hotmail emials.

Ali-Khan told the newspaper the emails merely showed a husband ’counselling his wife in how to
deal with bullying and misogyny in Respect’s Bradford office.

The pair have been bailed to return pending further inquiries in early March 2013.

Other interesting links:

[3] Proportion of young Muslim men in youth jails rises by more than a quarter as one in five of-
fenders say they follow faith

[4]‘Nearly all US citizens under surveillance’

[5]PressTV - Britons widely condemn UK’s Snooper’s Charter scheme

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Eddie+Wrenn
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2244355/Proportion-young-Muslim-men-youth-jails-ris
es-quarter-offenders-say-follow-faith.html
4. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/12/06/276486/nearly-all-us-citizens-under-surveillance/
5. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/12/07/276773/snoopers-charter/
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1.4.3 Our International Media Contributions: An Excellent PressTV Article on
UK Surveillance State (2012-12-11 08:14)

CCTVs & social impacts on UK society

Mon Dec 10, 2012 7:7PM

Being looked over all the time means someone’s privacy and personal space are being invaded. The
condition could be increasingly seen in the UK where the country is “sleep-walking into a surveillance
society” as its own government sources are putting it.

When one thinks of surveillance, first thought that comes up would be CCTV (Close Circuit Television)
because it is most common and well-known type of surveillance that is widely used across the UK, but
surveillance goes a lot further than just CCTV.

Surveillance is a broad topic and CCTV is not the only surveillance that is watching over the soci-
ety. Other techniques such as ’Biometrics, Mobile Phones, and Phone tapping, Local Area Networks
(LAN) and workplace surveillance also adds to the surveillance.

It is believed though that it is CCTV in general that tends to concern society. This is mainly due
to the number of CCTV cameras installed in town centres across the UK and the cost of having them
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and keeping them running, partially because the idea of being watched 24/7 leaves society a very little
chance to socialize privately.

In January 2000, [then] Prime Minister Tony Blair announced the expansion of CCTV network in
England with the input of an enormous £150 million of public money (Parker, 2000).

Before the expansion, there were already 1.3 million CCTV Cameras throughout the nation keep-
ing an eye on society and public in restaurants, parks, streets, malls and other public places.

Parker stated that the expansion was rising at the rate of 20 % a year with the number of CCTV
cameras watching us a year in the United Kingdom.

A recent study obtained by London Liberal Democrat Justin Davenport due to the freedom of in-
formation act. The study showed that the average cost of keeping these cameras running is believed to
be around £20 million per year and over the past decade, over £200 million has been spent on CCTV
cameras in London only.

The shocking factor that comes to mind is that this study was just based within the city of Lon-
don. The total bulge sum of the whole nation would be significantly higher which is paid out from the
taxpayer’s money.

Another research carried out by ’London Evening Standards’ showed that up to 90 per cent of
CCTV installations fail to comply with the Information Commissioner’s UK CCTV code of practice, yet
they are still there keeping a watch over the city.

Obviously the reason given for this was to control crimes and vandalism across the nation, but as
years passed the cameras installed came to be used as trackers and to keep an eye on any suspicious
characters within the society. Parker said that any average working men would be seen by over 300
cameras a day in any big city in the United Kingdom. Stated example of someone leaving home
in the morning for work till they get back home in the evening is being used to support Parker’s
example. But it doesn’t stop there, after being at home, any activities such as talking on the phone or
surfing the web on the laptop or mobile phone would carry on being surveillance. This can be due to the
security of the nation but knowing of being innocent and still being watched 24/7 would just feel "wrong".

It is claimed that surveillance is there for security to reduce crime, to keep a watch over public
places and for safer working environment in work places, it is there to keep track of a criminal or
suspects or even to capture a crime-taking place.

Nevertheless, as much as CCTV Surveillance claims to bring reduction to crime levels, there has
not been definite evidence to support such claims. The reduction is there but may not be as high as
claimed because it is easy to move out of sight of the "unforgiving eye", and according to Professor
Ditton of the Scottish Centre for criminology "closed CCTV camera system in town and city centres
have failed to match their anti-crime expectations (Parker, 2000).

The term for surveillance being everywhere is known as ’Routine surveillance’ which is a part of
"residential areas, schools, road traffic, car park and petrol stations, telephone booth and cash machines,
railway stations, retail and commercial, hospitals, stadiums and police surveillance" (Norris and Arm-
strong, 1999).

CCTV Surveillance; first discovered in early nineteenth century (Holtzman, 2006) but since then,
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it has gone through a vast amount of improvements as seen in today’s CCTV cameras and systems.

CCTVs were mainly used by military and army forces but it was later on when CCTV made its
entry within workplaces. It wasn’t till later when government decided to introduce them to keep an eye
on society and public.

In 2000, more than half of the UK workforce was being monitored at the highest levels, even places
like rest rooms, cafe area and restaurants that are far away from the actual working area were under watch.

Workplaces came under surveillance for many reasons such as ’to protect the premises from van-
dalism, theft, drugs and physical abuse towards other employees and also to keep an eye on all the
employees working to enable the employer to see what they are doing. Such environment and atmosphere
can be illustrated as untrustworthy environment where there would be no such thing as trust.

The human rights group Privacy International has carried out a 36-nation survey in which Britain
is the worst Western democracy at protecting individual privacy.

According to the survey the two worst countries in terms of surveillance are Malaysia and China,
and Britain is one of the bottom five with "endemic surveillance".

Quite recently, the UK’s first surveillance commissioner warned that Britain is turning to become
a Big Brother society by deploying CCTV systems capable of identifying and tracking a person’s face
from half a mile away.

Andrew Rennison told The Independent that “new high-definition cameras are being rolled out
across UK cities without public consultation into the intrusion they pose”.

He warned that the UK is violating its own human rights laws by deploying increasingly sophisti-
cated surveillance technology.

"The technology has overtaken our ability to regulate it," he said.

"I’m convinced that if we don’t regulate it properly - ie, the technological ability to use millions
of images we capture - there will be a huge public backlash. It is the Big Brother scenario playing out
large. It’s the ability to pick out your face in a crowd from a camera which is probably half a mile away",
Rennison added.

The anti-surveillance campaign group Big Brother Watch recently found that at least 51,600 CCTV
cameras are being used by 428 local authorities - and that 100,000 are in use in schools, with as many as
200 using them inside toilets and changing rooms.
More than a million cameras have also been installed on private land.

Rennison added that the explosion of powerful surveillance technology could be in breach of Arti-
cle 8 of the Human Rights Act, which seeks to protect "private and family life".

Meanwhile, a Freedom of Information request by The Daily Telegraph found in 2009 that the
Metropolitan Police’s own research suggested that 1,000 CCTV cameras solved less than one crime per
year.

Another Freedom of Information request, this time by Big Brother Watch, found that CCTV cam-
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eras have been installed in pupils’ toilets or changing rooms by more than 200 schools across Britain.

According to data provided by more than 2,000 schools a total of 825 cameras were located in the
toilets or changing rooms of 207 schools across England, Scotland and Wales.

The privacy campaign group said parents should be worried about the level of surveillance being
directed at their children and the authorities’ lack of accountability.

“This research raises serious questions about the privacy of schoolchildren across Britain, with
some schools having one camera for every five pupils and hundreds of schools using cameras in toilets
and changing rooms”, said Nick Pickles, the director of Big Brother Watch.

With 1.8m pupils being taught in these schools, there was an average of one camera for every 38
children, according to the survey.

In all, 90 % of schools had CCTV cameras, with an average of 24 cameras in each of the 1,537
secondary schools that responded and 30 cameras in each of the 570 academies.

Big Brother Watch estimates the number of CCTV cameras in secondary schools and academies
across England, Wales and Scotland was now 106,710.

At the rate the CCTV Surveillance is growing, it can be predicted that there will be a time where
public will not go unnoticed by the watchful eyes of government and authorities. This is only going
to cost more to the society and it will be the society that will have to pay the government to add the
discomfort to the social lives.

The more systems are being implemented, the more data gets stored and the information asset
gets bigger by day, which if falls in wrong hands then the damage could be unimaginable.

Other excellent links:

[1]Snooper’s bill unworkable, Clegg tells May [2]Clegg demands major rethink over ’snoopers’ charter’
that could monitor phone records and internet use [3]Privacy vs. Security EU Eyes Massive Collection
of Air Passenger Data

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/dec/11/snooper-bill-clegg-may
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2246156/Nick-Clegg-demands-major-rethink-charter-mo
nitor-phone-records-internet-use.html
3. http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/european-parliament-to-debate-own-database-for-f
light-passengers-a-871953.html
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1.4.4 Der Spiegel Article on The EU New Proposed Law For All Air Passenger
Surveillance (Guess Who Leads It Support, a Brit!) (2012-12-11 13:00)

[1]

12/10/2012 04:05 PM

Privacy vs. Security

EU Eyes Massive Collection of Air Passenger Data

A proposal to require European Union members to store huge amounts of data on flight passengers en-
tering or leaving the EU will soon be up for debate, and the discussion is likely be fierce. Critics say the
measure violates travelers’ right to privacy.

European parliamentarians next week are to debate a controversial draft law that would create massive
national police databases of flight passengers entering or leaving the 27-nation European Union, including
everything from addresses to meal preferences.

The proposal for a "passenger name record" (PNR) would require airlines and booking agencies to hand
over passenger data to national authorities, which would then routinely search for anything conspicuous.
The data would be saved for five years and would include names, seat assignments, travel destinations,
phone numbers, hired travel agencies and potential re-bookings, among other details.

In order to process the enormous amount of information, each individual member state would be required
to delegate a national police unit to gather, save, evaluate and, when appropriate, forward the information
onto other relevant authorities. The bill states that its purpose is to root out not just known terrorists, but
also people "previously unsuspected of involvement in serious crime and terrorism" whose data suggests
they "may be involved in such crime," like human trafficking or the drug trade.

The law would apply exclusively to flights entering and leaving [2]the EU, not within its borders. How-
ever the European Commission said an inclusion of intra-EU flights remains a possibility.

The proposal cites the aborted terrorist attack in December 2009, when a Nigerian national attempted to
detonate explosives sewn into his underwear while on a flight from Amsterdam to Detroit, as evidence
that existing laws are not enough to prevent such crimes. It also cites a 2009 Standard Eurobarometer, the
European Commission’s biannual public opinion survey, which found that four out of five EU citizens
want to see stronger EU action against organized crime and terrorism.

Plans Based on US Model

European Commissioner for Home Affairs Cecilia Malmström developed the plans a year and a half
ago based on a similar existing database in the United States. Earlier this year, the European Parliament,
despite objections from some EU member states, approved a [3]renegotiated treaty with the US that hands
over data to American authorities on flight passengers going from Europe to the United States.

That treaty was supported on the argument that it was necessary to combat terrorism and serious transna-
tional crime. Commissioner Malmström also argued it provides greater privacy safeguards for passengers
than a previous agreement that had already been in effect for years. But opponents said those privacy
safeguards did not go far enough, and that the law was passed in part because of a threat from the US to
eliminate visa-free travel for EU citizens.

The debate next Monday in the European Parliament’s committee on civil liberties, justice and home
affairs is likely to be heated, as sensitivities to state surveillance run high among Europeans. Jan Philipp
Albrecht, a Green member of the European Parliament who specializes in home affairs, warns of a
"paradigm shift" in European police policy.

"The methods of screening for terrorists are becoming an everyday business," he says.
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Privacy Concerns

German data protection authorities and [4]privacy advocates have argued that the five-year time span
for saving EU passenger data contradicts the German constitution. The German Constitutional Court in
2010 voided a law that required telecommunications companies to store all citizens’ phone and internet
data for six months. It also placed strict limits on the state’s ability to access such data.

The ruling did not, however, address the EU law on which the German law was based. The 2006 EU
legislation requires member states to store citizens’ telecommunications data for six to 24 months.

The committee’s rapporteur on the draft law, British Conservative and former airport board member
Timothy Kirkhope, has lent his full support to the bill, saying it would protect the safety of EU citizens
while not impeding their free movement or right to entry.

The committee is equally split between parties typically more sympathetic to civil liberties, like greens,
libertarians and social democrats, and those that tend to place a greater value on security issues, like
conservatives and Christian democrats.

–acb

© SPIEGEL ONLINE 2012
All Rights Reserved
Reproduction only allowed with the permission of SPIEGELnet GmbH

1. http://www.spiegel.de/
2. http://www.spiegel.de/international/topic/european_union/
3. http://www.spiegel.de/international/business/us-government-and-internet-giants-battle-eu-ov
er-data-privacy-proposal-a-861773.html
4. http://www.spiegel.de/international/topic/privacy/
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1.4.5 The Third Newspaper Article of the Day: From The Guardian On The
Snooper’s Charter (2012-12-11 16:31)

Today we have collected and disseminated for your educational benefits three very informative and
fascinating newspapers articles, see the posts below in consecutive orders of;

1. Der Spiegel covering the EU new debated surveillance Bill (for air-flyers)

2. PressTV picks-up our ”letters to editor”

3. Last of these is Copied-and-Pasted from the Guardian on Snooper’s Charter:

[1]

’Snooper’s charter’: leading Tories back Nick Clegg’s call for complete rewrite

No 10 concedes need to redraft parts of bill but former shadow home secretary David Davis says
’wholesale rewrite’ required

• [2]Alan Travis, home affairs editor
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• [3]guardian.co.uk, Tuesday 11 December 2012 13.54 GMT

David Davis represents a significant minority of Tory backbenchers prepared to vote against the
’snooper’s charter’ proposals. Photograph: Martin Argles for the Guardian

Leading Conservatives have backed [4]Nick Clegg’s call to send Theresa May’s "snooper’s char-
ter" legislation back to the drawing board as Downing Street conceded that parts of the bill would have
to be rewritten.

The former Tory shadow home secretary [5]David Davis said the chances of the draft communica-
tions data bill getting through parliament now depended on the Liberal Democrats "if they have the
testosterone".

Davis told the Guardian: "This bill needs to go straight back to the drawing board. What it re-
quires is a wholesale rewrite." Even then, Davis said, it would still probably not make it on to the statute
book before the next general election.

Davis, who represents a significant minority of Tory backbenchers prepared to vote against the
proposed legislation, said the fundamental flaw in the home secretary’s current plan to track all email
and [6]internet use was the belief that harvesting the whole population’s data would improve the security
of the state.

"We need to focus this on those with suspect backgrounds and some sort of systems of warrant,"
he said, conceding that something was needed to solve the problem facing the security services and the
[7]police. Davis also criticised the £1.8bn costings for the project saying they were "written on the back
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of an MI6 fag packet", a reference to the Home Office architect of the plans, Charles Farr, who was
previously a senior figure in the security service.

Davis’s intervention came as Downing Street confirmed that the cabinet had agreed on Tuesday
that some kind of redrafting of the bill would now have to take place. "We accept the substance of the
committee’s criticism and we will now look at how we can redraft the legislation to take account of
those," it said.

In a column for the Sun newspaper, May made clear she would accept the substance of MPs’ and
peers’ concerns but remained determined to push through these "vitally important laws" without any
further delay as they were needed to "track paedophiles and terrorists". She wrote: "I have been
absolutely clear that we need to introduce this bill in this session."

The acknowledgement that the bill must now be rewritten followed a public warning from Clegg
that it could not proceed any further in its current form.

The deputy prime minister’s open opposition is fuelled by a storm of criticism from a high-powered
committee of MPs and peers who, in a report on Tuesday, described the proposed legislation as "overkill"
and warned that it "tramples on the [8]privacy of British citizens".

The parliamentary scrutiny committee, which includes the former cabinet secretary Lord Armstrong
and three former cabinet ministers, said the bill must be completely rewritten to meet their substantial
concerns about its scope, ineffective safeguards, cost and lack of wider consultation.

The committee described the Home Office’s estimated price tag of £1.8bn over 10 years and much of its
analysis backing its case as "fanciful and misleading".

It also warned in its report that a "request filter" at the heart of a new tracking system of all emails, web
use and social media messages was "essentially a federated database of all UK citizens’ communications
data".

A second high-powered committee of peers and MPs has also criticised May’s plans to monitor
all web and mobile phone use. The intelligence and security committee (ISC), which is appointed by
the prime minister rather than parliament, said her draft needed more work, more consultation and a
coherent explanation of what the data would be used for and the safeguards that would be in place.

The normally cautious committee said it accepted that there was a serious problem that required
action but that its concerns "must be addressed in advance of the bill being introduced".

The bulk of the ISC report, which is based largely on private evidence taken from the security ser-
vices and police, is to remain secret but a six-page summary published on Tuesday revealed detailed
concerns. These include the writing into the legislation of the precise categories of communications data
to be collected by internet and phone companies.

It also highlights concerns over the technical arrangements contemplated to intercept the traffic
data of overseas-based internet companies such as Google and Facebook that may not co-operate with
requests from the British police.
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• © 2012 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

1. http://www.guardiannews.com/uk-home
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/alantravis
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/dec/11/snooper-bill-clegg-may
5. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/daviddavis
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/internet
7. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/police
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/privacy
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1.4.6 PressTV Publish Our Full (Credited & Unedited) Article: Experiences of
British-Muslims In The Contemporary Britain (2012-12-12 10:51)

Before leaving you with a direct link to our published article (fully credited and unedited,that is, left
based on it’s very original content) via PressTV website (Iranian News Channel, recently banned from
UK, for simple reason, the old Anglo-Iranian tit-for-tat games, and nothing more), lets recap HMCO
primary strategy throughout our recent change of position, from a civic welfare support local Muslim
community office to a civil informational office: with a goal To Show the Rest of the World the Real
Britain– Hypocritical and Dangerously Undemocratic.

Well we have informed many from far and beyond, and this week we sent out a ”press release”
(the article) to PressTV which they reprinted in full, and we would like to take this opportunity to thank
PressTv again. Please see the link here at [1]HMCO Article.

added articles (Thurs, 12th Dec 2012, a day after original posted date):

[2]Women with hijab hardly find job in UK [3]Census 2011: Leicester and Leicestershire by numbers |
This is Leicestershire [4]PM apologises for MI5’s role in murder of Ulster lawyer but wife slams report
into police collusion in his murder [5]Report Links U.K. Officials to ’89 Murder [6]Cameron’s statement
on Finucane report + PMQs: Politics live blog | Politics | guardian.co.uk [7]Former FSA boss joins Bar-
clays [8]Galloway exposes hostility towards Islam [9]PM hints at secret courts climbdown [10]Too Big to
Indict [11]Whistleblower Accusations Did Deutsche Bank Fraudulently Hide Huge Losses? [12]Secret
Talks Behind Central Banks’ Bets [13]They can hear you: US buses fitted with eavesdropping equipment

1. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/12/11/277479/deep-roots-of-islamophobia-in-west/
2. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/12/11/277495/hijabclad/
3. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Census-2011-Leicester-Leicestershire-numbers/story-17
558848-detail/story.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2246856/Pat-Finucane-Murdered-solicitor-alive-Belfa
st-police-facilitated-death-David-Cameron-admits.html
5. http://uk.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324481204578175583123887420.html?mod=WSJEurope_hp
p_LEFTTopStories
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/blog/2012/dec/12/cameron-statement-finucane-report-pmqs-
live
7. http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2012/dec/12/former-fsa-hector-sants-barclays-compliance
8. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/12/12/277630/a-tribute-to-honesty-george-galloway/
9. http://www.guardian.co.uk/law/2012/dec/11/david-cameron-secret-courts-policy
10. http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/12/opinion/hsbc-too-big-to-indict.html?hp
11. http://www.spiegel.de/international/business/whistleblower-accuses-deutsche-bank-of-conceal
ing-billions-in-losses-a-871933.html
12. http://uk.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323717004578157152464486598.html?mod=WSJEurope_hp
p_LEFTTopStories
13. http://rt.com/usa/news/us-public-transport-security-817/
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1.4.7 ALERT/ACHTUNG: Hijab Ban Coming Near You (to UK) & Introducing
Annie Machon.... (2012-12-15 09:06)

First and foremost let us take this opportunity to introduce to you all one of the bravest women we have
encountered, Ms. Annie Machon, a former MI5 Intelligence Officer, who served beside another brave
soul, Messr. David Shayler, both of who like many who got out, or rather broke-out of the ”secret
societies” thrived hard to tell the stories of these societies’ dark arts. Recommended is [1]Spies, Lies and
Whistle-blowers by Annie Machon and the book that was once banned under Margaret Thatcher’s time,
written by senior former MI5 Officer, Messr. Peter Wright, called [2]Spycatcher (click on the link for
a full e-book). Also keep visiting [3]Annie’s Blog here for some of very interesting readings (observe
the address, anniemachon.ch: she had to sign up to a domain name in China: thanks to a twitter reader
for informing us .ch is not China it is actually Switzerland). This[4] article by Annie on the Institute of
Investigative Journalism is highly recommended reading.

Point: One thing one can observe from every aforementioned writings and readings is how we all
speak, that in reference to those once part of the system and now dissidents, with same tone and
referential keywords in referring to events and players; e.g. Stasi as a codeword for security services, or
Gestapos, etc.

Now to other interesting and informative news headlines on contemporary events:

[1] We warned of this for a long time and now it seems as it is finally here: House of Parliaments
to debate on [5]HIJAB BAN in UK (Google for other newspaper-sources, if not a PressTV person).

[2] As usual, decades or so after the crime, the British Government when about to be found out,
meaning only when feeling compelled to ”come clean”, they try to pretend as if sincerely apologizing
for a crime that happened long-time before before other parties put them on the accusers-box, as we
saw this week with two-major events; the Irish Lawyers murder by Ulster Loyalist acknowledged
in-collision with the British State (see the post below for links), and secondly, the new reparations, i.e.
the forced-payments from the British Government and her security services as a result of the illegal
rendition and torture of an innocent Libyan Muslim and his family, [6]see here or [7]here (£2m pay-out:
the major reason behind the why these two actors are colliding to introduce secret courts, to stop the
payments to the innocents and to avoid accountability).

[3] Other news of interest, take a look at this, innocent Muslims are more likely to suffer ”terrorism-
related” arrests, [8]official government statistics, (remember all openly available sources as well as
everything you read from newspapers are not entirely factual) and again on the [9]Hijab discrimination
for Sisters-wearers and work. Finally usual interesting post-census statistics analysis [10]here and why
there is still a representational-gap between census-numbers (demographic changes) and proportional-
representations within key national offices or work placements, [11]here.

Enjoy.

1. http://uk.search.yahoo.com/r/_ylt=A0oG7qOlNcxQA1IAarh3Bwx.;_ylu=X3oDMTE0dGMzbGRkBHNlYwNzcgR
wb3MDMQRjb2xvA2FjMgR2dGlkA1lIUzAwMV83MQ--/SIG=132bn1ic2/EXP=1355589157/**http%3a//www.amazon.c
o.uk/Spies-Lies-Whistleblowers-Shayler-Affair/dp/185776952X
2. http://blockyourid.com/~gbpprorg/mil/cavity/Spycatcher.pdf
3. http://anniemachon.ch/
4. http://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/2011/11/30/analysis-the-slide-into-a-surveillance-stat
e/
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5. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/12/14/278079/niqab/
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2012/dec/13/libyan-dissident-mi6-aided-rendition
7. http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/european-court-of-human-rights-finds-in-favor-of
-renditions-victim-a-872778.html
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2012/dec/13/terrorism-related-arrests-rise
9. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/12/11/277495/hijabclad/
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/interactive/2012/dec/13/census-2011-truth-where-you-live-inter
active
11. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2012/dec/12/diversity-statistics-change-top
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1.4.8 Our Second Published Article on PressTV Discussing Syria (2012-12-16 12:30)

Below is the copied-and-paste of the article, and here is the direct link to [1]PressTV. Also attached
([2]supporting paper on syria) is the part two extension (pdf) which was just submitted today (Sunday
16th Dec).

The Article:

Western fascists and regional Islamic resistance

By S. S. Salim

Sat Dec 15, 2012 7:9PM GMT

If Syria falls, then the final bastion of Islamic honour, Islamic defiance, Islamic hopes of future freedom
from the old western masters will at last crumble away and on it’s place there will be left only a small
final step to total re-colonization and re-subjugation of the Greater Islamic World [as well the rest of the
World]; as the dispersed-fighting resistance of all colours and causes, from those known in the west as
”Islamists terrorists” or ”Jihadists” to African anti-neo-colonial forces will be slowly and easily picked
out one by one, and the entire enterprise of Islamic/Global resistance led by these dispersed forces, and
in terms of Middle East/Islamic World by Iran, Palestinians and Hezbollah will no longer be possible.

In other words, lets face it, Syria is truly the last battleground for those who seek to be left alone in peace
(Muslims, as well as the rest of the world, including the great powers of Russia and China) and those
fascists parties who seek to maintain their uncontested control of the entire world (the west, led by three
actual axis of evils states; United States, United Kingdom and France.

Now there are few critical questions that need answers to:

[1] Can Iran (and the other members of the axis of resistance) preserve the Islamic Resistance and
hope for freedom and honour?

[2] Why don’t these actors, including the great eastern powers like Russia and China whose inter-
est are also threatened as a result of the events in Syria, raise the stake, in terms of [a] spreading the war
in space to other neighbouring countries, in particular Iraq, Lebanon, Jordan, Bahrain, Qatar etc? And [b]
Why are these actors not recruiting the equivalent of Spanish Civil War’s International Brigade to fight
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against so-called ”rebels” (who are really western provided hired-gun/mercenaries) and the so-called
Jihadists; a point of importance here– why not make a deal with the latter, the Jihadists: this strategy has
greater promises than completely fighting these forces, since by turning them to supporting the existing
status quo in return for a list of post-war ’to be agreed conditions’ such as base, funds etc, then the
war has more chance to change in projection and prediction. In short, these actors, the resistance bloc,
should follow the teachings of Machiavelli who warns that one must either chose one side over another
or one simply accepts the fact that in the end, if one has taken the decision of neutrality, it will lose as
local dynamics would have change seismically not in their favour, and as we know, those specializing
or following these events in Syria, when (not if, for now, unless changing strategy is produced) Syrian
Alawites fall then Iran will be the next final frontier for the complete subjugation and re-mastering
of the Middle East by the western fascists forces led by the three axis of evils states of US, UK and France.

[3] The final question is, how long can the great rising powers of the east, Russia and China, continue
to ’play nice’ while the western fascists states approach the problem pro-actively, very energetically
pro-active?

Recommendations:

There are few recommendations one might put forth, non-exhaustively:

[a] The Great Powers of Russia and China should never, together with local regional Islamic resis-
tance parties (Iran, Hezbollah and Syrian legitimate government), allow Syria to Fall. This means these
great powers together with the resistance bloc should ally together, as since the fall of Syria will be
Critically Grave to all parties; small, medium and the great. There is a great need, and immediate one as
such, for an immediate joint co-ordination in efforts to preserving the existing status quo.

[b] The preservation of existing status quo as such can be done through external recruitment, funding,
training, arming, advising and diplomatic. These actors need to start playing by the same rule as the
western fascists powers play by, actively getting down and dirty inside and outside the warzone. The
resistance bloc should approach the ”Jihadists” with fantastic mouthwatering deals, divide and rule
strategy, while at the same time assuring them that these deal will not only be limited to inside Syria
(that place and time) but ’could continue’ outside over other theatres where they are fiercely engaging in
their global war against the great Satan[s] of the west.

[c] There should be total efforts to remove the claims of a ”Sunni-Shia Civil War” and try hard to
unite these factions, side by side against western fascists powers, at the same time.

[d] The resistance bloc should attempt to expand the struggle against neo-colonization by western
fascists to other states that are especially dear to these western fascists states, i.e. very rich in resources,
both inside Middle East and Beyond especially Africa, for example supporting the ”Jihadists” via covert
means of arming, training, and other assistance.

In short, unless the resistance bloc, made up of small, medium and great powers of the East, ac-
cept that the ”wars” in Arabian and North Africa, or those against Global Terrorists, are nothing but
The Great 21st Century Proto-Fascists Wars for Re-Imperialisation and Re-Colonialisation of the Entire
World, or the greater part of it, the rich parts, (i.e. the great geopolitical wars of desperation by few
fascists states of the west who are trying to preserve their ”global leadership”, competitiveness and
power in the contemporary and future world: this can be clearly observed when one engages with even
the recent reports such as the Global Trends 2030 from NIC), failure to appreciate the true Character
of a particular war, warned Clausewirz, means complete defeat for these powers, of all sizes, as slowly
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these will be picked off one by one again as before; starting with the middle powers of Syria, Iran
(key patrons of resistance), followed next by the small (Hezbollah and the rest: foco of resistance) and
finally the big-fishes who might think they are immune from outright destruction, but once their small
vanguards or rare alert forces are taken down one by one, again as throughout history, these will be left
nakedly exposed, concentrated and thus a promising easy target for western fascists states who by that
time [comes] will be commanding, again, over two-third of the world states through the usual fascists
mix of fear and corruption.

To sum up, this modern 21st century Spanish Civil War been waged in Syria will not only define
the future of Islamic World but rather of that of the rest of the world (Africa is slowly been re-colonized
with justifications for ”fighting local global-terrorists”, one intervention follows another; Somalia,Libya,
Mali etc).

The Critical Questions are: will the axis of evil (western fascists of UK, US & France) again be
allowed to easily and progressively put the entire world under their imperial control, or will the axis of
resistance (China, Russia, Iran, Syria, Hezbollah etc) stand up and say this is where you have to halt
now? The answers to these two critical questions will truly define our future of either Total Fascism
with almost zero resistance outlook or tolerable one of a Confined Fascism encircled with great many
Painful Resistance across the world?

S. S. Salim is Highfields Muslim Community Office senior project officer in Leicester, UK.

SSS/JR

1. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/12/15/278252/western-fascists-and-regional-resistance/
2. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2012/12/16/our-second-published-article-on-presstv-di
scussing-syria/supporting-paper-on-syria/
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1.4.9 Our Third & Fourth PressTV Articles: On Global Geopolitics & Iran
Nukes (2012-12-19 07:48)

The Direct Link to PressTV: [1]Here and [2]Here.

Original pdf sent-out [3]centre of resistances.

Few Interesting collections of news-headlines:

[4]Schedule 7 terror laws used to interrogate activists [5]Peter Van Buren: Torture superpower [6]We
don’t need secret courts to protect our relations with the US [7]Comedian Frankie Boyle pledges to
use £50,000 payout to help last Briton in Guantanamo sue MI6 [8]British comic Frankie Boyle aids
Guantanamo inmate’s lawsuit against MI6 [9]Maldives police were trained in UK [10]Calling Big
Brother Germans Consider Brit-Style CCTV after Foiled Bombing

[11]U-turn on secret court controls means judges will be given full control on whether to set them up
[12]UK urged to scrap secret trials plan [13]Mystery in Iraq: Are US Munitions to Blame for Basra Birth
Defects? [14]A Plea for Transparency It’s Time for the Truth about US Torture Methods

1. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/12/18/278826/iran-as-emerging-power-confronts-west/
2. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/12/19/278990/iran-growing-power-scares-west/
3. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2012/12/19/our-third-presstv-article-on-global-geopol
itics/centre-of-resistances/
4. http://netpol.org/2012/12/12/schedule-7-terror-laws-used-to-interrogate-activists/
5. http://warincontext.org/2012/12/18/peter-van-buren-torture-superpower/
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2012/dec/17/uk-does-not-need-secret-courts
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2248539/Comedian-Frankie-Boyle-pledges-use-50-000-p
ayout-help-Briton-Guantanamo-sue-MI6.html
8. http://rt.com/art-and-culture/news/british-comic-boyle-guantanamo-129/
9. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/dec/17/maldives-training-scottish-police-college
10. http://www.spiegel.de/international/zeitgeist/bonn-bomb-triggers-calls-for-greater-use-of-c
ctv-surveillance-in-germany-a-873185.html
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2250352/U-turn-secret-court-controls-means-judges-g
iven-control-set-up.html
12. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/12/19/278943/uk-urged-to-scrap-secret-trials-plan/
13. http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/researchers-studying-high-rates-of-cancer-and-bir
th-defects-in-iraq-a-873225.html
14. http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/guantanamo-torture-should-be-declassified-to-coun
ter-zero-dark-thirty-a-873434.html
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1.4.10 We Had A Visit From The Local Stasis/Police (Nah, Not to Arrest, but
Enquiring about an Auto-Theft...?) (2012-12-20 19:36)

Well around 1555hrs today (Thurs 20 Dec 2012) we at HMCO had a little pleasant visit from our fine
men (there were no women) of the local statsis/Leicestershire Police, SPU (Spinney Hills Police Unit).
The ”reason” for this apparent pleasant visit, drums please, drummmmm....., was not to arrest us (we
have never done anything to give them any reason for an arrest, ever, and they know this, and it kills
them) but to ”enquire” about a local auto-theft outside our house.......hahahahahaha!

Here is where the plot totally went down the hill for us, at least (unless you are high on mari-
juana...haha, no offence intended to pot-heads):

1. They went straight to buzzing/ringing our apartment bell out of five apartments in the house (and
those who have read past posts they will no this is ”a red flag”, why because [a] nature of human
behaviour start from 1, 2..., [b] and also ours is further down, not easily pleasant with a reach, in
a sense. Thus the usual visits as before to our exact infamous flat again as ever since we declared
’a peaceful war of truth-telling against the local and national statis/police and fascists governments
of contemporary west’.

2. They seemed ”unsure” of the time of the alleged perpetrated crime, apparently somewhere between,
a kicker, 1900hrs and 0000hrs midnight!

3. They failed to give the appropriate full details of the alleged crime; the type of the car, etc etc.

4. They seemed to have visited only us and not the neighbours on our immediate right, with the same
view of alleged crime location as us.

5. Finally. breaking there cover-storyt is the fact that here is only one car in the immediate vicinity of
where we leave, the street outside, that is worth ”mugged”, of course putting oneself in the mind
of the criminal (as stated previously, as a ’specialists’ in the game, or knowledge in the tradecraft
as it is known, the primo skill of all is to have an intimate knowledge of every single thing, living
or not, around you, and then to play/calculate ever single probable ”course of actions” or scenarios
of the ”what if” I was a criminal, I was this that, what would I do here, or with that, or what might
be valuable or not etc, and all these come natural as stated before). Anyway, this mentioned car is
[a] expensive, [b] out of place from the local reef-raffs (beaten-up valueless models around), [c]
big/family-sized, and it seems to always have ’valuable’ things left inside it overnight or even for
days. Now here is the kicker, the aforementioned car one of us saw it in the early hours (and late
hours before bed, and even during the ”crime-committed, apparently” time), i.e. our usual 0500hrs
wake up time, and it was in it’s natural shape, not looking as if it had just be assaulted (also seen at
0800hrs and 1030hrs, still looking same as usual, and while typing this and looking at it, still looks
good, and even after the stasis/police left one of us walked out to the gate and took a look and it
was still looking good).

Anyway, we can go on with out peculiarities and so forth of the visit, but alas time is short, we need
to be rushing to other things, what though we now need to do (us at HMCO) is finding the Why of the
Visit?; Is it because of one of us recent published journalistic reports via PressTV? Is it the usual, we
still watching you intimidation tactics? etc.....

By the way there are two experiences one has when dealing with the statsis; if criminal or criminally-
minded, one would naturally have panic attacks and in general experiences of horror, but for the
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innocents like us (and those knowledgeable and really can’t be intimidated at all), it’s the experience
of total amusement, is like being in the presence of monkeys playing with themselves (where one
know one is better than the monkey and the entire experiences is for self-amusement!). The police are
essentially, but here is the truth they don’t want you to know about, they are idiots, 100 % idiots, esp.
the beat-constables. All what the police are is muscle-men/women, with zero-brain, remember this, even
the highest of rank you can outwit him or her with the ease of enticing a baby with a sugary product
(candy!).

Have a nice evening, take your boy or girl out in the rain for a romantic passionate dance under
the rain-drops.

Oh, good readings if interested, from the newspapers:

[1]krpano.com - EBC _Pumori _050112 _8bit _FLAT [2]A Reputation in Ruin Deutsche Bank Slides
into a Swamp of Scandal [3]Hollande refuses to apologise for Algerian colonial past [4]Slavery’s Global
Comeback Buying and selling people into forced labor is bigger than ever. What "human trafficking"
really means. By J.J. Gould

1. https://s3.amazonaws.com/Gigapans/EBC_Pumori_050112_8bit_FLAT/EBC_Pumori_050112_8bit_FLAT.ht
ml
2. http://www.spiegel.de/international/business/deutsche-bank-reputation-at-stake-amid-a-multi
tude-of-scandals-a-873544.html
3. http://www.france24.com/en/20121219-france-hollande-refuses-apologise-algeria-colonial-past
4. http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2012/12/slaverys-global-comeback/266354/
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1.4.11 The Daily Mail’s Update On Mahdi (He is In The US, Now), Also Our
Position On Police Clarified (Friendly, but need reforms) (2012-12-23 10:45)

Last Night The Daily Mail had a Breaking News update on the situation of a British-Muslim/Somali,
Mr. Mahdi Hashi reporting that Mr. Hashi is now in New York, United States and had appeared in court
on charges of terrorism in Somalia [?]. Anyway, below is a full article from the Daily Mail.

Before we proceed, we would like to take this opportunity in answering the question relating to
recent police visit, no it was not for us nor was they/police accusing us of any charges. When the police
usually visits the house we reside in it is usually only for the attention of a young Portuguese lad (that’s
all said for now), and never ever for us.

Secondly, we have nothing against police, we believe they are an essential services for peace, se-
curity and order, but we, as many other, believes they are not representative of local communities and
they have more powers than necessary with little accountability especially in UK. But we are friends
of Police. All what these services need is a total overhaul of reforms (see new articles below, after the
Daily Mail’s report, on UK Police Corruption and growth in the misuse of power).

Above point relates to this single fact: the state/government of Britain or general Western nations,
do not and have not (especially in times of peace) represent the voices of the majority of the British
people. In other words, always be able to differentiate between a ”bad rotten and corrupt” modern
British government and the exceptional really great British people in general. And yes every society has
their own sections, very minority and small, of extremists, it is unavoidable, but these do not represent
the majority. Hence We love our country, even if we are absolutely lacking support, admiration, love or
even loyalty, let say this, of our modern government and it’s institutions (a disappointment for majority
of contemporary western citizens).

One Final Point/Announcement: Do Follow Us at PressTV as we are now full-time permanent
Columnists: [1]see our web-page.

Anyway, here is the Full Article on Mahdi Hashi:

[2]
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Missing Briton ’kidnapped’ by FBI and facing life in prison: Family stunned as man stripped of his UK
passport appears in New York court

By [3]Daily Mail Reporter

PUBLISHED: 23:50, 22 December 2012 | UPDATED: 10:41, 23 December 2012

.

Mahdi Hashi, 23, from London, pictured, has been cap-
tured by American secret agents and brought before a court in New York on terrorism charges

A British man who was controversially stripped of his citizenship this year by the Home Secretary has
been captured by American secret agents and brought before a court in New York on terrorism charges.

The sudden and unexplained appearance of Londoner Mahdi Hashi in an American court five months
after he went missing in Africa has prompted claims that he is the victim of international kidnap or
‘rendition’.

The former care worker, 23, lost contact with his family while staying in Somalia this year. When they
began looking for him, they were told by Foreign Office officials that they could not provide assistance
because the Home Secretary had issued an order depriving him of his British citizenship

Mohamed and Kaltun Hashi were told by someone who had been held with their son that he had
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been imprisoned in Djibouti where he was being questioned and ‘mistreated’ by US agents. In October
the US Embassy in London wrote to the family denying any knowledge of Mahdi Hashi.

Now The Mail on Sunday has discovered that on Friday he appeared in court in Brooklyn, ac-
cused of working with the terrorist group al-Shabaab, which is at war with the government of Somalia.
If convicted, he faces a life sentence.

The family deny that Mahdi has ever been involved in terrorist activities and say he was planning
to return to London to complete his education.

Documents released by the US Attorney’s Office of the Eastern District of New York say Mahdi
and two Swedish men were detained in Africa by ‘local authorities’ in August before being handed over
to the FBI on November 14 and flown to New York the following day.

Last night The Mail on Sunday broke the news to the Hashi family that their son was in custody.

Mohamed Hashi said: ‘We are not some slaves who can be passed around from one owner to an-
other. Why was our son sent to the US? It makes no sense when he has never done anything to them.’

The family’s lawyer, Saghir Hussain, described the development as ‘extraordinary’.

He said: ‘The UK Government has a lot of explaining to do. What role did it play in getting him
kidnapped, held in secret detention and renditioned to the US?’

The case has led to allegations that the US and the UK governments may have conspired to kid-
nap Mahdi and send him to Djibouti, where the US has a counter-terrorism base.
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The former care worker lost contact with his family while staying in Somalia, pictured. Mahdi has been
accused of working with terrorist group al-Shabaab, which is at war with the Somalian government

The case has led to allegations that the American and British governments may have conspired to send
Mahdi to Djibouti, picturedMahdi arrived in London aged five after the family left Somalia. If he had
remained a British citizen, he would have had to be put on trial in the UK over allegations of supporting
international terrorism.

Leading human rights lawyer Geoffrey Robertson QC said: ‘There must be a suspicion that in de-
priving this man of his citizenship it was to enable him to be transferred to American custody without
going through extradition.’

Asim Qureshi, a spokesman for the human rights charity Cageprisoners, said: ‘We believe that
since the problems the UK Government has had with deportations and extraditions, it has been easier
for them to remove the citizenship of individuals, thus allowing them to be victims of rendition by
third-party countries.’

The Foreign Office said it was not possible to say whether Mr Hashi would be given assistance
from the Government, but added: ‘The US system meets the international requirements on human rights
obligations.’

Extra Links:
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[4]MoD pays millions to Iraqi victims [5]French President Francois Hollande acknowledges country’s
’unjust and brutal’ occupation of Algeria but does not apologise [6]Why the US media ignored Murdoch’s
brazen bid to hijack the presidency [7]Now 40 Tories warn: Reform the snoopers’ charter or we’ll stage
a full-scale revolt [8]Sex assaults up 23 percent at military academies [9]Senior Tory slams ’cancer’ of
corruption in UK police [10]Britain fights ruling on Kenya torture [11]The ’murder and mayhem’ squad:
Shocking new revelations by former undercover soldier who carried out ’shoot first, ask questions later’
attacks on IRA terrorists for the British Army [12]iSeeYou: Now Google even watches what you buy
offline so it can target you with more personalised ads [13]Shocking 62 % rise in police officers being
investigated for corruption with eight out of ten accused of illegally disclosing information [14]BAE,
Oman in $4 Billion Jet Deal

1. http://www.presstv.ir/Contributors/279019.html
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Daily+Mail+Reporter
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/law/2012/dec/20/mod-iraqi-torture-victims
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2251139/French-President-Francois-Hollande-acknowle
dges-countrys-unjust-brutal-occupation-Algeria-does-apologise.html
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2012/dec/20/bernstein-murdoch-ailes-petreaus-presid
ency
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2251440/Now-40-Tories-warn-Reform-snoopers-charter-
stage-scale-revolt.html
8. http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/military-academies-report-increase-in
-sexual-assaults/2012/12/21/301493d2-4bb7-11e2-b709-667035ff9029_story.html
9. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2012/dec/22/plebgate-senior-tory-slams-police-cancer
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/dec/23/britain-fights-kenya-torture-ruling
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2252237/The-murder-mayhem-squad-Shocking-new-revela
tions-undercover-soldier-carried-shoot-ask-questions-later-attacks-IRA-terrorists-British-Ar
my.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2252129/Google-Most-powerful-company-internet-watch
es-offline.html
13. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2252395/Shocking-62-rise-police-officers-investigat
ed-corruption.html
14. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324461604578192822539650646.html?mod=WSJUK_hp
p_sections_ukintl
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1.4.12 RT On Mahdi Hashi US-Court Appearance Story (2012-12-25 08:11)

[1]Go to main page [2]News British-Somali man abducted from Africa appears in US court

British-Somali man abducted from Africa appears in US court

Published: 24 December, 2012, 17:49
Edited: 24 December, 2012, 17:49

A British-Somali man, who earlier this year was stripped of British citizenship and subsequently
went missing, has appeared before a US federal court to face charges of terrorism.

Mahdi Hashi, 23, disappeared on the outskirts of Mogadishu, Somalia, several months ago. He
stands accused of "providing material support" to Somali militant group al Shabaab and “the unlawful
use of high-powered firearms.”

An FBI statement revealed that from December 2008 to August 2012, Hashi, known as ‘Talha,’
joined with two other men also on trial and “participated in weapons and explosives training with
members and associates of al Shabaab,” and was “deployed in combat operations to support al Shabaab’s
military action in Somalia.”

If convicted of all charges, Hashi will face a mandatory minimum jail sentence of 30 years and a
maximum sentence of life in prison.

The other two defendants were identified by the FBI as Ali Yasin Ahmend and Mohamed Yusuf,
who allegedly hold Swedish citizenship. The three men were apprehended in Africa in August while
traveling to Yemen, US authorities said.
Hashi has been in the US penal system since November 12, however, his family and his legal team were
not informed of his capture, the FBI said.

Hashi, who had been raised in London since he was 5, was stripped of British citizenship in June
over accusations of his involvement with Islamist extremists. His family claims that the decision was
prompted by Hashi’s refusal to become an informant for MI5.

In 2009, while still in the UK, he and his Muslim acquaintances were allegedly harassed by secu-
rity agents, who tried to force them to spy on their Muslim neighbors.

“All I can say is that Madhi is a Muslim in belief; he is a practicing Muslim. But being a prac-
ticing Muslim does not mean an Islamist. That’s all why he is being victimized,”[3]Hashi’s father
Mohamed told RT.

Sometime after the incident, Hashi returned to Somali to care for his grandmother. He went miss-
ing in the summer of 2012.
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Mohamed Hashi said that after his son disappeared, the family was contacted by a man who claimed he
had been held with Madhi in a jail in neighboring Djibouti.

Further Reading Links For You:

Many on recent flooding-out critical reports on Police and Public Trust, or general abuses of power (for
example rising taser-ing of under 10 years old... etc).

[4]Suspicion of Collusion Authorities Raid Deutsche Bank Again [5]The recording [6]accompanied on-
line by audio of the tape [7]I know from experience that the police can make things up [8]Police wield
Tasers against children 140 times in a year despite threat of fatal health problems if they are shocked by
devices [9]Police on Probation [10]Police use Tasers on children more than 80 times in 6 years [11]Civil-
ians die in U.S. strike, and Yemen tries to hide it

1. http://rt.com/
2. http://rt.com/news/
3. http://rt.com/news/uk-citizenship-stripped-hashi-625/
4. http://www.spiegel.de/international/business/deutsche-bank-raided-in-connection-with-collus
ion-suspicions-a-874199.html
5. http://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/fox-news-chiefs-failed-attempt-to-enlist-petr
aeus-as-presidential-candidate/2012/12/03/15fdcea8-3d77-11e2-a2d9-822f58ac9fd5_story.html
6. http://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/fox-news-chiefs-failed-attempt-to-enlist-petr
aeus-as-presidential-candidate/2012/12/03/15fdcea8-3d77-11e2-a2d9-822f58ac9fd5_story.html
7. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2012/dec/23/police-can-make-things-up-mitchell-hill
sborough
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2252673/Police-wield-Tasers-children-140-times-year
-despite-threat-fatal-health-problems-shocked-devices.html
9. http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/feeds/Mobile_Feeds/mobi-leaders/article3639935.ece
10. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/9764691/Police-use-Tasers-on-children-more-than-80
-times-in-6-years.html
11. http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/when-us-drones-kill-civilians-yemens-govern
ment-tries-to-conceal-it/2012/12/24/bd4d7ac2-486d-11e2-8af9-9b50cb4605a7_story.html
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1.4.13 Excellent Article By Glenn Greenwald FromThe Guardian (2012-12-26 16:11)

Before re-printing, in a sentence, we would like to reiterate the point that The Guardian, like any other
western newspaper, is a mouth-piece for the state propaganda, but the article republished below is still
a very good reading simply because it is a ”close-of-the-year review” of excellent articles across many
platform, though relating only to US war on Islam. Enjoy (at the end we have few more good reading
selection of links).

[1]

[2]

Obama’s gift to al-Qaida, support for tyranny, and FBI monitoring of dissent
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Numerous individual events from this week alone signify important trends in US government policy

• [3]

• – [4]Glenn Greenwald
– [5]guardian.co.uk, Wednesday 26 December 2012 13.26 GMT

A Bahraini Shia boy takes part to a demonstration in solidarity with political prisoners in the village of
Malikiya, south of Manama. Photograph: Mohammed Al-Shaikh/AFP/Getty Images
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This week will likely entail light posting, but here are several items worthy of note:

(1) I can’t recall any one news article that so effectively conveys both the gross immorality and
the strategic stupidity of Obama’s drone attacks as [6]this one from Monday’s Washington Post by
Sudarsan Raghavan. It details how the US-supported Yemeni dictatorship lies to its public each time
the US kills Yemeni civilians with a drone attack, and how these civilian-killing attacks are relentlessly
(and predictably) driving Yemenis to support al-Qaida and devote themselves to anti-American militancy:

"Since the attack, militants in the tribal areas surrounding Radda have gained more recruits
and supporters in their war against the Yemeni government and its key backer, the United
States. The two survivors and relatives of six victims, interviewed separately and speaking
to a Western journalist about the incident for the first time, expressed willingness to support
or even fight alongside AQAP, as the al-Qaeda group is known.

"’Our entire village is angry at the government and the Americans,’ Mohammed said.
’If the Americans are responsible, I would have no choice but to sympathize with al-Qaeda
because al-Qaeda is fighting America.’

"Public outrage is also growing as calls for accountability, transparency and compen-
sation go unanswered amid allegations by human rights activists and lawmakers that
the government is trying to cover up the attack to protect its relationship with Washington.
Even senior Yemeni officials said they fear that the backlash could undermine their authority.

"’If we are ignored and neglected, I would try to take my revenge. I would even hi-
jack an army pickup, drive it back to my village and hold the soldiers in it hostages,’ said
Nasser Mabkhoot Mohammed al-Sabooly, the truck’s driver, 45, who suffered burns and
bruises. ’I would fight along al-Qaeda’s side against whoever was behind this attack.’"

Similarly, the LA Times has [7]a long article on drone attacks in [8]Yemen and quotes Ahmed al Zurqua,
an expert on Islamic militants, explaining the obvious: "The [9]drones have not killed the real Al Qaeda
leaders, but they have increased the hatred toward America and are causing young men to join Al Qaeda
to retaliate."

History will surely record that one of the most moronic collective questions ever posed is "Why
do they hate us?" - where the "they" are: "those we continuously bomb and kill and whose dictators
we prop up." Noting the two US drone attacks on December 24 in his country, the 23-year-old Yemeni
writer Ibrahim Mothana [10]asked: "Two US drone strikes in Yemen today. Should we consider them a
Christmas gift?!" That’s exactly what al-Qaida undoubtedly considers them to be.

(2) Speaking of the "why-do-they-hate-us?" question, the Bahraini democracy activist Zainab al-
Khawaja has [11]a powerful Op-Ed in the New York Times detailing the extreme brutality and
repression of the regime against its own citizens, and explaining the self-destructive though steadfast
support for that regime by the US and its close Saudi allies:

"But despite all these sacrifices, the struggle for freedom and democracy in [12]Bahrain
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seems hopeless because Bahrain’s rulers have powerful allies, including Saudi Arabia and
the United States.

"For Bahrainis, there doesn’t seem to be much of a difference between the Saudis and
the Americans. Both are supporting the Khalifa regime to preserve their own interests, even
if the cost is the lives and rights of the people of Bahrain.

"The United States speaks about supporting human rights and democracy, but while
the Saudis send troops to aid the Khalifa government, America is sending arms. The United
States is doing itself a huge disservice by displaying such an obvious double standard
toward human rights violations in the Middle East. Washington condemns the violence of
the Syrian government but turns a blind eye to blatant human rights abuses committed by its
ally Bahrain.

"This double standard is costing America its credibility across the region; and the message
being understood is that if you are an ally of America, then you can get away with abusing
human rights."

With rare exceptions, the only people delusional and naive enough to believe the US is serious about
its "commitment-to-human-rights" rhetoric - as opposed to exploiting human rights concerns as a tool
to undermine regimes it dislikes - are found in the west. In the regions where the US enthusiastically
supports even the most repressive regimes provided those regimes show fealty to US dictates, the stench
of this hypocrisy, of this radical dishonesty, is so potent that it cannot be evaded.

But it is an extraordinary testament to the power of propaganda that one constantly finds western-
ers claiming with a straight face that the same country that hugs and props up the Saudis, the Bahrainis,
the Qataris, the Kuwaitis and so many others is committed to undermining tyranny and spreading
freedom and democracy. Or, as Hillary Clinton [13]put it in 2009: "I really consider President and Mrs.
Mubarak to be friends of my family."

(3) The long-time Berlin correspondent for Al Jazeera, Aktham Suliman, recently resigned, and
he explains in [14]this rather amazing interview that he did so because the regime in Qatar, which owns
the network, has been increasingly shaping and dictating the news network’s coverage of events to
advance the regime’s interests. In particular, he cites Al Jazeera’s coverage of the conflicts in Libya and
Syria which, he says, has been systematically distorted in order to justify the wars which the Qataris
seek against the dictators in those countries which they dislike:

"Of course Muammar Gadhafi was a dictator, and of course he’d ruled for far too long. Of
course there was a desire among the Libyans to get rid of him. All that is clear. But it’s
also clear that killing a dictator, as happened with Gadhafi, is absolutely unacceptable on
human rights grounds, revolution or no. And that’s not emphasized. That is: We stressed the
necessity of a revolution in Libya and the humanity of the revolutionaries, but said nothing
about the murder of a dictator.

"What should also give us pause for thought is that it wasn’t just Gadhafi who was
killed. Many others were killed after him - including, incidentally, the man who shot Gad-
hafi. He was killed by another group of revolutionaries. That’s the actual environment in
Libya. And that’s exactly what you don’t see on today’s Al Jazeera. That’s not professional.
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"In Syria, too, society is divided. You have the pro-Assad people, and those who are
against him. However, when you make one side out to be mass murderers and turn the
others into saints you’re fueling the conflict, not presenting the situation in an appropriate
and balanced way. There are murders, injustices and good things on both sides. But you
don’t see that on Al Jazeera. My problem is and was: When I see Al Jazeera’s Syrian
coverage, I don’t really understand what’s going on there. And that’s the first thing I expect
from journalism."

As was true of Saddam, there is no question that Gadhafi and Assad have committed atrocities. But
just as was true in Iraq, that does not justify the grossly simplistic propaganda that distorts rather than
clarifies what the realities in those countries are.

(4) Documents just obtained from the FBI by the Partnership for Civil Justice Fund reveal, as
[15]the New York Times put it, that "the [FBI] used counterterrorism agents to investigate the Occupy
Wall Street movement, including its communications and planning" and in general show "how deeply
involved federal law-enforcement authorities were in monitoring the activities of the movement."
The heavily redacted documents, which can be [16]read here, reveal numerous instances of the FBI
collaborating with local police forces and private corporations to monitor and anticipate the acts of the
protest movement.

As obviously disturbing as it is, none of this should be surprising. Virtually every seized power
justified over the last decade in the name of "terrorism" has been applied to a wide range of domestic
dissent. The most significant civil liberties trend of the last decade, in my view, is the importation of War
on Terror tactics onto US soil, applied to US citizens - from the sprawling Surveillance State and powers
of indefinite detention to the para-militarization of domestic police forces and the rapidly emerging fleet
of drones now being deployed in countless ways. As I’ve [17]argued previously, the true purpose of this
endless expansion of state power in the name of "terrorism" is control over anticipated domestic protest
and unrest.

It should be anything but surprising that the FBI - drowning in counter-terrorism money, power
and other resources - will apply the term "terrorism" to any group it dislikes and wants to control and
suppress (thus ushering in all of the powers institutionalized against "terrorists"). Those who supported
(or acquiesced to) this expansion of unaccountable government power because they assumed it would
only be used against Those Muslims not only embraced a morally warped premise (I care about injustices
only if they directly affect me), but also a factually false one, since abuses of power always - always -
expand beyond their original application.

(5) At the excellent online journal Jadaliyya, Max Ajl has a [18]very interesting essay that presents a
much different view on the debate over the Chuck Hagel nomination specifically, and on US policy
toward Iran and Israel more broadly. I don’t necessarily endorse his argument, but it’s well-argued,
provocative and highly worth reading.

(6) After film critics almost unanimously gushed over Zero Dark Thirty and showered it with ev-
ery accolade they could get their hands on, the list of writers, commentators, officials and others who
have denounced the film for its favorable (and false) depiction of torture has grown quite rapidly.
[19]Here is the most updated list of just some of those critics; if you read just one of these essays, I’d
recommend [20]this by Oscar-winning filmmaker Alex Gibney.
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In [21]an LA Times Op-Ed strongly condemning the film, Terry McDermott reports that, at one
point, FBI agents were chasing around geese in Central Park because Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, under
torture, had told his CIA interrogators that al-Qaida "had explosives stuffed up their ass". Had Zero Dark
Thirty included a depiction of that scene, it at least would have been mildly more entertaining, offering
some redeeming value for this film. As is, there is basically none.

© 2012 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

[22]Counterterror Agents Monitored Occupy Movement [23]A Fascination of Wall St., and Investigators
[24]Why Iran Should Get the Bomb [25]Time to Attack Iran [26]Op-Ed: Brutal Bahrain
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Against ”Independent-Minded” Islamic States (2012-12-27 18:25)

[1]Go to main page [2]News US attempting regime change in Malaysia: Fact or fiction? (Op-Ed)

US attempting regime change in Malaysia: Fact or fiction? (Op-Ed)

Published: 26 December, 2012, 22:49
Edited: 27 December, 2012, 14:15

As the South-East Asian nation of Malaysia prepares for general elections, distrust of the political
opposition and accusations of foreign interference have been major talking points in the political
frequencies emanating from Kuala Lumpur.

The United Malays National Organization (UMNO) leads the country’s ruling coalition, Barisan
Nasional, and has maintained power since Malaysian independence in 1957.

One of Malaysia’s most recognizable figures is former Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir Mohamad,
who has been credited with ushering in large-scale economic growth and overseeing the nation’s
transition from an exporter of palm oil, tin, and other raw materials, into an industrialized economy that
manufactures automobiles and electronic goods.

The opposition coalition, Pakatan Rakyat, is headed by Anwar Ibrahim, who once held the post of
Deputy Prime Minister in Mahathir’s administration, but was sacked over major disagreements on how
to steer Malaysia’s economy during the 1997 Asian financial crisis.

Today, the political climate in Malaysia is highly polarized and a sense of unpredictability looms
over the nation. Malaysia’s current leader, Prime Minister Najib Razak, has pursued a reform-minded
agenda by repealing authoritarian legislation of the past and dramatically loosening controls on expres-
sion and political pluralism introduced under Mahathir’s tenure.

Najib has rolled back Malaysia’s Internal Security Act, which allowed for indefinite detention without
trial, and has liberalized rules regarding the publication of books and newspapers. During Malaysia’s
2008 general elections, the ruling Barisan Nasional coalition experienced its worst result in decades,
with the opposition Pakatan Rakyat coalition winning 82 parliamentary seats. For the first time, the
ruling party was deprived of its two-thirds parliamentary majority, which is required to pass amendments
to Malaysia’s Federal Constitution.

In the run-up to elections scheduled to take place before an April 2013 deadline, figures from all sides of
the political spectrum are asking questions about the opposition’s links to foreign-funders in Washington.

The question of foreign-funding
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Malaysia’s former PM Dr. Mahathir Mohamad has long captured the ire of officials from Washington and
Tel Aviv, and though he’s retired, he has channeled his energies into the Perdana Global Peace Founda-
tion, which recently hosted an international conference in Kuala Lumpur calling for a new investigation
into the events of 9/11 and has sought to investigate war crimes committed in Gaza, Iraq and Afghanistan.

Mahathir has been an ardent critic of Israel and organizations such as AIPAC, and has recently ac-
cused US-based organizations the National Endowment for Democracy (NED) and the Open Society
Institute (OSI) of holding a concealed intention to influence Malaysia’s domestic politics through the
funding of local NGOs and groups directly linked to Anwar Ibrahim’s Pakatan Rakyat opposition
coalition.

In an article the former prime minister published in the New Straits Times, a leading mainstream
newspaper, Mahathir accuses financier George Soros and his organization, the Open Society Institute,
of “promoting democracy” in Eastern Europe to pave the way for colonization by global finance capital.

Mahathir acknowledges how OSI pumped millions into opposition movements and independent
media in Hungary, Ukraine and Georgia under the guise of strengthening civil society, only to have
like-minded individuals nominated by Soros’s own foundation come to power in those countries.

The former prime minister has also pointed to how Egypt (prior to Mohamad Morsi taking power)
has cracked down on NGOs affiliated with NED, namely groups such as the National Democratic
Institute, the International Republican Institute (IRI) and Freedom House, which are all recipients of
funding from the US State Department.

In Malaysia, high-profile NGOs and media outlets have admittedly received funding from OSI
and satellite organizations of NED. Premesh Chandran, the CEO of the nation’s most prominent alterna-
tive media outlet, Malaysiakini, is a grantee of George Soros’s Open Society Foundations and launched
the news organization with a $100,000 grant from the Bangkok-based Southeast Asian Press Alliance
(SEAPA), another organization with dubious affiliations to the US State Department.

Malaysiakini has come under pressure from local journalists for the lack of transparency in its fi-
nancial management and hesitance in revealing the value of its shares. Additionally, Suaram, an NGO
promoting human rights, has borne heavy criticism over its funding and organizational structure. The
Companies Commission of Malaysia launched investigations into Suara Inisiatif Sdn Bhd, a private
company linked to Suaram, and found it to be a conduit for money being used to channel funds from NED.

Suaram has been instrumental in legitimizing allegations of a possible cover-up of the murder of a
Mongolian fashion model, Altantuya Shaaribuu, who was living in Malaysia in 2006 and associated with
government officials that have been linked to a kickback scandal involving the government’s purchase
of submarines from France. Senator Ezam Mohd Nor, himself a recipient of Suaram’s Human Rights
Award, has accused the organization of employing poor research methods and attempting to disparage
the government:

“Malaysians have the right to feel suspicious about them. They have been making personal allega-
tions against the Prime Minister [Najib Razak] on the murder of Altantuya and many other cases without
proof… their motive is very questionable especially when they are more inclined towards ridiculing and
belittling the ruling government.”

The German Embassy in KL has reportedly admitted that it has provided funds to Suaram’s project in
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2010. Malaysia’s Foreign Minister Anifah Aman followed by making strong statements to the German
Ambassador and declared that Germany’s actions could be viewed as interference in the domestic affairs
of a sovereign state.

Since 2007, Bersih, an association of NGOs calling itself the Coalition for Clean and Fair Elec-
tions, staged three street protests in which thousands of yellow-clad demonstrators took to the streets in
Kuala Lumpur demanding electoral reform. After coming under heavy scrutiny for obfuscating funding
sources, Bersih coalition leader Ambiga Sreenevasan admitted that her organization receives funding
from the National Democratic Institute and the Open Society Institute.

Sreenevasan herself has been the recipient of the US State Department’s Award for International
Women of Courage, and was present in Washington DC in 2009 to receive the award directly from the
hands of Michelle Obama and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. While Sreenevasan’s organization
claimed to be non-partisan and apolitical, members of Malaysia’s political opposition openly endorsed
the movement, and some were even present at the demonstrations.

Anatomy of Malaysia’s political opposition

Malaysia is a multi-cultural and multi-religious state, and both the ruling and opposition parties attempt
to represent the nation’s three largest ethnic groups. Approximately 60 per cent of Malaysians are either
ethnic Malay or other indigenous groups and are mostly listed as Muslim, while another 25 per cent are
ethnic Chinese who are predominantly Buddhist, with 7 per cent mostly Hindu Indian-Malaysians.

The United Malays National Organization, the Malaysian Chinese Association, and the Malaysian
Indian Congress head Barisan Nasional. The opposition, Pakatan Rakyat, currently controls four state
governments and is led by Anwar Ibrahim’s Keadilan Rakyat, the Chinese-led Democratic Action Party
(DAP), and staunchly Islamist Malaysian Islamic Party (PAS).

While a large percentage of urbanites with legitimate grievances are quick to acknowledge the
government’s shortcomings, many are hesitant to back Anwar Ibrahim due to his connections with
neo-conservative thinkers in Washington and general disunity within the opposition.

Ibrahim maintains close ties with senior US officials and organizations such as the National En-
dowment for Democracy. In 2005, Ibrahim chaired the Washington-based Foundation for the Future,
established and funded by the US Department of State at the behest of Elizabeth Cheney, the daugh-
ter of then-Vice President Dick Cheney, thanks in large part to his cozy relationship with Paul Wolfowitz.

While Ibrahim was on trial for allegedly engaging in sodomy with a male aide (of which he was
acquitted sometime later), Wolfowitz and former US Vice-President Al Gore authored a joint opinion
piece in the Wall Street Journal in support of Ibrahim, while the Washington Post published an editorial
calling for consequences that would affect Malaysia’s relations with Washington if Ibrahim was to be
found guilty. Ibrahim enraged many when he stated that he would support policy to protect the security
of Israel in an interview with the Wall Street Journal; this is particularly controversial in Malaysia, where
support for Palestine is largely unanimous.

Malaysian political scientist Dr. Chandra Muzaffar writes:

“It is obvious that by acknowledging the primacy of Israeli security, Anwar was sending a clear
message to the deep state and to Tel Aviv and Washington that he is someone that they could trust. In
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contrast, the Najib government, in spite of its attempts to get closer to Washington, remains critical of
Israeli aggression and intransigence. Najib has described the Israeli government as a ‘serial killer’ and a
‘gangster”’.

Members of Barisan Nasional have addressed Ibrahim’s connections to the National Endowment
for Democracy in the Malaysian Parliament, including his participation in NED’s ‘Democracy Award’
event held in Washington DC in 2007. Independent journalists have uncovered letters written by Anwar
Ibrahim, two of which were sent to NED President Carl Gershman in Washington DC that discussed
sending an international election observer team to Malaysia and general issues related to electoral reform.

A third letter was sent to George Soros, expressing interest in collaborating with an accountability
firm headed by Ibrahim. Pakatan Rakyat’s Communications Director, Nik Nazmi Nik Ahmad, verified
the authenticity of the documents. This should come as little surprise, as Ibrahim’s economic policies
have historically aligned with institutions such as the IMF and World Bank, in contrast to Mahathir,
whose protectionist economic policies opposed international financial institutions and allowed Malaysia
to navigate and largely resurface from the 1997 Asian financial crisis unscathed.

An issue that concerns secular and non-Muslim Malaysian voters is the role of the Malaysian Is-
lamic Party (PAS) as part of the opposition. In sharp contrast to the moderate brand of Islam preached
by UMNO, the organization’s primary objective is the founding of an Islamic state.

The PAS has spoken of working within the framework of Malaysia’s parliamentary democracy,
but holds steadfast to implementing sharia law on a national scale, which would lead to confusing
implications for Malaysia’s sizable non-Muslim population. The debate around the implementation of
Islamic hudud penal code is something that other Pakatan Rakyat coalition members, such as figures in
the Chinese-led Democratic Action Party, have been unable to agree on.

The PAS enjoys support from rural Malay Muslims in conservative states such as Kedah, Kelan-
tan and Terengganu in northern Malaysia, though they have very limited appeal to urbanites. While
certain individuals in PAS have raised questions about NGOs receiving foreign funding, Mahathir has
insinuated that PAS’s leadership has been largely complicit:

“They [foreign interests] want to topple the government through the demonstration and Nik Aziz
[Spiritual leader of PAS] said it is permissible to bring down the government in this manner. They want
to make Malaysia like Egypt, Tunisia, which were brought down through riots and now Syria…. when
the government does not fall, they [Pakatan Rakyat] can appeal to the foreign power to help and bring
down, even if it means using fire power.”

Protestors form a human chain in the city center of Kuala Lumpur during April 2012 protests in support
of the Bersih coalition (Photo by Nile Bowie)

Feasibility of ‘regime change’ narrative

It must be acknowledged that the current administration led by Prime Minister Najib Razak has made
great strides toward improving relations with Washington. At a meeting with President Barack Obama
in 2010, Najib offered Malaysia’s assistance to cooperate with the United States to engage the Muslim
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world; Najib also expressed willingness to deploy Malaysian aid personnel to Afghanistan, and allegedly
agreed on the need to maintain a unified front on Iran’s nuclear program.

Najib has employed a Washington-based public relations firm, APCO, to improve Malaysia’s im-
age in the US and has seemingly embraced American economic leadership of the region through his
support for the Trans-Pacific Partnership trade agreement. Some would argue that Najib is perhaps the
most pro-American leader Malaysia has ever had – a stark contrast to the boldness of Mahathir.

Despite Najib having good rapport with formal Western leaders, it is clear with whom the thank-
tank policy architects, Zionist lobbies, and foundation fellows have placed their loyalties.

Sentiment among Malaysia’s youth and “pro-democracy” activists, who constitute a small but vo-
cal minority, tend be entirely dismissive of the ‘regime change’ narrative, viewing it as pre-election
diversionary rhetoric of the ruling party. While bogeymen of the Zionist variety are often invoked
in Malaysian political discourse, it would be negligent to ignore the effects of Washington-sponsored
‘democracy promotion’ in the global context, which have in recent times cloaked mercenary elements
and insurgents in the colors of freedom fighting, and successfully masked geopolitical restructuring and
the ushering in of neo-liberal capitalism with the hip and fashionable vigor of ‘people power’ coups.

As the United States continues to militarily increase its presence in the Pacific region in line with
its strategic policy-shift to East Asia, policy makers in Washington would like to see compliant heads of
state who will act to further American interests in the ASEAN region.

Let’s not ignore the elephant in the room; the real purpose of America’s resurgence of interest in
the ASEAN bloc is to fortify the region as a counterweight against Beijing.

The defense ministries of Malaysia and China held a landmark defense and security consultation
in September 2012, in addition to frequent bilateral state visits and enhanced economic cooperation. It
was the father of the current leader, Malaysia’s second Prime Minister Tun Abdul Razak, who made
the landmark visit to Beijing to normalize relations in 1974, and under his son Najib, Sino-Malaysian
relations and cooperation have never been better.

Following the global economic crisis of 2008, Najib looked to Beijing to revive Malaysia’s export
oriented economy, emphasizing increased Chinese investment into Malaysia and expanding the base of
Sino-Malaysian trade in areas like education and student exchange, finance, infrastructure development,
science and technology, yielding lucrative and mutually beneficial results. China has been Malaysia’s
largest trade partner, with trade figures reaching US $90 billion in 2011; Malaysia is China’s largest
trading partner among ASEAN nations.

In asking the question of regime change in Malaysia, Dr. Chandra Muzaffar reflects on Washing-
ton’s moves to bolster its military muscle and dominance over the Asia-Pacific region:

“Establishing a military base in Darwin [Australia], resurrecting the US’ military alliance with the
Philippines, coaxing Japan to play a more overt military role in the region, instigating Vietnam to
confront China over the Spratly Islands, and encouraging India to counterbalance Chinese power, are all
part and parcel of the larger US agenda of encircling and containing China. In pursuing this agenda, the
US wants reliable allies – not just friends – in Asia. In this regard, Malaysia is important because of its
position as a littoral state with sovereign rights over the Straits of Malacca, which is one of China’s most
critical supply routes that transports much of the oil and other materials vital for its economic develop-
ment. Will the containment of China lead to a situation where the hegemon, determined to perpetuate its
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dominant power, seek to exercise control over the Straits in order to curb China’s ascendancy? Would a
trusted ally in Kuala Lumpur facilitate such control? The current Malaysian leadership does not fit the
bill.”

’Backwards’ and forwards

Pakatan Rakyat, the main opposition coalition pitted against the ruling party, has yet to offer a fully
coherent organizational program, and if the coalition ever came to power, the disunity of its component
parties and their inability to agree on fundamental policies would be enough to conjure angrier, disen-
chanted youth back on to the streets, in larger numbers perhaps.

What is ticklishly ironic about reading op-eds penned by the likes of Wolfowitz and Al Gore, and
how they laud Malaysia as a progressive and moderate model Islamic state, is that they concurrently
demonize its leadership and dismiss them authoritarian thugs.

Surely, the ruling coalition has its shortcomings; the politicization of race and religion, noted cases of
corrupt officials squandering funds, etc. – but far too few, especially those of the middle-class who
benefit most from energy subsidies, acknowledge the tremendous economic growth achieved under the
current leadership and the success of their populist policies.

Najib’s administration would do well to place greater emphasis on addressing the concerns of Malaysia’s
minorities who view affirmative action policies given to Malay ethnicities as disproportionate; income
status, not ethnicity, should be a deciding factor in who receives assistance. The current administration
appears set to widen populist policies that make necessities affordable through subsidies and continue to
assist low-income earners with cash handouts.

Najib has acknowledged the need for broad reforms of Malaysia’s state-owned enterprises over
concerns that crony capitalism may deter foreign investment; this should be rolled out concurrently with
programs to foster more local entrepreneurship. To put it bluntly, the opposition lacks confidence from
the business community and foreign investors; even the likes of JP Morgan have issued statements of
concern over an opposition win.

It should be noted that if Islamists ever wielded greater influence in Malaysia under an opposition
coalition, one could imagine a sizable exodus of non-Muslim minorities and a subsequent flight of
foreign capital, putting the nation’s economy in a fragile and fractured state. And yet, the United States
has poured millions into ‘democracy promotion’ efforts to strengthen the influence of NGOs that distort
realities and cast doubt over the government’s ability to be a coherent actor.

Malaysia does not have the kind of instability that warrants overt external intervention; backing
regime-change efforts may only go so far as supporting dissidents and groups affiliated with Anwar
Ibrahim. No matter the result of the upcoming elections, Najib appears to have played ball enough for
Washington to remain more or less neutral.

According to Bersih coalition leader Ambiga Sreenevasan, Malaysia’s electoral process is so re-
strictive that a mass movement like Bersih is required to purge the system of its backwardness. These
are curious statements, considering that the opposition gained control of four out of 13 states in 2008,
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including Selangor, a key economic state with the highest GDP and most developed infrastructure.

In response, Najib has adhered to Bersih’s demands and has called for electoral reform, forming a
parliamentary select committee comprising members from both Pakatan Rakyat and Barisan Nasional.

As elections loom, Bersih coalition leader Ambiga Sreenavasan is already dubbing them “the dirti-
est elections ever seen” – unsurprising rhetoric from a woman being handed her talking points by the US
embassy.

Nile Bowie for RT

[3]Read the census report (pdf) [4]Senate Drops Effort to Protect Email Privacy

1. http://rt.com/
2. http://rt.com/news/
3. http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/census/2011-census/key-statistics-for-local-authorities-in-en
gland-and-wales/stb-2011-census-key-statistics-for-england-and-wales.html#tab---Ethnic-group
4. http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2012/12/senate-drops-effort-to-prevent-warran
tless-email-monitoring/266646/
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1.4.15 Leicester Mercury: ”Pig’s head dumped at Thurnby Lodge centre used
for prayers by Muslims” (2012-12-28 13:38)

Follow the link directly to Leicester Mercury Online Print, [1]Here. Or read it below in full.

Before reprinting the story, here is a highly recommended website to check it out, [2]Privacy In-
ternational, a Non-Governmental Organization involved in monitoring surveillance of the public.

Other excellent reading articles, see the list below:

[3]Senate set to approve FISA spying bill With less than a week until a powerful legislation expires
that lets the government eavesdrop on the phone and email conversations of Americans, the Senate has
convened in DC to discuss whether or not to renew the FISA Amendment Act. 1 [4]NYPD sued in record
numbers [5]Atonementby Dexter Filkins [6]Big Brother Inc. | Privacy International

The Article in full from The Leicester Mercury:

Pig’s head dumped at Thurnby Lodge centre used for prayers by Muslims

Friday, December 28, 2012

[7] [8]Leicester Mercury

[9] Follow

By Tom Mack
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A pig’s head has been left at the doors of a community centre used as a Muslim place of wor-
ship.

Thurnby Lodge Community Centre, in Leicester, is used for prayers by Muslim group As Salaam.

1.  

Anyone with any information about the incident is asked to contact police on 101

In recent months, the centre has become the focus of a row over the group’s desire to pray instead at a
neighbouring disused Scout hut, owned by Leicester City Council.

Muslims going to and from prayers at the centre have had to walk past protesters who say the
Scout hut should be for wider community use.

At 7.30am on Wednesday, Muslims who arrived to unlock the community centre in Thurncourt
Road found a pig’s head by the automatic front door.

Muslims are forbidden from eating pork and many consider pigs to be unclean animals, and leav-
ing a pig’s head at the doors is an insulting gesture to Muslims.

Police are investigating who is behind the incident.

Moulana Mohammed Lockhat, the Imam for the As Salaam group, said the act had only made
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members more determined to continue to pray as normal.

He said: "We arrived to open up the centre for prayers and found the pig’s head. It had probably
come from a butcher’s.

"I was deeply saddened by this development. It was clearly an act of deep, religious discrimina-
tion against us.

"But that doesn’t mean it’s going to stop us from praying in the building.

"We still had our prayers on Wednesday morning and putting a pig’s head outside isn’t going to
change things, except maybe make us more determined than ever to carry on."

The prayer group called the police who took the pig’s head away.

A 23-year-old Muslim, who attends evening prayers every day at the centre, said: "It’s a highly
charged atmosphere at Thurnby Lodge at the moment and this was a very provocative act.

"Muslims are prohibited from eating pigs and whoever did this obviously knew that and were set-
ting out to be offensive and make fun of something very serious to us.

"For me, it’s mainly the insult but some Muslims are extremely sensitive about the cleanliness of
a pig’s head."

The protesters trying to stop the Muslim group using the Scout hut, in Nursery Road, are arguing
that it should be for everyone and not just Muslims.

Superintendent Mark Newcombe said: "The only people using the community centre on Wednes-
day were from a local Muslim group and it’s easy to draw the conclusion that the pig’s head was meant
for them, and is the reason we believe this to be religiously motivated.

"We have no tolerance for discrimination in Leicester, be that racially or religiously motivated,
and we want members of the public to help us do all we can to find those responsible and bring them to
justice."

Anyone with any information about the incident is asked to contact police on 101.

Alternatively, contact Crimestoppers, which is anonymous, on 0800 555 111.

Also Do Not miss the comments, very informative (reprinted here, first 11):

• [10]
by [11]delboy1948 Friday, December 28 2012, 12:27PM
“How do they manage in a world without bacon sandwiches, pork pies and sausages? Personally
I’ll be heading to Fenwicks tomorrow morning for a lovely cooked breakfast.”
Click to rate Rating 2
[12] Report
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• [13]

by [14]karinfall1955 Friday, December 28 2012, 11:11AM

“The more resistance they meet the more determined they will become. Is there anyone that thinks
this ’social experiment’ won’t end in tears, if not now then further down the line? What a mess we
have been presented with by our more knowledgeable ’superiors’.”

Click to rate Rating 5

[15] Report

• [16]

by [17]outreachIslam Friday, December 28 2012, 10:28AM

“@ wooliback, I am pretty certain the previous two posters were referring to the dumping of the
pigs head at the door of the community centre, or the constant nightly harassment of the muslims
going there to pray. Not the pigs head itself, pretty certain everyone accepts pigs are a pretty big
part of british cuisine. I am sure you would agree, dumping the pigs head where Muslims are going
to go and pray is offensive and un-british.”

Click to rate Rating -1

[18] Report

• [19]

by [20]outreachIslam Friday, December 28 2012, 9:45AM

“one of the leaders of the anti-muslim group in thurnby lodge is none other than Chris Hopewell,
one of Leicesters own EDL thugs, he is pictured in the leicester mercury handing in their petition,
though at least he kept his shirt on this time and didn’t display his right wing tattoos as he has
done in the past whilst trying to intimidate leicester muslims in the city centre. yes the local have
legitimate concerns, but they’ve clearly been hijacked by the nutter fringe with the EDL being so
closely associated with them.”

Click to rate Rating 1

[21] Report

• [22]

by [23]wooliback3 Friday, December 28 2012, 9:43AM

“anti-racist unbritish don,t no how old you are but butchers shops used to have a pigs head [roasted]
in the windows as a display. so how can this be unbritish”

Click to rate Rating 0

[24] Report

• [25]
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by [26]Anti-racist Friday, December 28 2012, 9:32AM

“This is a sad state of affairs. This is what hatred can stoop you down to. I hope things get better
in thurnby lodge for the muslims as they are regularly targeted with protests and now with attacks
like these. They are an essential part of the community like any other group. We live in Leicester
and this is completely contrary to our spirit. This is a completely ’unbritish’ thing to do!”

Click to rate Rating -1

[27] Report

• [28]

by [29]ddb223 Friday, December 28 2012, 9:23AM

“Do people still believe in religion? If Harry Potter was written 2000 years ago, I have a feeling
we would all be worshiping him instead of any other religious ’symbols”’

Click to rate Rating 2

[30] Report

• [31]

by [32]Anti-racist Friday, December 28 2012, 9:22AM

“This is a sad state of affairs. This is what hatred can stoop you down to. I hope things get better
in thurnby lodge for the muslims as they are regularly targeted with protests and now with attacks
like these. They are an essential part of the community with lawyers, doctors, engineers etc just
like a any other group. We live in Leicester and this is completely contrary to our spirit. This is a
completely ’unbritish’ thing to do!”

Click to rate Rating 0

[33] Report

• [34]

by [35]Longstreet Friday, December 28 2012, 9:16AM

“Whether they have a case or not, the local people with views on the future use of this building
have a right to express them, provided they do it in a peaceful and constructive way. But they do
need to be very careful about providing a platform for bigots, extremists and the just plain nasty
whose actions - like this pig’s head - will discredit them. The sooner they turn in the culprit, the
better.”

Click to rate Rating 7

[36] Report

• [37]

by [38]wooliback3 Friday, December 28 2012, 9:00AM

“Can,t be an English butchers shop none left is there”
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1. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Pig-s-head-dumped-Thurnby-Lodge-centre-used/story-176
99786-detail/story.html
2. https://www.privacyinternational.org/
3. http://rt.com/usa/news/senate-fisa-faa-act-947/
4. http://rt.com/usa/news/nypd-sue-settlement-city-954/
5. http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2012/10/29/121029fa_fact_filkins
6. https://www.privacyinternational.org/projects/big-brother-inc
7. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Leicester%20Mercury/profile.html
8. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Leicester%20Mercury/profile.html
9. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Pig-s-head-dumped-Thurnby-Lodge-centre-used/story-176
99786-detail/story.html
10. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/delboy1948/profile.html
11. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/delboy1948/profile.html
12. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Pig-s-head-dumped-Thurnby-Lodge-centre-used/story-176
99786-detail/story.html
13. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/karinfall1955/profile.html
14. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/karinfall1955/profile.html
15. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Pig-s-head-dumped-Thurnby-Lodge-centre-used/story-176
99786-detail/story.html
16. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/outreachIslam/profile.html
17. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/outreachIslam/profile.html
18. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Pig-s-head-dumped-Thurnby-Lodge-centre-used/story-176
99786-detail/story.html
19. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/outreachIslam/profile.html
20. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/outreachIslam/profile.html
21. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Pig-s-head-dumped-Thurnby-Lodge-centre-used/story-176
99786-detail/story.html
22. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/wooliback3/profile.html
23. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/wooliback3/profile.html
24. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Pig-s-head-dumped-Thurnby-Lodge-centre-used/story-176
99786-detail/story.html
25. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Anti-racist/profile.html
26. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Anti-racist/profile.html
27. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Pig-s-head-dumped-Thurnby-Lodge-centre-used/story-176
99786-detail/story.html
28. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/ddb223/profile.html
29. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/ddb223/profile.html
30. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Pig-s-head-dumped-Thurnby-Lodge-centre-used/story-176
99786-detail/story.html
31. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Anti-racist/profile.html
32. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Anti-racist/profile.html
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33. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Pig-s-head-dumped-Thurnby-Lodge-centre-used/story-176
99786-detail/story.html
34. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Longstreet/profile.html
35. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Longstreet/profile.html
36. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Pig-s-head-dumped-Thurnby-Lodge-centre-used/story-176
99786-detail/story.html
37. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/wooliback3/profile.html
38. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/wooliback3/profile.html

highfieldsoffice (2012-12-28 18:26:45)
We forgot to advice to please refrain from any form of counter-action or violence, and to let the authorities/police
do their work; we might be at ”civil war”, non-violent and only-verbal, against our undemocratic present
government and their supporting institutions as a result of all those Muslim-specific and civil-undermining laws
and new bills such as stop-and-searches or port detention and questioning all without legal presentations and so
forths, but we should never be at ”war” with each other, that British nationals of all colours, creeds, beliefs and
so forth. And as the article state, if you know anything please approach or call the appropriate parties, the police.
We were thinking twice about re-printing it here, because some within our section might just go and commit the
same foolish-acts as the idiots who did this in the first place, and this will only mean we are not better than these
idiots! Yes, Yes, to Police reading this, we know about SMT and progression [from N-V to V], but to us only
when ”repression” escalates from your side; you have nothing we need other than our civil rights in full.
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1.4.16 3-Arrested For Thurnby Lodge Incident & The New Report On The
Disturbing-Rise Of ’Islamophobia-Hate-Crimes’ in TheUK (2012Report)
(2012-12-29 09:25)

First, We would like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank our local Leicestershire Police and
the general Leicester public who assisted the police in getting their hands (as well to defeat the
rise of hate-crimes in our multicultural city) on the three alleged [and now detained] suspected perpe-
trators on the recent ”Pig’s Head in the Mosque Incident” at Thurnby Lodge Neighbourhood of Leicester.

Yes, we at HMCO, have had our ”little civic confrontation” with our local [and national] Police
and governments, but we also recognize their excellent work even though we would probably never
stop this civil actions until our [as Muslims in the UK as well as British nationals who are fade-up with
contemporary power-abuses and civil infringement crimes of our institutions/state] legitimate grievances
are at least listened to;

• The Nation, UK, returns to democratic practises and roots

• The Muslims are not treated as ”zero-class” nationals; unfairly alienated from greater society; shut-
out with zero chance of socio-economic mobility or even political representation; unlawful target
for present anti-democratic ”authoritarian laws” of collective or individual surveillance without
precedent for suspicious of crime (as David Davies, Conservative MP recoiled, ”We, as a whole
the British nationals of all colours and creeds, are being turned into a nation of collective-suspects
as a result of these undemocratic laws”; a practice reminiscent of totalitarianism and police-states).

Anyway, below is the link to the new article (Sat, 29 Dec 2012) from The Leicester Mercury, [1]here.

Check out also this [2]link which takes you to The Independent article on the newly released re-
port on the rise of anti-Islamic (Islamophobia) hate-crime/attacks in the UK, with fear of a Utoya-style
massacre to come (Utoya refers to last year killing of youths by a right-wing nationalist, Breviks, in
Norway, with links to UK-based EDL: English Defence League). The story and the report was also
picked up [3]here by PressTV.

This [4]link takes you to a new article on Snooper’s Charter from the Guardian. [5]This one, also
[6]this, and [7]this, takes you to the US-equivalent to UK’s Snopper’s Charter (FISA: Foreign Intel-
ligence Surveillance Act) which was given a new lease of life for another 5-years by the House of
Congress this week.

Other Good Readings for your weekend, take for example [8]this on FBI surveillance on Occupy
Movement as ”Domestic Terrorism”, or [9]this from US, forcing cars to be fitted with ”spy-boxes”, and
finally these two, [10]Here and [11]Here, respectively.

ALWAYS KEEPING YOU INFORMED!

1. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/arrested-Leicester-pig-s-head-Muslim-prayer-group/sto
ry-17700903-detail/story.html
2. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/farright-vacuum-could-trigger-lonewolf-attacks-8
432890.html?printService=print
3. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/12/29/280672/uk-farright-islamophobia-raises-alarm/
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4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2012/dec/28/snooper-charter-fail-treasury-backing
5. http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/senate-approves-measure-to-renew-cont
roversial-surveillance-authority/2012/12/28/4353905c-50fc-11e2-8b49-64675006147f_story.html
6. http://rt.com/usa/news/senate-spying-intelligence-foreign-025/
7. http://rt.com/news/oliver-stone-us-orwellian-022/
8. http://www.presstv.ir/usdetail/280630.html
9. http://rt.com/usa/news/edr-black-box-police-037/
10. http://www.sana-syria.com/eng/22/2012/12/28/459437.htm
11. http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2012/01/13/false_flag?page=full
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1.4.17 Read Our Full Strategy Here (2012-12-30 11:06)

This post directs you to our new-added page discussing HMCO strategy (see above pages section
”STRATEGY” or [1]click here).

Thank You.

Sunday Articles (Muslims in the News):

[2]Revealed: how the FBI co-ordinated the crackdown on Occupy [3]Double Olympic gold medalist Mo
Farah quizzed by customs officials in ’terror bungle’ at U.S. airport [4]Theresa May faces court battle
over decision to strip ’kidnapped extremist’ of British citizenship [5]Jack Straw uses Official Secrets
defence for allegations of conspiracy in ’torture’ case [6]Broken-up Britain? UK epidemic of separated
families [7]Gestapo Courts [8]British politicians Droning on [9]Deeper cuts ’will spark civil unrest’

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/strategy/
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2012/dec/29/fbi-coordinated-crackdown-occupy
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2254756/Double-Olympic-gold-medalist-Mo-Farah-quizz
ed-customs-officials-terror-bungle-U-S-airport.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2254689/Theresa-May-faces-court-battle-decision-str
ip-kidnapped-extremist-British-citizenship.html
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2254747/Jack-Straw-uses-Official-Secrets-defence-al
legations-conspiracy-torture-case.html
6. http://rt.com/news/family-marriage-children-divorce-083/
7. http://anniemachon.ch/annie_machon/2012/09/gestapo-courts.html
8. http://anniemachon.ch/annie_machon/2012/10/british-politicians-droning-on.html
9. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2012/dec/29/cuts-councils-newcastle-liverpool-sheffield
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1.4.18 In The Media: Police & Public Trust, Mahdi Hashi, Mo Farah ”Terror
Arrest” etc (2012-12-31 13:27)

Please find below our brief discussions on a more effective police-public accountability and trust model.
This comes after (months) today new headlines on reports on the dangerously broken public trust towards
their local police forces in UK, see the links below. Also included are few headlines on Mahdi Hashi,
Mo Farah (British Olympic Hero) mistaken detention while visiting US as a ”suspected terrorist” based
on his Somali-Profile and other more interesting ”Muslims in the News”.

Also find our Strategy reiterated in full (and updated recently): see the ”STRATEGY” page above, or the
post below.

[1]Public trust in police hit, says Leicester MP Keith Vaz | This is Leicestershire [2]Most police uphold
high standards | This is Leicestershire [3]PressTV - UK MP calls for new police Magna Carta

[4]Double Olympic gold medalist Mo Farah quizzed by customs officials in ‘terror bungle’ at U.S. air-
port [5]Theresa May faces court battle over decision to strip ‘kidnapped extremist’ of British citizenship
[6]Jack Straw uses Official Secrets defence for allegations of conspiracy in ‘torture’ case

[7]Muslim-hating homeless woman confesses to shoving Indian immigrant under New York train
[8]British Olympic hero held as suspected terrorist by US customs [9]Senate Approves Warrantless Elec-
tronic Spy Powers [10]USPTO blocks web access to "Political/Activist Groups" including KEI, ACLU,
EFF, Public Citizen, Redstate, DailyKos [11]Bush/Obama protect US torturers, but jail whistleblower
who tells the people what they did [12]genetically assassinating enemy leaders [13]Energy firm staff
at climate ministry Our Perfect Police-Public Model Someone asked us what might be a much effec-
tive way to strengthen contemporary UK police-public trust? Was the elections of PCC (Police Crime
Commission) a good start? Our answers were [a] PCC is political and really has nothing with account-
ability or legitimacy. [b] and in terms of a more effective model for police-public trust, we would have
recommended ”a jury-based model”, where local citizens are nominated on lottery approach to sit on a
24-citizens (mixed groupings, gender and age) independent policing committee, which would scrutinize
every police operations, funding and other activities, before and after taking place, quarterly per year.

1. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Public-trust-police-hit-says-Leicester-MP-Keith/story
-17717595-detail/story.html
2. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/police-uphold-high-standards/story-17724120-detail/st
ory.html
3. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/12/31/281009/uk-mp-calls-for-new-police-magna-carta/
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2254756/Double-Olympic-gold-medalist-Mo-Farah-quizz
ed-customs-officials-terror-bungle-U-S-airport.html
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2254689/Theresa-May-faces-court-battle-decision-str
ip-kidnapped-extremist-British-citizenship.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2254747/Jack-Straw-uses-Official-Secrets-defence-al
legations-conspiracy-torture-case.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2254628/Erica-Menendez-Muslim-hating-madwoman-confe
sses-shoving-Indian-immigrant-Queens-7-train.html
8. http://rt.com/usa/news/farah-olympic-terror-suspect-125/
9. http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2012/12/senate-fisa-amendments/
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10. http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/
11. http://www.democracynow.org/2012/10/23/headlines/ex_cia_agent_to_be_sentenced_for_disclosin
g_torture
12. http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2012/11/hacking-the-presidents-dna/309147/?sing
le_page=true
13. http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/dec/30/energy-companies-climate-ministry-decc
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2.1.1 It’s January 2013 & The ”Highfields Curfew” Is Still In Place!
(2013-01-04 18:37)

There is a say which goes like this: give the devil a finger he will take a hand, give him a hand he will
take the whole arm and so forth. This is what happens with the now infamous favoured mass population
conditioning-technique used previously by dictators and today mostly by ”democracies” of the west, the
”mission creep”, or just ”the creep”!

Anyway it has been at least four months now and our neighbourhood in Leicester, Highfields (which is
predominantly Muslim 60 per cent and others non-Muslims non-natives making up the 25 per cent, and
the final 5 per cent is of the local British Natives), is still under the ”night time curfew” as placed by
local police (again, we will say, welcome to Britain).

Anyway, we just thought we might keep you updated on the status of the ”curfew”, which was
promised to be lifted last month, December 2012, mmm!

Anyway, a selection of good week-end readings for you from various newspaper across the world
(part of the ’Muslim in the News’):

[1]Muslim parents sue school over hijab [2]French weekly publishes ’Life of Mohammed’ cartoons
[3]French magazine sparks another controversy over Mohammed cartoonsA French satire magazine has
published a special issue containing cartoons on the life of Islam’s Prophet Mohammed. Similar images,
which are deemed blasphemous by Muslims, have sparked international protest in the past. 5 [4]New
York woman shoved a man in front of subway because she hated Muslims since 9/11 [5]Woman charged
with hate-crime subway murder [6]Companies pay MPs in lobbying free-for-all [7]Obama authorizes five
more years of warrantless wiretappingFederal detectives won’t need a warrant to eavesdrop on the emails
and phone calls of Americans for another five years. President Obama reauthorized an intelligence gath-
ering bill on Sunday that puts national security over constitutional rights. 2 [8]Amy Davidson: Lessons
From the Intelligence Cliff [9]White House wins fight to keep drone killings of Americans secretA fed-
eral judge issued a 75-page ruling on Wednesday that declares that the US Justice Department does not
have a legal obligation to explain the rationale behind killing Americans with targeted drone strikes. 1
[10]20m now have online medical records, many without knowledge [11]From Internet Uprisings to John
McAfee: The Year in Privacy and Security | Threat Level | Wired.com [12]The best writing on global
economics in 2012 [13]The Best Books of 2012 on Political and Legal Subjects | Foreign Affairs [14]In-
sight: How Colombian drug traffickers used HSBC to launder money | Reuters [15]a new report for
The Greenwall Foundation [16]Analysis: U.S. arms sales to Asia set to boom on Pacific pivot | Reuters
[17]Nicolas Sarkozy ’took £40m from Colonel Gaddafi to fund 2007 election campaign’ [18]Gaddafi mil-
lions: French judge hears shady details of Sarkozy’s campaign funding [19]Obama signs NDAA 2013
without objecting to indefinite detention of AmericansPresident Barack Obama signed the National De-
fense Authorization Act of 2013 on Wednesday, giving his stamp of approval to a Pentagon spending
bill that will keep Guantanamo Bay open and make indefinite detention for US citizens as likely as ever.
1 [20]How Obama Decides Your Fate If He Thinks You’re a Terrorist [21]Bush-Era Wiretapping Case
Killed Before Reaching Supreme Court And this is a bit of culture for yourselves, masterpieces from the
world of fine art, enjoy (more to come in future):
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[22] [23]

[24] [25] [26]

1. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/educationnews/9775970/Muslim-parents-sue-primary-schoo
l-over-ban-on-hijab.html
2. http://www.france24.com/en/20130102-french-satire-publishes-life-mohammed-cartoon-charlie-h
ebdo
3. http://rt.com/news/france-mohammed-muslim-cartoon-224/
4. http://rt.com/usa/news/new-york-man-train-145/
5. http://www.france24.com/en/20121231-usa-murder-fatal-subway-pushing-new-york-hate-crime-mur
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der
6. http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/politics/article3645567.ece
7. http://rt.com/usa/news/obama-fisa-faa-signed-143/
8. http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/closeread/2012/12/as-the-fiscal-cliff-deadline-approa
ches-lessons-from-the-intelligence-cliff.html
9. http://rt.com/usa/news/drone-kill-mcmahon-obama-245/
10. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/healthnews/9760563/One-in-three-have-online-medical-recor
d-many-without-knowledge.html
11. http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2012/12/2012-year-in-review/all/
12. http://drezner.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2012/12/28/announcing_the_2012_albies
13. http://www.foreignaffairs.com/features/collections/the-best-books-of-2012-on-political-and-
legal-subjects
14. http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/01/01/us-hsbc-idUSBRE90002Q20130101
15. http://ethics.calpoly.edu/Greenwall_report.pdf
16. http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/01/01/us-usa-asia-arms-sales-idUSBRE90005D20130101
17. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2256205/Nicolas-Sarkozy-took-40m-Colonel-Gaddafi-fu
nd-2007-election-campaign.html
18. http://rt.com/news/sarcozy-campaign-gaddafi-millions-evidence-250/
19. http://rt.com/usa/news/obama-ndaa-detention-president-288/
20. http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2013/01/how-obama-decides-your-fate-if-he-
thinks-youre-a-terrorist/266419/
21. http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2013/01/bush-wiretapping-case-killed/
22. http://highfieldsoffice.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/vermeer1.jpg
23. http://highfieldsoffice.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/monet1.jpg
24. http://highfieldsoffice.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/masterpieces-of-art1.jpg
25. http://highfieldsoffice.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/seurat1.jpg
26. http://highfieldsoffice.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/firefox_wallpaper.png
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2.1.2 New Updates On Mahdi Hashi (Daily Mail) & Leicester’s Thurnby Lodge
Drama (Leicester Mercury) (2013-01-06 11:21)

Article One: Thurnby Lodge Drama (via Leicester Mercury):

Leicester Mayor Peter Soulsby gives his decision in Thurnby Lodge scout hut row

Saturday, January 05, 2013

[1] [2]Leicester Mercury

[3] Follow

By Ciaran Fagan

City mayor Sir Peter Soulsby has resolved a bitter dispute over the future of a disused Scout hut.

Demonstrations – some involving hundreds of people and a heavy police presence – have been
taking place in Thurnby Lodge, Leicester, for the past six months over plans by a Muslim charity to turn
the hut into a community centre.
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1.  

City mayor Sir Peter Soulsby

But yesterday, Sir Peter announced a plan which appears to have satisfied both sides in the dispute. The
protesters, who have formed a group called the Forgotten Estates Committee, will be given the lease on
the Scout hut for two and a half years rent-free.

The group has told Leicester City Council it will develop it as a community centre.

The Muslim charity, the As-Salaam Trust, has been told it can have the lease to another city council-
owned building, the Raven Centre, which is next to the Thurnby Lodge Community Centre, where the
charity has been meeting for prayers for the past three years.

Sir Peter said a "small number" of groups which use the Raven Centre will transfer to Thurnby
Lodge Community Centre, or other local council buildings.

Mohamed Lockhat, As-Salaam Trust’s imam, said: "We are happy a solution has been found. Some
people have felt very passionately about the Scout hut, but everyone will be able to work together for
the good of the community."

Maxine Williams, licensee of the estate’s Stirrup Cup pub and a founding member of the Forgot-
ten Estates Committee, said: "Everybody I have spoken to so far about Peter Soulsby’s decision has
been ecstatic.

"When we first heard that As-Salaam wanted the Scout hut we knew it was the wrong place be-
cause of problems with traffic and noise.
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"The Raven Centre is in the community centre complex, so car parking is available for As-Salaam’s
members."

The Forgotten Estates Committee has collected thousands of pounds for its plan to turn the Scout
hut into a community centre.

It followed a public consultation in which questionnaires were sent to 7,000 households in Thurnby
Lodge and neighbouring Netherhall.

Some 1,400 responses were returned to the council – a turnout of about 20 per cent.

Most backed the plan unveiled by Sir Peter yesterday, which was one of two options on the questionnaire.

"This option meets everyone’s needs, and I am therefore offering both groups the opportunity to
make this happen," said Sir Peter. "I think both groups recognise we have worked very hard with them
to find a solution which meets everyone’s hopes and needs. Both recognise there is a need to move
forward in a constructive way and I’ve been encouraged by the responses both have given.”

The protests began in August and were held outside Thurnby Lodge Community Centre when As-
Salaam members met for prayers.

A police operation was launched to make sure the protests remained peaceful after complaints that
worshippers felt intimidated.

Two months after the protests started, the Mercury reported the cost of policing them had reached
£200,000.

The final total is unknown.

On Boxing Day, a pig’s head was found outside the centre.

A 23-year-old man has been charged in connection with the incident and is due to appear in court
later this month.

Article Two: On Mahdi Hashi (via The Daily Mail):

[4]
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Briton, 23, accused of working with terror group secretly quizzed by CIA for three months in African
prison

• Mahdi Hashi, who vanished last summer in Somalia, turned up in a New York courtroom just before
Christmas, charged with terrorism offences

By [5]Robert Verkaik

PUBLISHED: 00:39, 6 January 2013 | UPDATED: 00:39, 6 January 2013

A British man controversially stripped of his citizenship last year by the Home Secretary has spent three
months being interrogated by US agents in an African prison.

Mahdi Hashi, 23, from London, who vanished last summer in Somalia, turned up in a New York
courtroom just before Christmas, charged with terrorism offences.

His sudden appearance in America five months after his family had reported him missing has prompted
claims that he is the victim of international kidnap or ‘rendition’.
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Charged: Mahdi Hashi, 23, from London, who vanished last summer in Somalia, turned up in a New
York courtroom just before Christmas, charged with terrorism offences

Now it has emerged that between August and the middle of November he was being questioned by teams
of agents from the CIA and FBI while being held by the secret intelligence service of Djibouti, a small
African state that borders Somalia.

The former care worker lost contact with his family while staying in Somalia last year. When
they began looking for him, they were told by Foreign Office officials that the British Government could
not provide assistance because the Home Secretary Theresa May had issued an order depriving him of
his UK citizenship over allegations of Islamic extremism.
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A Mail on Sunday report after Hashi, who came to Britain
from Somalia when he was five, appeared in court

A few weeks later he was detained by Djibouti’s secret police, who it is claimed raided a house in which
he was staying in the capital, Djibouti City.

A source close to the case said Mr Hashi was taken to the intelligence service headquarters, where he
spent nearly four months before being sent to America for trial.

‘He was sojourning in Djibouti when he was picked up by Djibouti’s secret intelligence officers
and thrown in a cell in solitary confinement,’ said the source.

‘Soon after he was visited and interrogated by FBI officers and then later by the CIA.’

The American interrogations were continuous and all the time the Djibouti security officers were
present, said the source.

‘It was as if they were telling him that if he didn’t fully co-operate with the Americans, he would
be left to the special interrogation skills of the Djiboutis,’ the source added.

On November 15, he was shackled and put on a plane for the US.

His case has been picked up by the US media as evidence of President Obama’s new rendition
programme, where suspects who are deemed to pose a threat to the country are secretly held in African
states allied to America.

Mr Hashi, who came to Britain from Somalia when he was five, is accused of working with the
terrorist group al-Shabaab, which is at war with the government of Somalia. If convicted, he faces a life
sentence.

His family deny that he has ever been involved in terrorist activities and say he was planning to
return to London to complete his education.

He left Britain in 2009, firstly for Somalia where he married a local woman. He has a grandmother in
Djibouti. Mr Hashi is now being held in solitary confinement in a top-security prison in New York.
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Few more articles for your Sunday readings:

[6]Cameron admits having Christmas chat with Rebekah Brooks but he insists it was ’not a big deal’
[7]Quarter of mothers forced to turn their heating off to afford food for their children: Survey warns of
increase in ’fuel poverty’

1. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Leicester%20Mercury/profile.html
2. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Leicester%20Mercury/profile.html
3. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Leicester-Mayor-Peter-Soulsby-gives-decision/story-17
758985-detail/story.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Robert+Verkaik
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2257106/David-Cameron-admits-having-Christmas-chat-
Rebekah-Brooks-insists-big-deal.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2257849/Quarter-mothers-forced-turn-heating-afford-
food-children-Survey-warns-increase-fuel-poverty.html
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2.1.3 Looking Into The Future of Voting Behaviour in UK: What Might Happen
When The British-Minorities Voters Grow? (2013-01-07 16:29)

The paper to be reprinted here is from the New Yorker, which means it examines US affairs in terms
of voting behaviour. However, the issue discussed here, and has been for a while on this particular
excellent medium (the New Yorker), is the systematic attempts by Americans conservative sections
of the country (and political classes) to disenfranchise (that is to put it mildly, as the truth is, it is the
attempt to bar) American growing ethnic minorities from having the decisive voice and impact upon the
character of the US political leadership.

In other words, the issue discussed surrounds the controversial law (of 1965) that ’placed quotas’
or other ”innovative measures” to control the numbers of voters from non-whites Americans, that Blacks,
Asians, Hispanics etc in undertaking their constitutional rights to vote!

The issue is important to relate here because as the British ethnic minorities of all colours, races
and cultures start to expand (as seen recently during the 2011 census results), the political (-security)
elites will introduce (or attempt) in various approaches, measures (to be made into laws of the nation) to
control how much say, sway and impact your [ethnic] votes might have; this we can promise. During the
Cold War era, when the Labour Party was still under the suspected gaze of the nation’s security and polit-
ical elites (that Intelligence, Police and Conservatives, plus the usual mandarins, the real puppet-masters
of the nation power structures and systems), they tried to [a] force a vetting on nominations (still in
place to this date, to remove undesirables from all parties: ”democracy”, right. They really do not need
to ’rig openly’ elections like non-developed third countries, our electoral fraud is much sophisticated
to the point of unnoticeable passing. We do it masterful, via ”opinion polls, media-polls and support,
pre-candidacy nominations and so forth), [b] create smear-tactics, such as the ”leak” of the ”letter” that
was really contrived by MI5 to deny Harold Wilson (Labour) a chance to power (see scour the internet
for the stories), to assassinations and so forth.

Anyway, there is no doubt they wont desperately attempt to do the same in future against new
threats to their monopoly in power (well, our message to them— we are coming– will be smoking
shishas at No. 10 or House of Parliaments, Haha!!!!- by the way, not a good thing, stop it if you are one
of those who enjoy the thing, even if on social gatherings only).

Anyhow, to the article:

Casting Votes

by [1]Jeffrey Toobin January 14, 2013
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Here’s a safe prediction for 2013: few people will pine for the Presidential campaign of 2012. Even
Barack Obama’s most ardent supporters acknowledge that his victory provided little of the euphoria of
four years ago. Not many Republicans have longed to hear from Mitt Romney since his swift journey
to political oblivion. Anyone miss the barrage of Super PAC ads? (Those, alas, will probably be back
in four years.) The pseudo-candidacy of Donald Trump? (Ditto.) But in last year’s spirited competition
for the nadir of our political life the lowest blow may have been the Republicans’ systematic attempts to
disenfranchise Democrats.

To review: after the 2010 midterm elections, nineteen states passed laws that put up barriers to
voting, including new photo-I.D. and proof-of-citizenship requirements, and restrictions on early and
absentee voting. In most of those states, Republicans controlled the governorship and the legislature.
The purported justification for the changes was to limit in-person voter fraud, but that claim was
fraudulent itself, since voter fraud is essentially nonexistent. Mike Turzai, the Republican leader of the
Pennsylvania House of Representatives, revealed the true intent behind most of the laws last June, when,
after the House passed such a measure, he boasted, in a rare moment of candor, “Voter I.D., which is
going to allow Governor Romney to win the state of Pennsylvania: Done.” Turzai’s prediction was
wrong, but that doesn’t mean that the Pennsylvania law and others like it weren’t pernicious. Obama won
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in Florida, too, but a recent study by Theodore Allen, an associate professor at Ohio State University,
found that, in central Florida alone, long lines, exacerbated by a law that reduced the number of days for
early voting, discouraged about fifty thousand people, most of them Democrats, from casting ballots.

It is against this backdrop that, next month, the Supreme Court will take up a challenge to the
Voting Rights Act of 1965, the most effective law of its kind in the history of the United States. A cen-
tury after the Civil War, the act, in abolishing many forms of discrimination employed by the Southern
states, such as poll taxes and literacy tests, finally turned the legal right for African-Americans in those
states to vote into an actual right to vote. Bipartisan congressional majorities have reauthorized the law
four times, most recently in 2006. (It passed the House overwhelmingly and the Senate unanimously,
and was signed into law by George W. Bush.) The question now is whether the Supreme Court will
strike down the Voting Rights Act as a violation of states’ rights.

The case under review, Shelby County, Alabama v. Holder, represents an attack on what has be-
come the most important part of the law, known as Section Five. Section Five applies to most counties
in nine Southern states and a handful of counties in the rest of the country, all of which have histories
of discriminatory voting practices. The law says that these places must receive prior approval, known
as “pre-clearance,” from the Department of Justice or from a federal court before they can make any
change in their electoral rules, regarding everything from the drawing of district lines to the location of
polling places. The case will determine whether Shelby County, or any other county or state, still has to
comply with the pre-clearance requirement.

In the months before Election Day last year, courts across the nation played an admirable role in
dismantling the most excessive of the new voting laws. A court in Pennsylvania curtailed Turzai’s
law. The Department of Justice and the federal courts used Section Five to block initiatives in Florida,
South Carolina, and Texas. Had the courts failed to take such action, according to the Brennan Center
for Justice, as many as five million votes might have been lost, which was, as it happens, almost
exactly Obama’s popular-vote margin over Romney. It is nothing short of perverse—or, perhaps,
predictable—that the Supreme Court has chosen this moment to consider undoing any mechanism that
helped to defeat voter suppression.

The Roberts Court, and especially the Chief Justice, has shown a marked animosity toward the
Voting Rights Act. The gist of John Roberts’s complaint about the law is that 1965 was a long time ago,
and, as he wrote in a 2009 opinion, “things have changed in the South.” In the oral argument of that
case, he tossed a series of barbed questions at the lawyers defending the law, all aimed at proving that
the Voting Rights Act represented a kind of legal smallpox vaccine—a cure for a disease that no longer
exists. As the Chief Justice asked at one point, “Is it your position that today Southerners are more likely
to discriminate than Northerners?”

Yet the events leading up to the 2012 election show that the disease of voter suppression has not
been cured; rather, it has moved on and mutated. Last year, Judge David Tatel’s opinion in Shelby
County v. Holder, for the Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, ratified the congressional judgment
that Section Five remains an important bulwark for protecting the right to vote. Tatel found that the
statute, far from being obsolete, “continues to single out the jurisdictions in which discrimination is
concentrated.”

In one significant respect, though, the act itself has come to serve as a kind of road map for new
forms of discrimination. It established a principle that voting-district lines must be drawn so that
African-American politicians have some chance of winning federal and state office. But, in the South in
recent years, the Republican Party, which is dominant and, for the most part, white, has benefitted from
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increasing concentrations of black voters in just a handful of districts. African-American candidates
stand to win in those districts but have little chance of building the cross-racial coalitions they need in
order to exercise real statewide power. The motives today are more political than strictly racial, as they
were before 1965, but the result is similar: the political ghettoization of African-Americans.

This illustrates the paradox of contemporary voting rights. In a way, Chief Justice Roberts has a
point; the South is no longer all that different from the rest of the country. But that’s not so much because
the South is now better—the open racism of the years before 1965 is gone—as because the rest of the
country is now worse. It would be a sad irony if the Supreme Court struck down the Voting Rights Act
because it regulates too much in too many places, when the truth is that it regulates too little in too few.
♦

Further article of interests:

CIA new adventures in Latin America: see [2]here, [3]here and Middle East [4]here.

Corrupt Modern UK Police: see [5]here and [6]here. And equivalent corrupt political elites in
UK, see [7]here.

Finally. another round of another painful reimbursed paid victims of torture in the hands of British
Government which ”does not do torture” (Northern Ireland) [8]here and an excellent moral-dilemma
article on the future of ”new breed of bio-engineered-soldiers”, already under way: the [9]mutant armies
of the future.

1. http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/bios/jeffrey_toobin/search?contributorName=jeffrey%20toob
in
2. http://rt.com/news/ecuado-correa-cia-attack-429/
3. http://rt.com/news/morales-us-plot-bolivia-483/
4. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/01/06/282130/history-of-americas-terror-squads/
5. http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2013/01/07/world/europe/ap-eu-britain-phone-hacking.html?hp
6. http://bigstory.ap.org/article/uk-detective-trial-over-phone-hacking-leak
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2258173/Bumper-year-Blair-Profits-triple-3-6m-PMs-f
irms.html
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jan/05/lottery-win-belfast-torture-victim
9. http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2013/01/could-human-enhancement-turn-soldiers
-into-weapons-that-violate-international-law-yes/266732/

The Independent: How The British MI5 Coerce British-Somalis to Spy On Their Own Communities | Highfields
Muslim Community Office (2013-01-07 18:47:31)
[...] ← Looking Into The Future of Voting Behaviour in UK: What Might Happen When The British-Minorit... [...]
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Minority Vote: How We Correctly Foresaw The Trend, and Why The Next Trend Is Much Strategically Important!
| Jerusalem Group (2013-08-12 11:20:05)
[…] one of our old posts (click the link: http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/01/07/looking-into-the-
future-of-v oting-behaviour-in-uk-w…) we made a note on how the observed dynamic trend from the 2012 US
Presidential election which saw […]
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2.1.4 The Independent: How The British MI5 Coerce British-Somalis to Spy On
Their Own Communities (2013-01-07 18:47)

Previously we did look at this[1] see this post for example, which also briefly outlines the experiences of
one of our own who was twice ”approached” into spying for local MI5 Station in Leicester (via Enderby,
the Headquarter of The Leicestershire Police).

Today, we have an article from the Independent [a British Newspaper owned by a Russian] and
another of similar source but via PressTV [Iranian Channel, recently banned in UK, US and Canada],
and also you might want to have a glimpse at the next post [2]below (as posted today also).

Article I via The Independent:

’We’re happy to help MI5 – but coercing us to spy is unacceptable’: British Somalis say intelligence
agents asking for too much

It’s not just Mo Farah who gets stopped at the airport – but, as prominent Somalis tell Jerome
Taylor, the security services’ ’use of threats’ is alienating the whole community

Jerome Taylor

Sunday, 6 January 2013

Whenever Aar Maanta travels abroad he keeps an eye out for the men in suits. For most trav-
ellers, the worst inconvenience might be a cancelled flight or an over-zealous security check. But
Maanta is a prominent British Somali singer and when he leaves or returns to Britain, he claims he is
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often taken aside by these mysterious officials asking unusual questions.

In an interview last week the London Olympics hero Mo Farah angrily explained how he was stopped
at an airport in Oregon on suspicion of being a terrorist. "I couldn’t believe it," he said. "Because of my
Somali origin I get detained every time I come through US Customs."

But in Maanta’s case, it isn’t usually customs or security people who want a word. "You can tell
it’s not the immigration people," recalls the softly spoken singer, who fled civil war in his homeland in
the late 1980s. "It’s like there’s a note on the computer and they make you sit in a side room. Then the
guys in suits come along. Their general approach is, ’we can help you if you help us’."

For many of Britain’s estimated 400,000 Somalis, such experiences are depressingly familiar and
there is growing anger about how they are treated at Britain’s ports. Top of their list of complaints is
the allegation that pressure is being put on young Somali men in particular to spy on their own community.

Mohammed Elmi, the head of Somali Diaspora UK, told The Independent that the problem of co-
ercive spying had become so bad that Somali elders in London felt compelled to hold a gathering shortly
before Christmas to discuss the issue. Out of the 33 boroughs represented, 17 said they had community
members who felt pressured to spy.

"The community is very keen to cooperate with the UK Government and security. What is unac-
ceptable is any form of coercion or pressure."

The Independent first revealed concerns about such tactics being used by the security services in
2009, when five east African Muslim men said they were harangued by MI5 officers who wanted them
to work as informants, and were threatened with sanctions if they refused to co-operate. Three of the
five were approached after returning from family holidays. One of the men, Mahdi Hashi, had his
citizenship revoked late last year by the Home Office and was suddenly rendered from a jail in Djibouti
to the United States – an incident which has caused consternation among many British Somalis.

Airports have long been fertile territory for Britain’s security services looking to make first con-
tact with potential sources, because airlines keep detailed records of passengers, enabling our spies to
keep a close eye on who is coming in and out of the country.

The cultivation of sources is key for national security, and many Somalis work with MI5 and MI6
to combat militant groups such a al-Shabaab. But there are fears that stories of coercion are starting to
backfire on the intelligence-gathering community.

Jamal Osman, a British filmmaker who has won awards for his reports from his war-torn home-
land, says he has often been approached by security officials at airports. And he regularly hears reports
that Somalis are threatened with having their passports taken away if they don’t co-operate – something
he believes works against the intelligence community because it will dissuade Somalis from coming
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forward when they do have information.

Mr Osman said: "When they say, ’We gave this to you, we can take it away from you whenever
we want’, it sends a terrible signal. It shows Somalis they’ll never be part of the nation. You might have
been born here, you might have been brought up here, but we can take it all away from you."

Maanta, whose songs of longing for his homeland and struggling to fit in resonate with young So-
mali immigrants, got so fed up with the regular checks that for his single Deeqa he made a music video
in which he re-enacts being questioned at Heathrow. "The problem is you risk alienating young British
Somalis," he says. "Anyone with common sense would go to the authorities if they knew something bad
was going on. It’s your duty to do that. But they shouldn’t be forcing people to spy."

The security services do not usually comment on intelligence matters and declined to respond to
The Independent last night, but MI5 has previously denied on its website that Muslims are harassed by
its officers.

Article II via The PressTV:

British Somalis feel compelled by MI5 to spy on own community

Mon Jan 7, 2013 1:15PM GMT

British spying agencies, MI5 in particular, are accused of putting pressure on British Somalis to spy on
their own community in the UK, local media reported.

There is growing anger among many of Britain’s 400,000 Somalis about how they treated at Britain’s
ports, many of them complaining that they are being pressured to spy on their fellows with Somali
nationalities, the Independent reported.

Somali elders in London held a gathering before Christmas to discuss the issue of coercive spying,
which many young Somalis are depressingly familiar with, said Mohammed Elmi, the head of Somali
Diaspora UK.

“Out of the 33 boroughs represented, 17 said they had community members who felt pressured to
spy,” Elmi stated.

“The community is very keen to cooperate with the UK government and security. What is unac-
ceptable is any form of coercion or pressure,” he said.

Growing concerns about such tactics being used by the British spying apparatus were first revealed by
the Independent in 2009, when it said in a report that security services had threatened five east African
Muslim men with sanctions unless they accepted to work for them as informant.
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“Three of the five were approached after returning from family holidays. One of the men, Mahdi
Hashi, had his citizenship revoked late last year by the Home Office and was suddenly rendered from a
jail in Djibouti to the United States - an incident which has caused consternation among many British
Somalis,” according to the report.

Such stories of coercion may backfire on the intelligence-gathering community, the report says.

Jamal Osman, a British filmmaker from Somalia who has won awards for his reports from his
war-torn homeland, says he has often been approached by security officials at airports.

He recalls that Somalis are regularly threatened with having their passports taken away if they
don’t co-operate - something he believes works against the intelligence community because it will
dissuade Somalis from coming forward when they do have information.

“When they say, ‘We gave this to you, we can take it away from you whenever we want,’ it sends
a terrible signal. It shows Somalis they’ll never be part of the nation. You might have been born here,
you might have been brought up here, but we can take it all away from you,” Osman said.

MOL/HSN/HE

This article is also interesting, the news of a spitfire that crashed in the midlands:[3] Here Why interesting?
Because it is one of the spies planes, high probability even though most will not tend to be announced
but unavoidable when the crash occurred on a civilian air-field, perhaps as a result of a forced landing as
these usually tend to have their own little private fields or pay for local rural areas fields, that undertake
the many ”sorties”; sorties is a military word for ”operational trips”, in this reference, spying operational
fly-bys.

Aldi spying on it’s workers: [4]here.

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2012/10/24/unmissable-readings-evidence-from-newspape
rs/
2. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/01/07/looking-into-the-future-of-voting-behaviou
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r-in-uk-what-might-happen-when-the-british-minorities-voters-grow/
3. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/spitfire-crash-lands-at-east-midlands-airpor
t-8441691.html
4. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/the-lives-of-other-workers-store-detective-s
ays-aldi-wanted-him-to-spy-on-staff-8440225.html
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2.1.5 For Your Self-Enlightement: Articles From This Week Newspapers
(2013-01-11 12:50)

Before moving to the articles here is a nice little documentary from 2008, entitled Secrecy: A Very Good
Watch.

[1]Video Link [Youtube]

Now to the articles.

Today it is a long list but worth every single word-read and your time-spent reading these, very
informative. The list is arranged in terms of most related to you to international news with ”a hint of
relation to you”.

Enjoy

The Articles:

[2]One in five Britons will describe themselves as ’non-white by 2050’ as minority groups grow in
prosperity and status [3]U.K. Crown Prosecution Service Guidelines for Prosecuting Social Media Com-
munications [4]Police in post offices as stations close [5]Stephen Lawrence’s brother sues Met over
race discrimination [6]Police have stopped me 25 times... just because I’m black: Stephen Lawrence’s
teacher brother launches damning race case against the Met [7]’This is a very serious matter’: Shock
police racism allegations by Stephen Lawrence’s brother referred to force watchdog [8]IPCC looks into
Lawrence complaint [9]Hacking: corrupt Yard officer tried to sell information to NotW [10]Guilty: Se-
nior counter-terrorism detective April Casburn was today found guilty of trying to sell information to the
News of the World. Casburn is pictured leaving court today [11]Black teenager punches woman after she
calls him a ’smelly Nigerian’ in latest shocking racist footage filmed on the Tube [12]EU demands access
to details of all UK drivers: ’Orwellian’ move to hand out personal information to foreign police forces
[13]Cloud surfing: US surveilance act ‘grave threat’ to EU sovereigntyAn intelligence bill has put the
frighteners on EU citizens as it allows the US access to their personal data stored in internet clouds like
those used on Facebook and Google. The law is a ‘grave risk’ to the rights of EU citizens, says an EU
report. 2 [14]The torturers roam free while the whistleblower goes to jail — War in Context [15]Nom-
ination Ignores War Crimes [16]Nick Turse: A war victim’s question only you can answer [17]Torture
claim reveals secret courts danger, say critics [18]Defense contractor awards Abu Ghraib torture victims
meager $5 million settlement [19]’Scottish independence will unite UK’ [20]NYC court rules ’stop and
frisk’ policy unconstitutional [21]Everything You Need to Know About the Crazy Plan to Save the Econ-
omy With a Trillion-Dollar Coin - Matthew O’Brien - The Atlantic [22]Can A Single Coin Solve the
Debt Ceiling?by Amy Davidson [23]Kurdish activists shot dead in Paris [24]Obama’s ‘light footprint’
masks a war fueling deep hatred of the U.S. [25]The U.S. intelligence community’s new year’s wish - Le
Monde diplomatique - English edition [26]Nicolas Sarkozy to be investigated on corruption charges over
’Karachi Affair’ arms deals to Pakistan [27]Ex-president Sarkozy faces fresh criminal probe

1. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6fKWIVx3Y0
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2259299/One-Britons-non-white-2050-minority-groups-
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grow-prosperity-status.html
3. http://publicintelligence.net/uk-cps-social-media-guidelines/
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jan/09/met-detectives-move-community-policing
5. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/crime/9789506/Stephen-Lawrences-brother-sues-Met-ove
r-race-discrimination.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2259271/Stuart-Lawrence-Police-stopped-25-times--ju
st-Im-black-says-brother-Steven.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2259818/Stuart-Lawrence-Shock-police-racism-allegat
ions-Stephens-brother-referred-IPCC.html
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jan/09/stuart-lawrence-racism-complaint-police
9. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/phone-hacking/9793372/Hacking-corrupt-Yard-officer-f
ound-guilty-of-trying-to-sell-information-to-NotW.html
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2260219/Yard-detective-faces-jail-bid-sell-phone-ha
cking-tip-Terror-officer-tried-strike-cash-deal-paper.html
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2260124/Black-teen-punches-woman-calls-smelly-Niger
ian-shocking-racist-video-filmed-Tube.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2259319/EU-demands-access-details-UK-drivers-Orwell
ian-hand-personal-information-foreign-police-forces.html
13. http://rt.com/news/fisa-spy-eu-cloud-619/
14. http://warincontext.org/2013/01/06/the-torturers-roam-free-while-the-whistleblower-goes-to-
jail/
15. http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2013/01/07/the-right-or-wrong-experience-for-the-job/b
y-nominating-john-brennan-obama-is-ignoring-war-crimes
16. http://warincontext.org/2013/01/08/nick-turse-a-war-victims-question-only-you-can-answer/
17. http://www.guardian.co.uk/law/2013/jan/10/suppression-torture-allegations-secret-courts
18. http://rt.com/usa/news/million-settlement-ghraib-torture-655/
19. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2013/jan/10/scottish-independence-british-irvine-welsh
20. http://rt.com/usa/news/nyc-stop-frisk-unconstitutional-600/
21. http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2013/01/everything-you-need-to-know-about-the-c
razy-plan-to-save-the-economy-with-a-trillion-dollar-coin/266839/
22. http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/comment/2013/01/a-platinum-coin-as-big-as-the-ritz.ht
ml
23. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jan/10/kurdish-activists-shot-dead-paris
24. http://warincontext.org/2013/01/09/obamas-light-footprint-masks-a-war-fueling-deep-hatred-o
f-the-u-s/
25. http://mondediplo.com/openpage/the-u-s-intelligence-community-s-new-year-s-wish
26. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2260305/Nicolas-Sarkozy-investigated-corruption-cha
rges-Karachi-Affair-arms-deals-Pakistan.html
27. http://www.france24.com/en/20130110-france-sarkozy-investigation-karachigate-scandal-law-co
rruption
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2.1.6 Spinney Hills LPU: A Militarized Police Station Inside The ”Local Terror-
ists Hotbed”!!!!! (2013-01-12 16:17)

So there we were in the Cold [remember the Cold reference] mid-afternoon walking down the East
Park Road at 1445hrs on Saturday [today] 12th Jan 2013 and as we were coming around the corner and
near in clear visibility to, that just five minutes away from, the Spinney Hills Police Station [LP: Local
Policing Unit], we had our first visual of a Hindu family.

A point of Importance: there were three and all brown-skinned, made up of a mother with two
young children, the children were approximately 5 and 9 years old, respectively, though well-wrapped
seemed still to be feeling the chill (you know what we are talking about if you were out today, or even
in you would have felt the chill), especially in a static position (they were standing, and not moving),
and the ”hitter” is the mother was leaning talking INTO the intercom, not a person/police officer—
- lets repeat for the necessity of getting the point through—- she was leaning, and the children were
freezing to bones, TALKING TO [ & THROUGH] INTERCOM not a face to face human at the other end.

You get the seriousness of the point. The Question for the police is, What is it? or Why? Was
she exhibiting or perhaps ”looking like a terrorists?” (after all we are all ”terrorists” around here, right?),
is this is why rather than opening the door and afford access you let her and her children freezing out
there; while those living in non-majority Muslim communities have free-access police stations? These
are serious questions, which need answer through actions– break-down your militarized-stations and
show a sense of some much lauded ”trust need”.

For the seriousness of all, lets repeat the point which we all should not miss; Have you observed
how fortified Spinney Hills Station looked in contrary to others? If you have not just go on the internet
and do a little research on the architectural aspects of our Leicestershire Police across the region. It does
appears that only those situated within majority Muslim neighbourhoods are ”Militarized” into barracks,
namely Spinney Hills LPU, and not public-free-access friendly nature and necessity of police stations
(civic service) located in other ”less terrorists suspected areas”.

This is the important point.

How can they go around preaching the need for inter-trusts when even their police stations are
seemingly ”purpose-built” for security and not access?????

Where is the Trust?

Finally, the usual few good reading articles for you the readers:

This [1]one examines the census 2012 and Leicester designated as more ethnic than any other city.
This [2]one directs you to excellent reading materials and information. And [3]this is the continuation
of the UK Police Racism in the case of Stephen Lawrence’s brother. Finally an [4]interesting statement
from Jackie Chan on the US.

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2260067/White-Britons-minority-Leicester-Luton-Slou
gh-Birmingham-set-follow-end-decade.html?printingPage=true
2. http://mondediplo.com/openpage/the-visible-government
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2261038/I-white-fiancee-My-son-drives-toy-police-ca
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r-But-20-years-brothers-murder-I-live-racisms-shadow-Exclusive-interview-Stephen-Lawrences-b
rother.html
4. http://www.france24.com/en/20130112-jackie-chan-calls-us-most-corrupt-country-world
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2.1.7 Glenn Greenwald (The Guardian): In 4-Years, The West Have Bombed
& Invaded 8 Muslim Nations (Is This not a ’War on Islam’?, he asks)
(2013-01-15 11:48)

Assalam Aleikum,

It has been a while. Please have a look at an excellent article below written by Glenn Greenwald
of the Guardian UK Newspaper, on how in just 4-year period the west, namely, US, France and UK
(acting as a ”coalition of terror”, via NATO or new EU security framework, ”authorized” by western-
dominated UNSC), have conducted illegal military operations and covert political operations with the
goal for regime changes on 8 major Islamic Nations: asking correctly, ’is this not a declaration of ”war
on Islam”, and not so-called ”war on terrorism”?’.

Before reprinting the article here also check out the Saturday published post on ”Spinney Hills Po-
lice Station” incident with a local Asian Woman and her children.

[1]

[2]
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The bombing of Mali highlights all the lessons of western intervention

The west African nation becomes the eighth country in the last four years alone where Muslims are
killed by the west

• [3]

• – [4]Glenn Greenwald
– [5]guardian.co.uk, Monday 14 January 2013 13.45 GMT

French troops board a transport plane in N’Djamena, Chad, bound for Mali. Photograph: Hand-
out/REUTERS
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As [6]French war planes bomb Mali, there is one simple statistic that provides the key context:
this west African nation of 15 million people is [7]the eighth country in which western powers - over
the last four years alone - have bombed and killed Muslims - after Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Yemen,
[8]Libya, Somalia and [9]the Phillipines (that does not count the [10]numerous lethal tyrannies propped
up by the west in that region). For obvious reasons, the rhetoric that the west is not at war with the
Islamic world grows increasingly hollow with each new expansion of this militarism. But within this
new massive bombing campaign, one finds most of the vital lessons about western intervention that,
typically, are steadfastly ignored.

First, as [11]the New York Times’ background account from this morning makes clear, much of
the instability in [12]Mali is the direct result of Nato’s intervention in Libya. Specifically, "heavily
armed, battle-hardened Islamist fighters returned from combat in Libya" and "the big weaponry coming
out of Libya and the different, more Islamic fighters who came back" played the precipitating role in the
collapse of the US-supported central government. As Owen Jones wrote in [13]an excellent column this
morning in the Independent:

"This intervention is itself the consequence of another. The Libyan war is frequently touted
as a success story for liberal interventionism. Yet the toppling of Muammar Gaddafi’s dic-
tatorship had consequences that Western intelligence services probably never even bothered
to imagine. Tuaregs – who traditionally hailed from northern Mali – made up a large por-
tion of his army. When Gaddafi was ejected from power, they returned to their homeland:
sometimes forcibly so as black Africans came under attack in post-Gaddafi Libya, an uncom-
fortable fact largely ignored by the Western media. . . . [T]he Libyan war was seen as a
success . . . and here we are now engaging with its catastrophic blowback."

Over and over, western intervention ends up - whether by ineptitude or design - sowing the seeds of
further intervention. Given the [14]massive instability still plaguing Libya as well as enduring anger
over the Benghazi attack, how long will it be before we hear that bombing and invasions in that country
are - once again - necessary to combat the empowered "Islamist" forces there: forces empowered as a
result of the Nato overthrow of that country’s government?

Second, the overthrow of the Malian government was enabled by US-trained-and-armed soldiers
who defected. From the NYT: "commanders of this nation’s elite army units, the fruit of years of
careful American training, defected when they were needed most — taking troops, guns, trucks and their
newfound skills to the enemy in the heat of battle, according to senior Malian military officials." And
then: "an American-trained officer overthrew Mali’s elected government, setting the stage for more than
half of the country to fall into the hands of Islamic extremists."

In other words, the west is once again at war with the very forces that it trained, funded and armed.
Nobody is better at creating its own enemies, and thus ensuring a posture of endless war, than the US
and its allies. Where the US cannot find enemies to fight against it, it simply empowers them.
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Third, western bombing of Muslims in yet another country will obviously provoke even more
anti-western sentiment, the fuel of terrorism. Already, as [15]the Guardian reports, French fighter jets in
Mali have killed "at least 11 civilians including three children". France’s long history of colonialization
in Mali only exacerbates the inevitable anger. Back in December, after the UN Security Council
authorized the intervention in Mali, Amnesty International’s researcher on West Africa, Salvatore
Saguès, [16]warned: "An international armed intervention is likely to increase the scale of human rights
violations we are already seeing in this conflict."

As always, western governments are well aware of this consequence and yet proceed anyway. The NYT
notes that the French bombing campaign was launched "in the face of longstanding American warnings
that a Western assault on the Islamist stronghold could rally jihadists around the world and prompt
terrorist attacks as far away as Europe." Indeed, at the same time that the French are now killing civilians
in Mali, a joint French-US raid in Somalia [17]caused the deaths of "at least eight civilians, including
two women and two children".

To believe that the US and its allies can just continue to go around the world, in country after
country, and bomb and kill innocent people - Muslims - and not be targeted with "terrorist" attacks is,
for obvious reasons, lunacy. As Bradford University professor Paul Rogers told Jones, the bombing of
Mali "will be portrayed as ’one more example of an assault on Islam’". Whatever hopes that may exist
for an end to the "war on terror" are systematically destroyed by ongoing aggression.

Fourth, for all the self-flattering rhetoric that western democracies love to apply to themselves, it
is extraordinary how these wars are waged without any pretense of democratic process. Writing about
the participation of the British government in the military assault on Mali, Jones notes that "it is
disturbing – to say the least – how Cameron has led Britain into Mali’s conflict without even a pretence
at consultation." Identically, the Washington Post this morning [18]reports that President Obama has
acknowledged after the fact that US fighter jets entered Somali air space as part of the French operation
there; the Post called that "a rare public acknowledgment of American combat operations in the Horn
of Africa" and described the anti-democratic secrecy that typically surrounds US war actions in the region:

"The US military has based a growing number of armed Predator drones as well as F-15
fighter jets at Camp Lemonnier, which has grown into a key installation for secret countert-
errorism operations in Somalia and Yemen. The defense official declined to identify the
aircraft used in the rescue attempt but said they were fighter jets, not drones. . . . .

"It was unclear, however, why Obama felt compelled to reveal this particular opera-
tion when he has remained silent about other specific US combat missions in Somalia.
Spokesmen from the White House and the Pentagon declined to elaborate or answer
questions Sunday night."

The Obama administration has, of course, draped its entire drone and global assassination campaign in an
impenetrable cloth of secrecy, ensuring it remains beyond the scrutinizing reach of media outlets, courts,
and its own citizens. The US and its western allies do not merely wage endless war aimed invariably at
Muslims. They do so in virtually complete secrecy, without any transparency or accountability. Meet
the western "democracies".
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Finally, the propaganda used to justify all of this is depressingly common yet wildly effective.
Any western government that wants to bomb Muslims simply slaps the label of "terrorists" on them, and
any real debate or critical assessment instantly ends before it can even begin. "The president is totally
determined that we must eradicate these terrorists who threaten the security of Mali, our own country
and Europe," proclaimed French defense minister Jean-Yves Le Drian.

As usual, this simplistic cartoon script distorts reality more than it describes it. There is no doubt
that the Malian rebels have engaged in all sorts of heinous atrocities ("[19]amputations, flogging, and
stoning to death for those who oppose their interpretation of Islam"), but so, too, have Malian government
forces - including, as [20]Amnesty chronicled, "arresting, torturing and killing Tuareg people apparently
only on ethnic ground." As Jones aptly warns: "don’t fall for a narrative so often pushed by the Western
media: a perverse oversimplification of good fighting evil, just as we have seen imposed on Syria’s
brutal civil war."

The French bombing of Mali, perhaps to include some form of US participation, illustrates every
lesson of western intervention. The "war on terror" is a self-perpetuating war precisely because it
endlessly engenders its own enemies and provides the fuel to ensure that the fire rages without end. But
the sloganeering propaganda used to justify this is so cheap and easy - we must kill the Terrorists! -
that it’s hard to see what will finally cause this to end. The blinding fear - not just of violence, but of
Otherness - that has been successfully implanted in the minds of many western citizens is such that
this single, empty word (Terrorists), standing alone, is sufficient to generate unquestioning support for
whatever their governments do in its name, no matter how secret or unaccompanied by evidence it may be.

© 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

Other unmissable (highly recommended) readings for you:

muslim [21]’Mosque buster’ claims he can stop ’tide of Islam’ by giving free advice on how to block
building plans for new places of worship [22]Only half of police would report a colleague for beating
a suspect who tried to escape [23]Keller: Invasion of the Data Snatchers [24]‘Red October’: Global
cyber-spy network uncovered by Russian expertsA sophisticated cyber-espionage network targeting the
world’s diplomatic, government and research agencies has been uncovered by the Kaspersky Lab, whose
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